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lAstronauts Close
In On Moon Today

The Summer Reading Club,
sponsored by the Calloway
County Public Library, will end
its contest on Saturday, July 31.
All participants must have
their book list turned in by
Saturday to qualify for one of the
prizes, according to Mrs.
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
Children who have read at least
five books will receive a reading
achievement certificate. Prizes
will be presented to the child whc
has read the most books in the
two sections, Grades 1, 2, and 3,
and Grades 4, 5, arx' 6, the
librarian said.
The summer reading program
has been highly successful as the
circulation of books from the
public library has been very high
this year, Mrs. Trevathan said

A little first-grade girl did not
have her immunization request in
her hand as she stood in line, so
the nurse said to her, 'Where is
your slip?"
The tiny miss carefully lifted a
corner of her little plaid skirt and
said, "I didn't wear one today."
Oon Research Corporation of
New Jersey conducted a poll
asking the question "Do you
personally believe that it is a
good thing that President Nixon
has decided to visit the People's
Republic of China, or isn't it?"
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Landing
On Moon
Is Friday
By Al Koestler Jr.
UPI Space Writer

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(CPU—Their troubles behind
4
them, the Apollo 15 astronauts
closed in silently on a waxing
John Mack Carter
Good Not
moon today, given the go-ahead
for a Friday landing at the foot of
67% 20
Total Public
lunar mountains taller than the
highest Rockies.
The short circuit that cast;
18-20 Years
78% 15
UniverState
KATHY BERRY (right), Murray, rehearses for her senior voice recital at Murray
doubt Tuesday on man's most
71% 18
21-29 Years
sity July 28. The program is at 8:00 p.m. in the recital hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Bldg. Mrs.
ambitious lunar exploration has
66% 22 Berry,daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Richard W. Farrell of Murray,is the wife of David Berry formerly of
30-49 Years
a
and
overcome
been
64% 19 Mayfield. With bee is Susan Nance,a senior majoring in piano at MSU. Miss Nance, daughter of Mrs.
50 Years and
CASPER, Wyo. (UPI) — John Mack Carter of Bronx- dustry as an innovative thinker preliminary check indicated the
Over
Donis E. Nance of 1715 Farmer Ave., will serve as the accompanist
Searchers today found alive 9- vile, N.Y., editor and publisher and an astute businessman, landing ship Falcon was ready.
(Photo by Wilma Woolley) year-old Kevin Dye, a mentally
672 21
East
of Ladies' Home Journal, will Carter became editor of Ladies' Today was the last easy day for
retarded epileptic boy who had return to his hometown of Home Journal in 1965 and David R.Scott, Alfred M. Worden
70% X7
Midwest
been missing for 11 days in the Murray to deliver the com- publisher two years later. As and James B. Irwin before they
62% -21
South
wilds of Wyoming, Natrona mencement address for summer editorial director of Downe began a record six days of moon
69% 17
Wes t
Bill Estes graduation exercises at Murray Communications, Inc., his activity. Scott and Irwin will
County Sheriff
State University Aug. 6.
responsibility now encompasses check their lender once again
72% 16
Republican
SUDANESE RED PARTY LEADER HANGED
"He is alive and appears well Ceremonies will begin at 3 p.m. a total primary circulation of tonight.
58% 27
KHARTOUM—The Sudanese Communist party leader was and we've sent in a stretcher to in the university auditorium. A more than 20 million copies—
Democrat
The $445-million mission at
hanged today after being convicted of masterminding the coup
75% 15
Independent
total of 582 students have applied more magazine circulation than Apollo 15 is the most demanding
Page
On
;Photo
1,2)
against President Jaafar Nurneiry, Omdurman radio said. Abdel
for degrees—including 273 for ever before under the direction of ever assigned to an American
Khalek Mahjob was the 14th rebel executed since the Numeiry bring him out," Ellis said.
space crew. Scott and Irwin will
bachelor's and 309 for master's. a single editor.
62% 18
8th Grade
regime was restored to power in a countercoup.
tracking Candidates for graduation Carter, who earned the spend more time on the moon,
Searchers, using
High Sch. Inc. 62% 25
dogs over a 30-square-mile area from both the regular summer bachelor's and master's degrees stay out on the surface longer,
High Sch.Grad. 65% 22
SOUTH VIET TROOPS THRUST INTO CAMBODIA
of Casper Mountain, spotted the term, which ends on the corn- at the University of Missouri, was cover more terrain and bring
into
thrust
troops
77% 15
Some College
SAIGON—Some 3,500 South Vietnamese
boj, and ran to him, Ellis said. memcement date, and the three- designated one of 10 outstanding back more samples than their
Cambodia today in a new drive to close Communist inflation
Since the boy has been week inter-session Aug. 9-27 will young men in the United States predecessors. Worden will orbit
Another question: "Do you
routes into the Mekong Delta. Another South Vietnamese force in Trussing, he had been spotted participate in the exercises.
by the Junior Chamber of the moon longer than anyone and
believe that Communist China
Cambodia reported killing 35 Viet Cong some 35 miles southeast of several times but ran away
Honorary doctoral degrees will Commerce in 1963.
conduct the first truly working
should be admitted to the United
bombers
B52
continued from searchers. apparently in be conferred upon Carter and The Navy veteran was a spacewalk.
Phnom Penh. And,in South Vietnam, U.S.
be
not
adNations or should
their pounding of Communist installations along the fright.
John Paul Hogan of Bartlesville, recipient of the Walter Williams The astronauts Tuesday ended
aphilitarized Zone.
WOO?"
In the predaym hours today, Okla., lineWc.si
181tand was their aiwzond clay in space as it
irrpeteint
Should Be admitrad
U.S. Army experts used in- Research Division of Phillips presented the MLssourl Honor started-trouble 'shooting an
Should not be admitted 40 percent
BOARD
NEICON CONSIDERING DOUBLING RESERVE
frared scopes as part.of a new Petroleum, during the program. A sard for Distinguished Service electrical problem that triggered
19 percent
No opinion
WASHINGTON—President Nixon is considering a move to strategy to try to catch Kevin. Carter, who is also president of in Journalism at the University of an alarm signal in the command
double the size of the independent Federal Reserve Board, UPI
The search had been spurred Downe Publishing, Inc., will Missouri in 1970.
module cabin.
NEWPORT, R.L—Aleiry
has learned. The suggestion, if introduced into Congress, could on by sow evidence found receive a doctor of letters degree. Hogan will be presented a They found a circuit breaker
sea
sign
Ross,
42r.
Stephtsc.
sf
"In general,do you think opening
Supreme
touch off a furor equal to that of Franklin D. Roosevelt's
Tu -6y that indicated the lad A former student at Murray State doctor of science honorary for part of the cabin lighting had
up more normal relations bet- and Mrs. Joe Ross ot Route 2, Court "packing" plan in the 1930's.
was still alive after being on where he was on the staff of the degree. A 1942 graduate of opened because of an apparent
was
his
to
Murray,
camsdadened
ween the United States and
the run like an animal since Murray State News, Carter also Murray State and a native of circuit fault, but Flight Director
Conununist China will be more present rank upon graduation AGNEW ON WAY BACK TO WASHINGTON
July 18, *hen he wandered worked at the Ledger and Times Lewes in Graves County, he was Milton Windier reported the
likely or less likely to lead to from Naval Officer Candidate
MADRID—Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was on his way be, k away from his parents on a in Murray.
one of three men named as trouble was minor and could be
School, Newport, R. I.
world peace?'
to Washington today. The vice president was due at Andrews A,r
A magazine editor for two distinguished alumni of the worked around.
More likely
68 per cent Graduation and commissioning Force Base, Md. this afternoon after a 35-day, 11-nation good c4 .11 mountaj/i. outing.
decades, he has been editor of university at the annual alumni The three Apollo 15 crewmen
Less likely
1.3 per cent ceremonies marked the com- tour.
retired at 1:33 a.m. EDT and
McCall's and American Home banquet last spring.
THREE
8 per cent pletion of 19 weeks of intensive
Makes no diff
much of this morning.
Better
of
editor
high-density
of
assistant
slept
and
discovery
engineering,
Naval
in
training
His
by
cited
were
persons
Three
11 per cent
No Opinion
Apollo 15 was gradually
tactics, seamanship, weapons
LBL Reunion Sunday
the Murray Police Department Homes and Gardens. He has also polyethylene has been hailed as
and navigation.
(Continued on Page Tweive)
yesterday and last night. They served as a vice president and one of the great technological
A reunion is planned on Sunday were one for speeding and director of the McCall cor- accomplishments of the 20th
"Do you approve of the way He is a 1970 graduate of the
August 1 at Paris Landing State disregarding two stop signs, one poration.
Richard Nixon is handling his job University of Missouri at Rolla.
That's A Lot of Film!
in- (Continued on Page Twelve)
as president?"
The Capri Theatre is charging Park near the large shelter, of all for public drunkenness, and one Known in the magazine
Approve
SPACE CENTER, Houston
54 percent
a rather unusual admission for families who formerly lived in for disregarding a four way stop
Disapprove
(UPI)—The American family
32 percent
the Children's Movie this the Land Between the Lakes and unnecc
reports. cc°rding tc
14 percent
No Opinion
which goes on one vacation
Saturday at 1:00 p.m. The show is area. This will be a picnic affair the citationar7llse'a
each year would require 333
billed as the "Bag 0 Litter" and all families are invited.
,Continued on Page Twelve)
years to use up the amount of
show and the price of admission Those attending are asked to
The Goshen United Methodist
film Apollo 15 will shoot in its
is a grocery bag filled with litter bring pictures and family inChurch, located on Highway 121
12-day moon mission.
picked up in your neighborhood. formation. This is the second
at Stella, will hold its annual
year for this event.
Space agency spokesman said
revival meeting starting Sunday, :"Everyone is pollution conTuesday
cameras in the comon
was
vehicles
both
to
Damage
were
collisions
Three traffic
August 1, and continuing through cious today and this free show for
Revival services will be held at
mand module, Endeavour, and
the front end.
the
of
officers
the
by
investigated
Friday, August 6.
a bag of litter is our contribution
the
Poplar Spring Baptist
lunar module, Falcon, will
Police Department on Miss Vickie Jo Brandon of 106 the
toward a cleaner community",
Church starting Sunday, August Murray
Hickory Drive, Murray, was use two miles of film to
Rev. Coy Garrett, minister of
were
persons
Two
Tuesday,
Tommy Brown, Capri manager
1, and continuing through Sunphotograph the earth, the moon
the Good Shepherd and Martin's
reported injured and treated at treated for a possible fracture of
said.
day,
August 8.
and outer space.
Methodist
United
the
at
the
12:25a.m.tochly
John Wesley Pendergrass will Chapel
of
room
at
wrist
the
emergency
the
The annual Poplar Spring The evangelist for the services
observe his 94th birthday on Churches, will be the evangelist "Run Wild, Run Free", an Baptist Church community fish
-Calloway County emergency room of the local
to be held daily at two p.m. and Murray
Saturday, July 31. He is a patient for the services to be held each excellent adventure film about a fry will be held on Saturday, July
hospital. She had been injured in
Hospital.
in Room One on the first floor of evening at 7:30.
a two car accident at 10:53 p.m.
boy and his colt, has been 31 at Tal Fannin's place in
Gene Dale Steely, age eleven. Tuesday.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
the Convalescent Division of the
attend scheduled for the special show Panorama Shores.
injured in a car and Involved were a 1970 Chevrolet (UPI)—The timetable for the
was
Murray-Calloway County The public is invited to
at
Saturday
one
o'clock.
6
at
served
be
will
food
The
the services,a church spokesman
motorcycle accident last night al two door owned by Gene Brandon flight of Apollo 15 (all times
Hospital
p.m. Fish will again be provided
said.
8:44 p.m. on South 16th Street. and driven by Miss Brandon, and EDT and subject to change):
Although aimed at pre-teen by Bro. Hurley Chadwick and the
Far. Yendergrass resided in the
Today
The young boy was treated for a 1970 Dodge two door owned by
and young teenagers, anyone will women are asked to bring a dish
community
of
Coldwater
of the right knee and Barbara Forth and driven by 9:34 a.m.—Astronauts end
contusions
be
admitted
free
if they bring a to compliment the fish.
FREE PUPPIES
Calloway County, but has been a
left elbow, according to hospital Timothy Lynn Forth of Hardin. sleep period.
bag of litter. The Murray Everyone in the church
patient at the Convalescent Two puppies with brown and
7:34 p.m.—Scott and Irwin
officials.
Sanitation
System
will
City police said Forth, going
a
have
to
free
are
neck
the
around
white
community is cordially invited to
Division since 1966.
enter lunar module for inspecpersons for pets. For further collection truck at the theatre to attend,a church spokesman said.
Vehicles involved were a 1966 north on South 12th Steet, was
tion.
take care of the litter collected
Hospital officials said Mr. Information call 753-8006.
Buick two door hardtop driven by making a left turn into the
9:24 p.m.Asts3nauts return
Grocery
Pendergrass' eyesight is not
Johnson's
of
lot
parking
Ilth
South
Katie Rose Linn of 607
to command module.
good, but he is able to be up some
Street, Murray, and a Yams when his car was hit in the rear
11:34 p.m.—Crew begins eightand enjoys having visitors. He
motorcycle owned by Gene Steely by the Brandon car.
hour sleep period.
was
Chevrolet
the
has nieces and nephews who live
to
Damage
and
Murray,
Avenue,
Story
of 901
Thursday
In Murray and Calloway County.
driven by Gene Dale Steely of on the left front and to the Dodge
7:34 a.m.—Crew awakens.
Mr. Pendergrass will enjoy
on the right rear bumper and
The Calloway County Youth
1507 Clayshire, Murray.
11:05 a.m.—Course correction,
receiving cards and letters on his
quarter panel.
For Christ will have its retreat at
birthday on Saturday.
Police said Miss Linn, going The other collision occurred at if needed.
the Jonathan Creek Baptist
The University School will hold retired at the close of the summer Asembly on Friday and Satursouth on South 16th Street, was 7:46 p.m. on the parking lot of 11:35 a.m.—Astronauts jettison
registration for the fall semester school.
making a left turn on a curve Storey's Food Giant between a door which covers service
day, July 30 and 31.
Other teachers are: Miss A spokesman said the retreat
on Monday, August 23, at 8:30
when Steely came around the 1969 Oldsmobile two door driven module scientific experiment
Rev. Terry SHY
r
a.m. according to the Director, Janice Hooks, second grade: will open at two p.m. Friday and
curve and the vehicles collided. by Nova Lou Butler of package.
fires
15
a6
p.m.—Apollo
Miss Vanda Gibson, third grade; close with the noon meal on 7:30 p.m. will be Rev. Terry Sills,
4:06
Vernon E. Shown.
Caruthersville, Mo., and a 1966
Miss Venona Rogers, fourth Saturday. Costs for the retreat pastor of the Sinking Spring
minute, 32 second braking blast
by
owned
door
Pontiac
four
All students planning to attend grade; Mrs Sue
Increasing cloudiness today
Chaney, fifth will be $4.50.
Baptist Church.
Wanda Sue Campbell of 1504 to swing into orbit around the
with widely scattered showers University School this coming grade; and Mrs. Golda Waters,
has served
Rev.
Sills
Drive, Murray, and moon. The orbit ranges from 67
and
city
the
Dudley
of
youth
county
All
and
present
be
should
and thundershowers. Con- school year
sixth grade.
at Hardin,
previously
pastorates
1Ftepbert Dale Campbell to 195 miles high.
by
attend,
to
driven
invited
officers
are
siderable cloudiness tonight and register on this date.
The kindergarten teacher will said.
4:47 p.m.—Seht Saturn rocket
Kirksey, and Fredonia Baptist The monthly steak dinner f of Murray Route Five.
Thursday with widely scattered
be Miss Jean Cooper; art, Mrs.
(]lurches and is a member of the the women of the Oaks Coon
Police said the Butler car, stage hits the moon.
showers and thundershowers. A The first full day of school win Sylvia
Puckett;
physical
executive board of the Blood Club will be held on Monday, parked ins parking space, pulled 8:14 p.m.—Apollo 15 lowers
FREE PUPPIES
little warmer east portion other be Tuesday, August 24.
August 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the club. out going north and collided with its orbit to within nine miles of
education, Mrs. Shirley Wilferd;
River Baptist Association.
wise little change in temlibrarian, Mrs.
Rev. All members are asked to sign the Campbell car going east on the lunar surface with a 22.9
Margaret Six part beagle puppies, seven The church pastor,
peratures through Thursday. 'Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn, who in Terhune; music, Mrs. Margery weeks old, are free for the asking. Thomas Perkins, urges all up at the pro shop or call Doris the lot.
second firing from the main
Highs today and Thursday in the the past has taught second grade, Shown; guidance, Mrs. Jo The owner says the puce will members and the public to attend Rose at 753-3690, Grace James
Damage to the Oldsmobile was service module engine.
upper 70s to low Ws. Lows tonight will teach first grade replacing Lovett; and scaool secretary, make good hunting dogs Call 753- the services during the coming 753-3416, Sue Outland 753-8682, or
on the left front and to the Pon- 11:34 p.m.—Astronauts begin a
mostly in the 60s.
Linda Adams 753-2378.
E009.
Mrs. Mavis McCamish who Miss Rebecca Dublin.
7 hour, 42 minute sleep period.
week
tiac on the front end.
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Missing Youth
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Emergency situation inspections by personnel from
Compliance and Evaluation
section of the Meat Inspection
Division of the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture can
mean thousands of dollars to the
industry, as is evidenced by four
truck accidents during the past
month.
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Deaths reported are Mrs. Minnie Riley of Kirksey Route One,
age 74,Oakley West of Hazel Route One,age 96, and Patricia Ann
Todd,infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Todd.
Miss Donna Grogan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan,
was named as queen of the Calloway County Fair. Named as
attendants were Miss Mitzi Ellis, Miss Ann Story,and Miss Sheryl
Carman.
Pvt. Clyde J. Stanley recently participated with other personnel
from the 8th Infantry Division's 83rd Artillery in an annual army
training test in Germany.
Rev. J. Donald Moorehead has been appointed new director of
the Wesley Foundation at Murray State College. He succeeds
Mrs. Brooks Cross who resigned.

20 Years Ago Today
LIMO=•?DM NILE
4 .14.,

Corporal John C. Tyler, son of Mrs. Laura Tyler, Puryear,
Tenn., has recently been promoted to Sergeant at Governors
Island, N.Y.
Murray Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will be host
for the picnic for the West Kentucky Federation Order of the
Eastern Star District 18 at the City Park on July 29.
Mrs. A. D. Reeves was elected president of the Dexter
Homemakers Club at the recent organizational meeting.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Born Yesterday" with Judy
Holliday, William Holden, and Broderick Crawford.

On June 10,a truck from a Mt.
Sterling firm, loaded with 8,000
pounds of processed chickens,
was involved in an accident near
Flemingsburg. Meat Inspection
Division personnel, after hours of
diligent work, salvaged 7,700
pounds of cargo. Re-inspection
allowed the owner to move the
meat on the market channels.
On June 17,8 truck from Cagles
Trucking Lines, Atlanta, loaded
with processed chickens, overturned on Route 227 Madison
County. Under supervision of the
C & E officer and Kentucky Meat
Inspection Division personnel,
16 165 pounds of the 28,700-pound
load was salvaged. After reinspection, the salvaged products
were re-enetered into market
channels.
A truck carrying 33,000 pounds
of meat products was involved in
an accident on 1-65. Inspectors
from the Bowling Green office
stayed on duty for 26 consecutive
hours and all 33,000 pounds were
salvaged. The cargo was turned
over to the Federal C & E personnel for shipment to Tampa,
Fla., where it was re-inspected
and re-classified for re-entry into
market channels.
An accident involving animals
on the way to slaughter occured
in Eastern Kentucky. The truck
was hauling 170 hogs, of which 103
were killed at the scene of the
accident. The remaining 67 were
salvaged by C & E personnel and
released- under USDA supervision for slaughter in Bristol,
Va.
Although the loss was extensive, the C & E personnel
enabled the shipper to realize a
substantial recovery and added
to the supply of wholesome meat
being made available for
processing.

_

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, July 28,
the 209th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars. are Venus,
Mars and Saturn. •
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
The evening stars are MercuSouthern States Industrial Council ry and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
AN ASIAN MUNICH?
Had Secretary of State William Former First Lady Mrs. John
P. Rogers been sent to Peking, Kennedy, now Mrs. Aristotle
WASHINGTON, D.C.- tradition would have required Onassis, was born July 1919.
Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.President Nixon's announcement that he appear before the ap- On this day in history:
Matthew 5:4.
1914 Austria declared war
When we know the happiness of loved ones in Heaven, only that he will journey to Peking to propriate Senate committees to In
on Serbia, marking the start of
questions.
answer
The
specialists
meet
with
Red
China's
rulers
has
selfishness could make us continue to mourn.
sent shock waves of dismay also point out that the secret World War I.
through the ranks of realists in negotiations in Peking are- In 1932 more than 15,000
War I
the nation's capital. Sen. John G. contrary to American diplomatic unemployed World
Tower (R-Texas) has said that tradition. For years, Americans veterans camping in Washing"the President owes the have opposed secret agreements, ton were driven from the city
secretly arrived at. Realists note $y federal troops. The vets
American people an
by Carl Riblet Jr.
that one secret meeting with a were demanding immediate
planation."
The anger and astonishment communist
leader-President payment of a "war bonus."
Why can't the dollies on jetliners simply serve and
assist, as advertised, and leave off the preening, voiced in realist circles stems Roosevelt's meeting with Dic- In 1945 the U.S. Senate
Stalin at Ya Ha - led to the ratified the United Nations
swishing and talking, especially the talking? Migod. from the conviction that the tator
President's trip will do these betrayal of the peoples of Eastern Charter by a vote of 89 to 2.
how loudly and stridently and copiously the things: 1) legitimatize the Europe-the peoples in the now Also in 1945 an Army BM
stewardesses do chatter—at a time when "quiet, aggressor regime in Peking; 2) captive nations.
bomber lost in the fog crashed
enable the Chinese communists Of special concern is the im- into the side of the Empire
please!" ought to be pronounced "Shut up!"
to forge new political and ,act of the planned journey on the State Building in New York
"Of all sounds, noisy chatter can be the
economic ties to weak Third Future of Japan. Only a few weeks City, killing 13 persons.
most disturbing."
World nations; and 3) result in ago,Secretary of Defense Melvin
—Dictionary of Opinions
the humiliation of the United Laird urged Japan to expand its
A thought for today: Aesop
States throughout the Orient.
armed forces and assume a said, "Little friends may prove
Know where your children are
Always check weather con- The third point is perhaps the bigger share of the defense great friends."
going when they leave dressed in ditions before setting off on a boat most serious. In Asia, "face" is burden in Asia. Now Mr. Nixon's
FRANKFORT, Ky.-"Sex
bathing suits and carrying trip. Mother Nature doesn't all-important. Asians
Education: A Community-Wide
un- statement in effect suggests that
towels. New and different always cooperate but she does doubtedly will regard the Nixon Red China isn't an enormous
Effort" will be the subject of a
swimming and diving spots always get her way. She can turn journey to the Chinese Com- threat. Certainly, there is little
three-day conference sponsored
might be a challenge but they a long, happy trip into a short munist capital as evidence that reason why Japan should rearm
by the Kentucky Department of
might also be a hazard.
the United States has been if the United States is going to
Health's Division of Maternal
tragic one.
humbled in the Vietnam War. reach an accommodation with
and Child Health, at the Imperial
They will also regard the trip as Peking. It seems likely, in fact,
Ramada Inn in Lexington August
proof that the United States is, as that the Nixon journey could set
3-5.
Mao Tse-tung has been saying for the stage for the emergence of a LEXINGTON, Ky.-Adults
The conference, held annually
left-oriented government in
years, a "paper tiger."
professionals in medical and
who serve as volunteer leaders in for
Furthermore, if Mr. Nixon Japan, a government determined
Kentucky's 4-H program will healer-related fields, focuses on a
wanted to meet with the rulers of to play ball-at least ping ponghealth topic concerning mothers
meet at Lake Cumberland 4-H
Red China, he could have offered with Peking. Indonesia's great
July 30-Aug. 1, to find out and children. About 400
Center,
to meet them on neutral struggle to throw off Peking's
physicians, public health nurses,
effective ways to work with
territory-in Geneva, Burma or influence also is undermined by more
religious
leaders, and educators
youth.
Kentucky
elsewhere. But no, he did not hold the Nixon announcement. The
These 4-H leaders from are expected to attend.
out for that. Instead, he is making lesser states of Asia may well ask
John Parks, M.D., director of
throughout the state will be atthe journey to the capital of the themselves why they should
Grass West Mental Health
Blue
Kentucky
second
the
tending
aggressor, exactly as Neville struggle to resist Red China's
will deliver
Leaders' Forum. Theme of Center in Frankfort,
4-H
Chamberlain, the British Prime influence if the United States is to
conference this year is "It's the keynote address, "Sexualitythe
Minister of the 1930's who retreat from its policy of
Present and Future."
Our Tomorrow-Start With
pledged "peace in our time," resistance to Peking.
Cornelia Wilbur, M.D., of the
Today."
Leadership
journeyed to Munich to seek In general, realists believe that
Kentucky
conference is planned to University of
The
normal relations with Nazi the Nixon announcement...
together volunteers-- Department of Psychiatry, will
bring
Germany. The Munich journey regarded as a political end-run
adult 4-H leaders- talk about "Sex Education in the
• ,„
-41111tv...."
was a humiliation for Great around the "peace" bloc-is the Kentucky's
professionals-4-H personnel Developing Child."
and
44,
Britain and encouraged Hitler in most serious mistake in U.S.
Other speakers are Dr.
University of Kentucky
his aggression. Tragically, Mr. foreign policy since the end of with the
Agriculture's Marianne Mitchell, Department
of
College
William Holden and Ryan O'NeaLas outlaw cowboys on the long Nixon's journey to Peking is World War II and threatens the Cooperative Extension Service- of Education,Indiana University,
trail from Montana to Mexico to avoid justice In "Wild Rovers." likely to encourage Mao Tse-tung cause of freedom. The feeling to exchange ideas on working "Communicating About Sex,"
in his aggressive designs, con- among realistic observers is that
Now showing Salem Cinema I. Thursday thru Tuesday.
through the 4-H and Mr. and Mrs. John Inderhees
firming his oft-stated belief that the Nixon trip will create a state with youth
1971 Forum of Cincinnati, "Blueprint of
The
the United States is decadent and of euphoria in the country that program.
many Workable Community Sex
features
program
%ass.** &Are • •• - •• 41•• ••
•••• weak.
will cause Americans to be
on com- Education Programs."
sessions
discussion
Relax
In
Realists also are dismayed that psychologically unprepared for
ADULTS
leader- A panel of youth made up of
Air-C• ditioned
Mr. Nixon would handle such a danger, precisely as Neville munication with youth,
4-H. college students and recent
expanding
and
methods,
ship
momentous change of national Chamberlain's journey to Munich
Friday college graduates will present
session
on
opening
The
policy in such a secretive man- came close to costing the British
(:Ct‘r76f.t1 I
Through the their views on sex education
ner, employing his controversial people their liberties and sur- night features "4-H
with Ken- needs in the home and school.
4-H'ers,"
Eyes of
THEY WERE DAMMED
special assistant-Dr. Henry vival.
•
National 4-H Con1971
tucky's
GOOD COWBOYS, UNTIL
Kissinger-as a negotiator.
Take time to learn life saving
ference delegates-Regina Boyd,
2nd WEEKI
THEY ROBBED A BANK.
On Capitol Hill, specialists in
techniques. Courses are taught
Cold
Heck,
Roeemarie
01113f
!
t
41
Awi
Cadiz;
RYAN O'NEAL AND
communist affairs are wondering
such
Jackson, in water safety by
WILLIAM HOLDEN IN
what secret understandings may Thin in terms of two's when in Spring; Mary Nell
Cross,
Red
the
as
organizations
• have been reached between Dr. or around the water. When Hardinsburg; Paul Junk,
F‘ned by David Lean
Boys Clubs and YMCA's. A few
Kissinger and Red Chinese swimming or boating your tgiddy Louisville; and Stephen Kelly, minutes a week could be worth a
members.
Premier Chou En-lai. These can be more than just a friend-he Crittenden-as panel
On Saturday, Ralph Ramsey
• specialists doubt that the com- can be a life saifer.
Extension sociologist, will talk to Feltner, assistant director of
munists would have gone along
the group on "Effective Extension for 4-H, will speak on
with the Nixon plan for a meeting
Expansion of 4-H "New Ideas for Kentucky's 4-H
Don't
overestimate your Programs for
IERT ket044.164 * without assurances on suband the Leadership Needs to Future."
TRENOP fiCMINID
prowress
in
the
matters.
stantive
water
You
*
CHRSYCIPNER JONES
Serve These Programs, and Following each presentation,
It also is noted here that Mr. might
.044 MILLS *
find yourself too far from Granville King,area Extension 4- discussion sessions are planned
7.30
previously
refused
allow
to
LEO Mdleal * Nixon
shore to make it back. If you H agent, will discuss "Resource when leaders will give their ideas
44 SWAN MILES * Dr. Kissinger to be quizzed by
9.30
Effective on the topics discussed and on
underestimate your abilities in Available
for
congressional
committees,
(GP)
the water yottA'11
es,..,..„.
live long enough leadership." Before the con- other subjects of interest to 4-H
executive
claiming
privilege.
fe •
••
•
•* *••*
to improve
m
ference ends on Sunday, Conrad leaders
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By Neil He:
UPI Sports
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Murray's Mel F
his way into an
survivors in Tues
rounds of the Ns
Under champions
tanooga, Tennesse
Purcell, son of
University tennis
Purcell and t
Southern champ,
Jeffrey of Summit,
disposed of Robe
Henrietta, Okla.
Purcell, seeded
Jeffrey 6-2 and 6-2
8-4, 6-2 sets from
The Murray smr
on Scott Lipton

PV•119Cor

coLow sn,OCLUxf
.:::>

iv KIK

EE MOV
FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES!!

Pat Dobson, em
most consistent
Baltimore's start
relied a little more
and a little less c
tending his winnin
games
Dobson has sai
that luck has been
tea fine showing tl
the tall right-hand
own luck" Theta
pitching the Orio
victory over t
Athletics in the
doubleheader. Brp
lofted a two-run hc
out in the ninth
nightcap to give B
victory and a
sweep.
Dobson allowed
in extending his wir
11 games, a streak
Jane 17, as he s
hatters and raised
record to 144.
Dobson, general:
the "fourth man"
brilliant pitching
Olive McNally, Jut
Mike Cuellar, no
Orioles, mound c
departments: At
complete games.

LA Er

Seven
By JOE CAR
UPI Sports

Sex Ed Conference
Set In Lexington

4-H Leaders
Forum Is Set
For July 30

SATWRDAY
1:00 til 3:00
RULES FOR BAG 0' LITTER SHOW
Pick up a regular grocery bag full of litter from
your neighborhood and bring it to the CAPRI
Saturday at 1:00. Your bag of litter will admit
you to see "RUN WILD, RUN FREE". Litter
must be picked up from outside your home.
Mom's trash from her waste containers is not
acceptable. COMF ON. LET'S CLEAN UP
MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY AND SEE
THIS FINE MOVIE FOR A BAG 0' LITTER!
•

ER

1"i

oltutilim PR tut es presents

:eS•;,
\s,

An In mg Allyn produt 11011

6Wild Ryaitis
ers Daughter

Startfe;
• ...a movie that will
runaway
with your heart!

•

(N•Wica•Technicolor C
•

Admission 75' Without Bag 0 Litter
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Bill Buckner adi
finality to Dock
streak.
Ellis looked well
his 14th consecutivi
held a 5-1 lead g
seventh inning. Etu
erupted for six rur
by Bucimer's first
slam homer, and
defeat the Pittsbur
Tuesday night.
Ellis, looking f
victory, gave up tw
walk to fill the
seventh before si
Haller and Mau;
counted for a pair
"Mudcat" Grant
and Buckner green
grand slam. Will
added a solo homer
Elsewhere in
League, Atlanta
Francisco 4-3, Cinc
San Diego 11.
shaded St. Louis 34
downed Houston 85-1 and Montrt
Chicago 6-1.
Earl Williams a
and drove in at
sacrifice fly as
Braves beat San I
victory was Ationl
its last eight gain
the last 13. Juan
has not won since
fered the defeat.
Hal McRae had
I home run and a
May added two hi
2incinnati past
11cRae's five hits
I7-hit Reds' stead
Jim McGlothlin pi(
victory in 13 deci
Bobby Pfeil,
service as a catcl
n
Philadelphia
reported injured,
first two homers c

The City of Mi
Custom White
held at the CH;
City reserves t
will be cash o

In

r.

I;

tv,
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Purcell Wins At
Chattanooga Meet
Murray's Mel Purcell battled
his way into an elite group of
survivors in Tuesday's opening
rounds of the National 12-andUnder championships in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Purcell, son of Murray State
University tennis coach Bennie
Purcell and the reigning
Southern champ, defeated Mark
Jeffrey of Summit, N.J., and then
disposed of Robert Johnson of
Henrietta, Okla.
Purcell, seeded No. 7, downed
Jeffrey 6-2 and 6-2 before taking
6-4, 6-2 sets from Johnson.
The Murray smoothie willjake
on Scott Lipton of San Jose.

Colts Picked

RENO, Nev. (UP1)—Harrah's
Race Book rated the Baltimore
Colts Tuesday as 101n point
favorites to defeat the College
All-Stars in their football game
Celif., in his only singles action at Chicago Friday.
today. Should he win, Purcell PR-MAN GOES
would probably face fourth- NEW YORK (UPI)—Burt
seeded Scott Bondurant Thur- Schultz, 47, resigned Tuedday
sday.
as public relations direlpr of
Bondurant also must win the American BasketballifAssotoday, however, to gain a ciation to take a similar post
Thursday berth.
with a magazine on New York
Purcell and doubles partner, football.
Tiger Buford,of Memphis, Tenn., FROM REDS TO CARS
the Southern two-man cham- CINCINNATI (UPI) — The
pions, will be in action today as Cincinnati police department
that competition begins. They are revealed Tuesday that it will
the fourth-seeded doubles team in soon begin to use Crosley Field
the tourney, which has brought the former home of the
together the best 12-and-under Cincinnati Reds, as an im
players in the United States.
pounding lot.

Orioles; Red Sox-Twins Split
Dobson Wins 11th Straight For
By Neil Hershberg
UPI Sports Writer

WEDNESISAY—JULY 28. 1971

—MURRAY, KENTUCKY

aim

pitched (188), strikeouts (125), An error by California second
and ERA (2.78).
baseman Sandy Alomar opened

Pat Dobson, emerging as the In other American League
the door for three runs in the
most consistent pitcher in action Boston edged Milwaukee
sixth inning to help Cleveland
Baltimore's starting rotation, in the opener of a twin bill 4-3 with down the Angels. Sam McDowell
relied a little more on his fastball the Brewers taking the nightcap, gave up six hits to gain his 100
and a little less on luck in ex- 5-1,
Minnesota
downed victory against 10 defeats.
PARK LEAGUE WINNERS—The Braves were the undefeated champions of the Emerson, Rocky Hutson, Mark Smith, David Bailey, and Paul Austin. Top row,
tending his winning streak to 11 Washington 4-2, Chicago defeated
Park
League this season. Members of the team are: bottom row, left to right, Mickey Overby, Quinton Walls, Nick Swift, Fred Kemp, Barry Weatherford, Jim
games
New York 9-6 in 12 innings, Rookie Bill Parsons scattered
Dobson has said continually Detroit nipped Kansas City 5-4 in five hits and drove home what Howie Crittenden, Randy Mayfield, Stacey Smith, Barry Bogard, Vincient Walls, Scarborough, Ricky Smith and Kenneth Walls. At back are Alton Swift, coach, and
that luck has been responsible for 11 innings and Cleveland edged proved to be the winning run in Rusty Bogard and Gus Moore. Second row, Darren Hooper, Mark Austin, Gary James Hooper, assistant coach.
his fine showing this season but California 4-3.
the second game after Boston
the tall right-hander "made his
rallied for four runs in the eighth
own luck" Tuesday night in Robinson's 13th homer came inning to take the opener. Parpitching the Orioles to a 1-0 off reliver Roland Fingers after a sons struck out nine and walked
victory over the Oakland two-out double by Boog Powell to three in picking up his ninth
Athletics in the opener of a give the Orioles the second-game victory and drove in a run with a
doubleheader. Brpoks Robinson victory.
sirw,la in the second inning.
lofted a two-run homer with two
Rodriguez
walked
on
a
Aurelio
Skip Lockwood had a no-hitter
out in the ninth inning of the
nightcap to give Baltimore a 6-4 3-1 pitch by Jim York with the until the seventh inning of the
The Murray Little League All-Star team lost a heartbreaker to
victory and a doubleheader bases loaded and one out in the first game but was chased in the
Henderson's All-Stars last night in the finals of the District
Ilth inning to help Mickey Lolich eighth on consecutive singles by
sweep.
Tournament at Henderson.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Dobson allowed only four hits gain his 16th victory. Jim Price Duane Josephson, Mike Fiore
The local nine was defeated 4-3 in a game which saw five home
UPI Sports Writer
a
single
and
The Murray American Legion
and John Kennedy. Reliever Ken
in extending his winning streak to led off the llth with
runs go sailing over the fence.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Ivy Osbaseball team advanced in the
11 games, a streak which began pinch-runner Tony Taylor was Sanders came on, giving up two
Hudspeth pitched for Murray and he gave up the 4 runs on 4 Ion had the right idea.
District American Legion'
Jane 17, as he struck out 13 bunted to second. Dalton Jones singles and a bases loaded walk
hits. Three of Henderson's 4 hits were home runs.
He used to stick cotton in his
Tournament here last night by
batters and raised his season's and Dick McAuliffe were walked to Rico Petrocelli.
Middleton, a left-handed curve-bailer with a fine changeup, ears.
intentionally before Rodriguez
downing the Paducah Legion nine
record to 14-4.
was the hurler for Henderson and he gave up 4 hits. Two of
That's the smartest thing you
3-2 at Ty Holland Stadium.
With two out in the 12th inning,
Dobson, generally regarded as walked.
Murray's four hits were home ruris slammed out of the park by can ever do anytime MuhamMayfield blasted Benton 15-2 in
the -fourth man" on the Orioles
Tony Oliva's two-run homer in Bill Melton took over the
Jeff Oakley.
mad All begins cranking up and
the opening game of last night's
trilliant pitching staff behind the ninth inning broke a 2-2 tie American League lead in home
Tirn Lane and Raymond Slins i,..illected Murray's other two going into his old song and
action.
lkive McNally, Jim Palmer and and powered the Twins past the runs with 23 to pace the White Sox
hits, both singles.
dance about any condition you
Mike Cuellar, now leads the Senators. Harmon Killebrew led to the extra inning victory over
name, his own, the fight game's LIGONIER, Pa. ( UPI )=-' Randy Oliver struck out 15
Orioles, mound corps in five off with a single in the ninth and the Yankees. The loss ended a
or the world's.
Arnold Palmer and Jack Paducah batters on his way to the
win.
departments: victories (14),1 Oliva folkowed with a 378.1oot five-game Yankee winning
Ivy Olson, for the benefit of Nicklaus, feuding
epenly
streak.
complete gamey(889, ,:fradrige Mast, his-19th.
You newcomers, played short- month ago in the U. S. Open, will Neither team could cross the
stop and second base for the put personalities aside Thursday plate for the first 41,4 innings of
Dodgers half a century ago and to begin defense of their title In the game until Mike Severns and
the reason he kept jamming the PGA national team cham- Brent Gregston hit back-to-back
doubles for Paducah in the
cotton in his ears was because pionship.
bottom of the fifth inning, scoring
he
got
bloody
well
worn
out
Last
year,
golf's
two
top
allThe deadline for entries in the from Callaway, Marshall Mclistening to Brooklyn fans boo time moneywirmers joked their Severns for the first Paducah
Cracken,
Ballard
Association's
and
LivingsAmateur Softball
him all the time.
way around the course to win by run.
Slow Pitch District Tournament ton counties is eligible to partiMuhammad All has a way of three strokes when the event was Murray came back in the top of
000st the Flub to victory in the singles by Tommie Agee, Cleon In Paducah is midnight Friday. cipate. The winner and runner
By JOE CARNICELLI
making your ears tired, too. known as the four-ball cham- the sixth when Brown Crouch
up in the tournament will adopener. Cesar Cedeno and Doug Jones and Ed Kranepool
tripled to drive in Mitch Ward ahUPI Sports Writer
The tournament will be held vance to the regional contest Sometimes, if you watch him pionship.
Rader homered to back Wade produced one run and Lyer won
closely enough, you can even
But their mood was anything d tied the socre at 1-1.
time, with the which has not been set yet.
first
here
for
the
Bill Buckner added a note of Blasingame's four-hit pitching as the game with his blooper.
catch him yawning at what he but joking just last month in the Paducah scored again in the
cooperation of the Parks, Playthe Astros' took the second
says himself.
finality to Dock Ellis' winning
DepartRecreation
open at Ardmore, Pa., when bottom of the sixth when Leon
and
grounds
game.
Bony Fairley hit a two-run
Entries should be mailed tc
plalyed
streak.
will
be
He
talks
the
same
way
he
Games
Palmer
criticized Nicklaus for Worth's single scored Rickie
ment.
St..
in the fifth inning and
Park Tommy Carrico, 1305 Vine
Ellis looked well on his way to Duffy Dyer's pop fly single to homer
Nelson
fights,
improvising
all
the
time
2-8
at
Stuart
playing
too
slowly and Nicklaus White who had walked and adAug.
pitched a fourEntry fee 15 without any real game plan,
Ky..
Murray,
his 14th consecutive victory as he right capped a two run ninth Ernie McAnally
returned the next day with a vanced to third on two infield
Expos beat Chicago. and Brooks Stadium.
outs.
920 per team.
held a 5-1 lead going into the inning rally that lifted New York hitter as the
and
whenever
he
finds
he
has
prepared defense.
tram
softball
slow
pitch
Any
also drove in a run with
Murray tied the score again in:
seventh inning. But Los Angeles past the Cardinals. St. Louis led McAnally
talked himself into a corner, he
This
year,
Nicklaus
and
2-1 entering the ninth when a sacrifice fly.
erupted for six runs, highlighted
does pretty much the same Palmer each have won three the seventh when Terry Yarby Bucimer's first career grand
thing he does when cornered in tournaments and rank second borough got on base by being hit'
slam homer, and went on to
the ring.
and third on the moneywinning by a pitch and then scored on a`
defeat the Pittsburgh Pirates 8-5
He covers up, quits taldng list behind U. S. and British Paducah error.
Murray went ahead for good in
Tuesday night.
awhile and lets his opponent Open champion Lee Trevino.
Ellis, looking for his 16th
punch himself Out by having his Trevino, who says he is the eighth' inning when David
victory, gave up two singles and a
say, confident in his own mind beginning to feel the effect of his Hughes, Charlie Robinson and
walk to fill the bases in the
he owns the necessary energy heavy competitive schedule, Danny Osborne all singled to lad
Pitchlog
11 Decisions
the bases and the Johnny
seventh before singles by Tom By United Press International
Cuellar, to pick up the attack again picked Howie Johnson, a comined 8100 for each practice
Williams rapped a single to score
ailltrrn
'
ont°12"
al$5.1912CN*1114 Baltimore,
Haller and Maury Wills acanytime
he
likes.
parative
unknown,
as
his
partner
.165,
, but a team spokesman
tSiebert,
,'Baltimore.
, 13-4,
3-4, .7oo;
Boston, 14-5, .737.
counted for a pair of runs. Jim Dick Post got his wish to play id he was expected to talk with
Take, for example, one of the this week. Last year Trevino Hughes with the winning run.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
"Mudcat" Grant relieved Ellis for a team besides the San Diego Coach Nick Skorich to resolve
statements he made before teamed with former Green Bay Thomason was the winning
GAS R 14 Pct
Player Club
By The AserNIdled PftlIS
Torre St L
102 391 61 144 .361
and Buckner greeted him with his Chargers.
Monday night's 12th round TKO Packers football player Jess pitcher for Mayfield and he
their differences.
Josed on 293 at-bats.
Beckett Cl
96 304 es 136 .351
Clemente Pah
96 345 91 117 .339 of ex-sparring partner, Jimmy Whittenton and they tied for 14th struck out 13 batters and also
grand slam. Willie Crawford Post, who led the American The Atlanta Falcons came to
AMERICAN LEAGUE
99 407 110 137 .337
Itrzk ArL
Player Clog
slammed a solo home run in the
100 410 70 137 .334 Ellis, in the Houston Astro- place.
added a solo homer in the eighth. Football League in rushing in terms with linebacker Tommy 311vo Min
n 334 51 109 359
101 400 61 136 .333
W.Dayis LA
911 353 63 119 437
Murcer NY
eighth inning. Steve Pembers and
111 .344 dome.
Elsewhere in the National 1969, was traded to the Denver Nobis, their original No. 1 draft Rotas KC
5anoulllen Pah
92 331 47 107 .319
Palmer,
winner
of
the
$250,000
;
1;A.AlocuA.c
StLA,
KC
91 SA 56 IH .317
Scott Qualk each had 2 hits in
9'3 .
7,709
League, Atlanta edged San Broncos for a second-round draft choice, for an estimated $75,000 Fietis
of
H
tio
sword Wei l
worst
shape
in
the
Westchester
96 359 40 110 .306
**I'm
Classic
last
Sunday,
70 203 56 91 -322
Cash Pah
$4 279 011 $S 30.5
Francisco 4-3, Cincinnati bombed choice Tuesday in the Chargers' per year for the next fire years. MIncher Was
40 270 31 02 .304
my life," All solemnly an- practiced Tuesday at Latrobe Mayfield's 12-hit attach.
Nome Rolls
Reichardt CM
$5 317 35 96 .303
San Diego 11-3, New York campaign to rid themselves of In other developments, the Tovor
302
120
MIti
Country Club,the course 10 miles Fields, Davis and Farmer each
96 3911 St
•
Aartin. nounced.
Stargeit, Pitt•butoh, 32•
Satin* Out
III 26 64 711 .299
L.May, Cincinnati, 25;
Atlanta, 29;
shaded St. Louis 3-2, Philadelphia disgruntled players.
after
oats
again
from
here where he learned the collected two hits for Benton.
Feeling
his
D
Johnson.
Philadelphia,
22.;
Mentano2.
Philadelphia Eagles added firstNage Runs
Philadelphia, 70; Colbert, Son Diego. 20,
downed Houston 8-3 before losing The 5-foot-9, 190-pound Post year tight end Dick Hill of Texas,
he
proclaimed:
game
and where his father is the Paducah will take on Benton in
the
right,
Coal, Detroit. 72; Melton, Chkago,
Bonds, San Francisco, 20.
R.Smnii, siestas, 21; Petrocelli. isaaton,
Run* WIWI In
5-1 and Montreal defeated had been dissatisfied with his Arlington to their roster after he 10;
ever."
best
shape
F
in
the
proo.
Palmer is negotiating to the opening game here tonight at
Howard,
"I'm
Myrtles', 1gew York, It;
Slargell, Pittsburgh, 91; Torre, 3i LOU'.
Washington, II; Nettles, Cleveland, 11;
5 p.m. and Murray and Mayfield
04; H.Aoron, Atlanta, 76; Montonez,
Chicago 6-1.
He made a couple of other buy the club.
contract and was playing out his was placed on waivers by the 010m, Minnesota, N.
Philadelphia, 71: D.Johrson, Philadelphia,
64.
Earl Williams scored one run I I tion. He had undergone three New England Patriots' rookie
Rows Batted In
post-fight statements that Nicklaus was due here today will tangle in the nightcap at 7:30
Pitching
Killebrew, Minnesota, 70: DetrOC•_
111.
11 Decision
and drove in another with a 4
should be taken with a pinch of for the program following an p.m.
operations, one of which wide receiver Ron Jessie of Boston,
66; 06,,,;.,. 900 Y0r
43;
Ellis. Pittsburgh, 15-3, .033; Gullet?,
Robinson,
Boitimore,
63;
.
89 1110.
CIncinntrti, 11-3, .766; Dlerker, Houston, cotton.
sacrifice fly as the streaking limited him to 74 carries for 225 Kansas was traded by the Dallas Oakland,
exhibition appearance Tuesday
42.
12.4, .750; Blass, eitistsurg0, 11_,-4 .733,
J.Johnson, Son Francisco, 114, .733.
Braves beat San Francisco. The ards last season.
DAVIS SIGNS
Cowboys to the Detroit Lions for
That's how Joe Frazier took In Toledo, Ohio.
victory was Atlanta's seventh in Post
Most of the top players are
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)—Lee
was
the
second an undisclosed draft choice;
them, anyway, in Philadelphia
Its last eight games and 10th in
tisified Charger player to be veteran linebacker Larry
where he saw the fight on entered, although Gary Player Davis, a 6-foot, 8-inch center
the last 13. Juan Marichal, who raded away this week. On Grantham worked out with the
closed circuit TV and nearly and Tony Jacklin are at home on from North Carolina College at
has not won since June 23, suf- Monday, defensive tackle Ron New York Jets for the first time
his
1971-73
had heart failure. Not because vacation and slumping Billy Davis, signed
fered the defeat.
Billingsley, who had failed to since returning to camp; and the
of All but because he thought Casper also will sit out the event. zontract Tuesday with the
Hal McRae had three doubles, report to camp, was traded to the Pittsburgh Steelers traded
Memphis Pros of .the American
for a few minutes he had lost
Basketball Association.
a home run and a single and Lee Houston Oilers.
seventh round draft choice and
his diamond ring in the
Davis said that he received a
Way added two homers to pace The Cleveland Browns said tackle Worthy McClure of
darkened arena he and his wile
W111113161
incinnati past the Padres. they hoped to patch up dif- Mississippi to Houston and
slight raise and
it was
$197,211
1 lee T
were at.
2. lack Nicklaus
11cRae's five hits highlighted a erences with offensive tackle placed nine players, including
estimated that the new contract
167,713
"Next time I'm gonna dance
3. Arnold Penner
164,743 '
4. Gary Moyer
17-hit Reds' attack that helped oe Taffoni, who walked out of veterans Clarence Oliver, John
called for $16,000.
119,510
even more," All trumpeted, 5.
homer Berber
103.590
Jim McGlothlin pick up his sixth training camp Tuesday in a Sodaski and Doug Fisher, on
Gene Little/
conveniently ignoring the fact 6.
. , 93.582
7. Fronk Beard . ..
.. 91.27.1
victory in 13 decisions.
• pute over being relegated to waivers.
B. Ilnoce Crampton
.. 89,621
he showed weariness time and 9,
Dave Ekhelberger
88.930
Bobby Pfeil, pressed into the second team for a scrim- The Oakland Raiders, looking
time again during his confron- 10. Tom Sere
87,122
service as a catcher when both mage.
for quarterback insurance since
tation with Ellis, who doesn't
receivers
were
Philadelphia
Taffoni, a four-year veteran Daryle Lamonica has not
hit with anywhere near the
reported injured, slammed the
regular starter with the reported to camp because of
authority Frazier does, and also FALLEN ANGEL
first two homers of his career to Browns last season, was being contract differences, purchased
glossing over the fact he ANAHEIM, Calif. UPI)—
TO
Bob Cutburth from Chicago.
dropped back on his heels more Outfielder Alex Johnson has
Califorthe
bout
prothe
and more as
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)—The
been transferred to
North Tenth & Main
Philadelphia Flyers of the
nia Angels' restricted list and
"And next time I'm gonna be will not count among the club's
The City of Murray will sell at public auction one 1970 Ford
National Hockey League an- DID THE ATLANTIC ALONE—Nicolette-Milne Walker,
Immediately North
28, looks real seaworthy as she stands with her parents
210 or 212," All promised, 25 active players.
Custom White 4-door Sedan, 428 Cu. In. Engine. Sale to be
nounced Tuesday that they will
the
Atafter
a
44-day
sailing
American
voyage
getting caught up in the Johnson, the
held at the City Hall Building at 1:30 p.m., July 30, 1971. The
begin training fin Ottawa, at Newport, R.I.,
of Memorial Baptist
lantic alone from Wales in her 30-foot sloop, the Aziz.
webwork of his own rhetoric.
City reserves the right to reject any or all bids. Terms of sale
League's batting Rhampion in
Ontario, Sept. 12 before setting
Church on Tenth Street
Now that's the biggest laugh 1970, was suspended June 26 for
will be cash on delivery of automobile.
up shop at the University of Parents are Mr. and Mrs. Henry Milne Walker of Wales.
She's the first woman to solo the ocean
of all
allegedly not trying his best.
Pennsylvania on Sept. 28

Little League Stars
Fall Toilenderson

Sports
Parade

Murray Legion Tops
Paducah In District
Tourney Last Night

Palmer And
Nicklaus To
Team In PGA

LA Erupts For Six Runs In
Seventh To End Ellis Streak

Chargers Trade Dick Post
o Denver Brocos Tuesday

Friday Deadline Set
For Softball Entries

Baseball's
Top Ten

09349

Pro

WHITEWAY
BARBER SHOP

HAS MOVED

FOR SALE

PM;
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August Bride-Elect
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Johnson of Honored At Shower
Murray Route Two are the
parents of a baby girl, Candice At Diamont Home
Michelle, weighing seven pounds

Miss Shelia Denise Harrell And Barry
Cain Exchange Vows In Lovely Ceremony
At Kirksey Baptist Church On July 17

Yellow rose buds were placed
down the middle of the tables. At
the head table were two canwith
delabra
a
large
arrangement of yellow roses.
Covers were laid for thirty
persons
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.

Laura Anne Todd
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

WEDNESDAY—JULY

MOHR ON MODES

Eye-catching belts
find fashion favor
By BETH MORE
Copley News Service

Belts
have
become
fascinating eye-catchers
among fashions for 1971. Once
simple strips of leather or
fabric dependent upon buckles
Miss Laura Anne Todd, for variety, they now are in so
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Todd of Murray Route Four, has
completed plans for her wedding
to Jerry Wayne Price, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmore Price of Route
Two, Big Sandy, Tenn.
The wedding vows will be read
on Friday, July 30, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Murray Woman's Club house
with Rev. Henry Graham officiating at the double ring
ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Bobbie
Garrison, organist.
Mrs. Nancy Barrett of Big
Sandy, Tenn.,sister of the groomelect, will be the matron of honor.
The bridesmaids will be Miss
Kathy Todd, sister of the brideelect, Miss Renita Latimer,
cousin of the bride-elect, and
Miss Marjorie Barnett. Miss
Frances Graham will be the
flower girl.
The best man will be the father
of the groom-elect. Groomsmen
will be Jim Price and Joe Price of
Big Sandy, Tenn., brothers of the
groom-elect, and Ben Barrett,
brother -in-law of Mr. Price. Joey
Todd, brother of the bride-elect,
will be the ringbearer.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held at the club
house.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

with nailheads or gromets in
numerous patterns. Others are
enhanced by cutouts, etched
designs or appliques.
Embroidery appears in
leather on leather and in

many interesting designs that
buckles are hardly noticed, if
they are there at all.
To begin with, most of them
are commanding in size.
Widths range from two to five
inches and some are contoured
to peak still higher in front.
The unadorned belt is a
rarity. Leathers are studded

multicolored thread on fabric
or leather. White or pale-toned
thin leather thongs thread
through darker leathers in
or
backstitch
plain
herringbone, diamond or stripe
designs. Bright thread embroidery is in floral and
geometric patterns on leather
and fabric, including denim.
Thy, multicolored beads also
are used as decorations.
Suede is a favorite leather.
Some belts are made of discs or
squares of suede linked
together and others are • in
patchwork of the soft, brushed
leather. Suedes also appear
with borders of entwined cord
and fringed ties in place of.
buckles.
Macrame, braiding and
loomed weaves are amonit,
techniques used to put togeth
belts of cord or raffia.

11
/
2 ounces, born on Saturday, The beautiful home of Mrs.
July 24, at 3:23 p.m. at the Eugene Diamont in the
Murray-Calloway County Kingswood Subdivision was the
Hospital.
scene of the linen shower held in
They have another daughter, honor Of Miss Pamela Kaye
Mischelle Shane, age two. The Garland, August 21st bride-elect
father is employed at the Murray of Leo F. Rogers, on Friday, July
Division of the Tappan Company 13, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Hugh Johnson of Murray Route Mrs. Diamont, Mrs. Freddie
Two and Mr.and Mrs. William R. Hendon, and Mrs. Jack Shell
WcCuiston of New Concord.
were the gracious hostesses for
Great grandparents are Mrs. the occasion. Mrs. Shell was
Oben Johnson of Murray Route unable to attend due to the illness
Two, Mr. and Mrs. Charles of her mother, Mrs. Harvey Ellis,
Record of Leesburg, ?do., Mrs. who underwent back surgery at
Joe B. McCuiston of New Con- the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
cord, and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Memphos, Tenn.
Hower of Missouri.
For the special event the
honoree those to wear a yellow
Mary Lorene is the name jersey pant suit with a hostesses'
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Eugene gift corsage of yellow daisies.
Hollis, 15 Orchard Heights, Her mother, Mrs. John Earle
Murray, for their baby girl, Garland, wore a red, white and
NEW YORK (UPI) — G
weighing seven pounds one blue pant suit and her hostesses's
decorated boxes of anim
ounce,born on Sunday,July 25, at gift corsage was of white daisies.
crackers — crispy lions, tige
9:43 a.m.at the Murray-Calloway Games were played with the
1:111?13 and elephants in circ
tkR
,
County Hospital.
recipients of the prizes being
wraps — got onto the market
The new father is a senior at Mrs. Kathy Farrell Berry and
a Christmas novelty in Ne
Murray State University and rs. Sherrie Pittman who
York back at the turn of t
employed at the Murray Lumber presents° them to the honoree.
century.
Company.
Miss Garland opened her many
Merchants
figured
Grandparents are Howard lovely gifts including the queen
crunchy animals as strictly
Kanipe and Mr. and Mrs. George size blanket, a gift of the
seasonal novelty, but it didn
(David H111 photo)
Hollis, all of Sturgis.
hostesses. Picutres were made.
turn out that way. Th
Guests
included
former
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Cain
became a national tradition.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bury of ciassmann of the honoree.
Today, kids across
Route Two, Puryear, Tenn., Refreshments of pin wheel and Miss Shelia Denise Harrell, with a yellow fan as background.
country are still clamoring f
The
bridesmaids'
bouquets
were
announce the birth of a baby boy,
animal crackers, in circus box
sandwiches, wedding bell ughter of Mr.and Mrs. George
William Jr weighing five pounds
with a small string atop f
heart shaped cookies, and Everett Harrell of Murray Route the same as the maid of the honor
131
/
2 ounces, born on Saturday, lime sherbert punch were served Three and Barry Cain,son of Mr. except their fans were white.
hanging on a Criatmas tree,
July 24, at 1:30 a.m. at the buffet style from the dining table and Mrs. Jack Cain, Kirksey The flower girls were Misses
season, or in the hand of
Murray-Calloway County overlaid with a white cutwork Highway, Murray Route Two, Michelle Harrell and Tenna
five-year-old in any season. It
the only cookie, save t
cloth and centered with an were united in marriage in an Harrell,sisters of the bride. They
Fingerbread man, to ha
The father is retired from the arrangementof white daisies in a impressive candlelight service at wore long white crepe dresses
inspired song and poetry.
U. S. Navy.
the Kirksey Baptist Church on designed like the attendants and
crystal bowl.
Christopher Morley put
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Those present were Mrs Saturday, July 17.
their headpieces were yellow
this
way:
Willie Bury of Puryear, Tenn., Marilyn Miller, Mrs. Sherrie
They
carried
daisies
and
asters.
Bro. David Brasher, minister
"Animal crackers and c
and Mr. and Mrs. Bias Serrer of Pfttinan, Mrs. Kathy Farrell of the church, performed the white baskets of yellow rose
to drink
U e Philippine Islands.
Berry, Mrs. Patsy Massey, Mrs. double ring ceremony at seven- petals.
That is the finest of supperS
groom,
father
of
the
Jack
Cain,
the
evening.
Carol Boaz,Mrs. Paula Holliday, thirty o'clock in
I think;
Groomsmen
best
man.
served
as
the honoree, her mother, her The guest register table was
When I am grown up anill
sister, Miss Rhonda Jane overlaid with a white satin drape were Charles Rushing and Joe 'Miss Sandra Futrell, August
have what I please
Garland, and the hostesses. trimmed with lace with a corsage Green. Ushers were Daryi-Cain 14th bride-elect of Rev. Roger
I think I shall always insist
Unable to attend but sending gifts of white rosebuds placed on a and Phillip Bazzell.
upon these."
inieph, was the recipient of a
Mrs.
Itiarrell. iostlier DI the *al shower in her honor held in
Miss Sandra Garland, Mrs. white velvet book marker...Mu
Meisnirj,
F k.
!ride, clihstrior her daughter's
Janice Lowry, and Mrs. Nell Tommy Vance asked the"
Amid
rt 71
ve
the home of Mrs. Joe R. Sims,
Allbritten.
to sign the register as they en- wedding 'a lovely pink two piece 1504 Oxford Drive, Canterbury
called "I Don't Eat Animals,
dress of bonded crepe with
Miss Linda Brownfield, bride.
also wrote "Animal Crackers,"
tered the church.
Estates on Friday evening, July
elect of William Hogan Bryan,
noting you can get them free
Preceding the ceremony a matching accessories. The 23.
with beer at Alice s Restauran
was the honoree at a delightfully
program of nuptial music was groom's mother, Mrs. Cain, was Also serving as hostesses were
the hip eatery that inspired
planned coffee held at the lovely
presented by Mrs. J. T. Dale of attired in an aqua knit dress with Mesdames Joe N. Cohoon, James
motion picture.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Hazel, organist. Mrs. Edgar matching accessories. Both W. Brandon, Ailene Nelson and
Nance on Dogwood Drive on
Immortalized
Harrel and daughter, Cathey, mothers wore orchid corsages. Miss Bonnie Cohoon.
Saturday, July 10.
sang "Because", accompanied Mrs. Alvin Harrell and Mrs. The honoree was presented a
There are at least 18 animals
The gracious hostesses for the
oy their son and brother, David Charles Grogan, grandparents of corsage of white summer daisies
immortalized in cookie dough
occasion were Mrs. H. Glenn The Baptist Women of the Elm Harrell, at the piano. Mrs. the bride, and Mrs. Isaiah Tress, as was her mother, Mrs. 0.
— everything from kangaroos
Doran, Mrs. George T. Lilly, Grove Baptist Church met in the Harrell of Rock Island, Ill., aunt grandmother of the groom, wore James Futrell,and grandmother,
to camels, monkeys to giraffez.
Mrs. S. 0. Wilson, Mrs. Earl home of Mrs. Albert Crider on of the bride, sang "Life's Path- corsages of gardenias. Mrs. Joe Mrs. Stella Futrell.
The Nabisco Co., which put
Warlord, Mrs. Rudolph Howard, South Ninth Street, Murray, on way We Tread". The traditional Harrell, great grandmother of An imported damask cloth
the animals in a circus box
l'hursday, July 22, at one-thirty wedding marches were used for the bride, wore a corsage of white
and Mrs. Nance.
back in 1902 and dubbed them
covered the serving table which
The guests were received by o'clock in the afternoon.
"Bamum's Animal Crackers"
the processional and recessional. carnations.
featured an arrangement of long
Mrs. Nance, the honoree, and her Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was the The wedding vows were exafter showman and circus
Reception
yellow
daisies
stemmed
owner P. T. Barnum, got the
mother, Mrs. Ray Brownfield. leader for the program on the changed before a white wrought Following the ceremony a
displayed in a footed crystal BEEF SIRLOIN TIP ROAST prepared on the outdoor idea from bakers in England.
Miss Brownfield chose to wear theme, "The Spanish Baptist iron arch with an arrangement of reception was held in the
Other appointments were rotisserie offers the chef carefree cooking.
The English bakers sent the
from her trousseau a two piece Dilemma—Changing Religious gladioli, yellow daisies, and fellowship hall of the church. The bowl.
crystal and silver.
of
first animal crackers, called
rose colored linen dress trimmed Liberty", and also read the baby's breath with bells placed at room was beautifully decorated
Bonnie Cohoon, cousin of
Miss
simply "animals: across the
Beef Sirloin Tip Roast
in beige lace.She and her mother names of the missionaries on the the center of the arch. Baskets of with white satin bows tied with
If the heat of summer has
presided over the
ocean in the latter part of the
Rotisserie-Style
were presented hostesses' gift Calendar of Prayer. Mrs. Hilda yellow daisies, mums, white wedding bells hanging over the the bride-elect,
crept
into
your
kitchen,
step
punch service and the party
Insert rotisserie rod 19th century, with fancy
Maupin led in prayer.
corsages of glamellias.
back
yard,
sit
out
into
the
gladioli, and baby's breath were doorways.
were served by Miss Cathy
The sister of the honoree, Miss Others taking part in the placed on white columns on each The bride's table was overlaid cakes
in the fresh air and soak up through the center of a 4 to baked roods psi coming into
Rogers.
Mary Lee Brownfield, kept the program were Mrs. Mae side flanked by the tapers in the In yellow net over yellow linen.
the sun as your dinner cooks 8-pound beef sirloin tip roast demand in the United States.
appreciative honoree
Brooklyn bakers Hetfield
guest register at the table in the Williams, Mrs. Alfred Keel, Mrs. seven branched candelabra. Nosegays of daisies and yellow The
on the outdoor rotisserie. (boned and tied). Balance
and Ducker started producing
living room entrance. The table Alvin Futrell, Mrs. George Palms added further elegance to satin streamers accented the opened the many lovely gifts Beef sirloin tip, boneless and roast on rod and tighten spit
presented her. The guest list tompact, is a perfect meat forks so the roast will turn them domestically, along with
was decorated
table.
with an Cossey, Mrs. Earl Lee, Mrs. the wedding scene.
the Vandever and Holmes
forty-three persons.
included
choice for this leisurely prep- with rod. Insert a roast meat
arrangement of orchid and white Charles Burkeen, Mrs. Purdom The candles were lighted by Centering the table was a
thermometer
at
a
slight angle bakers, in Manhattan. Both
aration. The slices are especarnations. The guests signed the Lassiter, and Mrs. Crider. The Daryl Cain, brother of the groom, beautifully arrangement of
so
bulb
is centered in roast, firms became part of the
cially juicy and tender when
bride's book with a purple closing prayer was led by Mrs. and Phillip Ransil The family yellow snapdragons, daisies,
National Biscuit Co. (later
but
not
of
high
quality,
touching rod nor
the
meat
is
feathered pen,gift of Mrs. Nance. Pearl Moore.
pews were decorated with white white mums, and baby's breath
Nabisco) when it was founded
resting
in
fat.
roasted
to
only
rare
or
mediMake
certain,
Refreshments were served The president, Mrs. 13urkeen, bridal satin bows, candles, and in a gold and crystal container
in 1889.
um doneness and, carved in too, that the meat thermomfrom the beautifully appointed ;resided. The secretary, Mrs. greenery.
flanked by yellow tapers in gold
"Animals" being one of
eter
clears
the
thin slices, according to Reba
cooking unit their staples, the
dining room table centered with a Futrell, read the minutes and the
and crystal candelabra. The
Bride's Dress
biscuit firm
and
the drip pan when the
Staggs, home economist of
beautiful arrangement of orchid, treasurer, Mrs. Harry Shekel, The bride, escorted to the altar beautiful two tiered wedding
pushed them not only for their
Wednesday, July MI
roast turns.
the
National
Live
Stock
and
white and purple asters and gave her report.
by her father and given in cake was decorated with yellow The ladies day luncheon will be Meat Board.
Itcuist at moderate heat to flavor, but for their colorful
boxes, which could double as
carnations in a silver container Announcement was made of marriage by her parents, was cut flowers with the minia
140°F.
for rare; 160°F. for
served at the Oaks Country Club
Stay with the easy-to-preanimus tree ornaments, as
which had been presented to the Week of Prayer for State lovely in her formal wedding bride and groom statuette in the
Members
make
p.m.
medium.
12:15
Allow
35 to 40
at
Miss Brownfield when she was Missions to be held September 13- gown of white peau de sole middle of the cake. The party reservations by Monday with pare theme for the remainder utes per pound for a min- early as 1902.
3/
1
2 to
of the meal with corn on the
Seventy years later, the
crowned "Miss Murray State of 17. The women made plans for a featuring brocade lace trim and squares were served the guests. Bobbie Buchanan or Sue Outland.
cob, wrapped in foil and 4-pound roast; 80 to 85 min- same Effie boxes of animal
1979". An imported white cloth picnic at the lake on September seeded pearls on the bodice, Presiding at the table and
Other hostesses are Jeannie roasted, and a simple salad utes for a 6 to 6-pound roast, crackers can be found on
covered the table and orchid 17 with the program to follow in designed with a high neckline, assisting at the reception were CeIttendent, John Turner, Jean of sliced cucumbers
and to- depending upon the dame grocery shelves from coast to
candles in silver candelabra the afternoon.
and on the A-line skirt. The long Mrs. Paul Grogan, Mrs. Joe Shahan, Nell Cochran, Myrtle mato wedges.
of doneness desired.
coast and all the.supermarkets
flanked the arrangement. Other New officers will be elected at sleeves came to a point at the Grogan, Mrs. Gus Yarbrough,
Mae Grogan, Betty Gore,
Netween.
'
the
next
meeting.
and
appointments were in silver.
Mrs. Janunie Harrell, aunts
wrists with brocade trim. Her
Lane, June Johnson,
Carolyn
An assortment of various Refreshments were served by long flowing train was attached of the bride. Miss Pam Harrell,
Joan Wilson, Nellie Jo Bryan,
breakfast refreshments and the hostess, Mrs. Crider.
to the dress at the shoulders. Her sister of the bride, Miss Ginger
and Verona Grogan.
coffee were served from the
elbow length veil of illusion was Compton, and Miss Tamers
dining room table. Mrs. S. 0.
attached to a headpiece of self Dowdy passed out tiny yellow
Wilson served fruit punch from a
rice bags tied with yellow daisies
material flowers.
A Atitm*
crystal punch bowl at a smaller
Friday, July 30
Her jewelry was a diamond and yellow satin streamers to the
(Murray Only)
side table.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp pendant, a gift of the groom, and guests.
The Calloway County Youth for
The guests were seated at card had as their guests last week her also a gold pendant, gift of her Following the ceremony the Quist will have a retreat at
Baptist
Creek
couple left for an unannounced Jonathan
tables in the living room. The sister, Mrs. Roger Bryan and Mr. grandmother.
tables were also covered with Bryan of Livonia, Mich. They
She carried a cascade bouque wedding trip with the bride Assembly for all young people
wearing a turquoise and white starting at 2:30 p.m. Friday and
white cloths and held floral also visited his sister and of white asters, white ba
knit dress with white accessories. closing with the noon meal on
arrangements of white and or- husband, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar alums, and yellow swee
chid.
Jones of Meanphis, Tenn., and his roses tied with yellow and whi She wore a corsage of yellow Saturday, July 31. For reserrosebuds.
Approximately seventy guests brothers, Dr._ John Bryan and streamers.
vations at one dollar each call
Mr. and Mrs. Cain are at home Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell
Nilled during the hours of nine- Alfred Bryan and families of
Miss Cindy Harrell, sister
thirty to eleven-thirty o'clock in Paducah.
the bride, was the maid of honor on Murray Route Two.
Gibson 753-7280, or Rev. Jerrell
the morning.
Rehearsal Dhiner
Miss Shelia Cunningham a
White 753-5750.
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cain,
Steve Fairchild of Creve Coeur, Mrs Pat Scott were th
Mo., spent the weekend with his bridesmaids. The attendan Parents of the groom,entertained
Egg-wiches
Cote Slaw, ROM
Saturday, July 31
As a tasty sandwich fill- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. wore dresses styled identically the wedding party with a dinner
er, scramble up a batch of Norman Klapp and Mr. and Mrs. green crepe with empir at the South Side Restaurant on The annual meeting of the
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
eggs with sauteed onions Cletus Hubbs. He is a senior at waistlines and puffed sleeves Friday, July 16, at seven o'clock
Cemetery will be held at
Bazzell
mushrooms.
and sliced
Southern Illinois University, Their headpieces were whi In the evening.
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to
Spoon mixture into but- Carbondale, III., and is employed straw picture hats. Miss Harrel The tables were beautifully
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater,
tered frankfurter rolls and part-time at WSIU-TV in Car- carried a fanshaped bouquet of decorated with yellow linen or Mrs. Cletie Black, Murray
Phone 753-7101
12th & Sycamore
ere %% arm
bondale
yellow daisies and baby's brea cloths with candles and greenery. Route One.

The animal
cracker is
for keeps

Sandra Futrell Is
Honored At Shower
At The Sims' Home

Linda Brownfield
4rone.lett Coffee
At TN Nance Home

Mrs. Albert Crider
Hostess For Meet
Of Baptist Women
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2 lbs.

minute Maid
Banquet

12-oz.
20-oz.
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15-oz

Patio Mexican
2 In A Pkg.
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MIX

3/656

Kelly's
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3/956
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PAGE SIX

• TV CAMEOS: Bob Barker

Barker Practices "A Lost Art"

TV's Bob Barker and Michele McDonald, Miss USA 1971, will be at the "Miss Universe Beauty
Pageant" to be seen this July 24 on CBS-TV. Bob will be hosting. Michele is a contestant.

By BILL DUNN
CHILDREN would ride to
school on horseback, leaving
their horses tied to the hitching rail as they went into class.
While outside, local Indians
walked about the town of Mission, S.D. Days there were usually quiet until three o'clock
when the kids left school and
headed for nearby Antelope
Creek to fish and swim.
While that may sound like
the opening scene in a B western screenplay, it's actually just
a memory from Bob Barker's
1 childhood. Barker, who hosts
.'f' television's popular game show,
"Truth Or Consequences," is
' today a converted but con-- firmed Californian_ As a young
- lad, he lived on an Indian reservation in Mission, S.D.. where
Ids mother taught school. Bob,
, who is himself part Sioux In("bur, pleasantly recalls, "For
the age I was, I can't imagine a
.' greater place to grow up."
• • •
DURING his years in Mission.
Bob, unaware of the broadcasting success ahead gave no
.i thought to a radio career. He
' assures us that at that early
stage, he was more concerned
with the typical adolescent pursuits. But it was a subsequent
* move to Springfield, Mo.. and
• the need for money to finish
' college that led a newly married Bob Barker to radio station
KITS only because a job was
available.
,.. If that didn't work out. Bob

1

1

Farmers.
Products
Travel
passe

could always take the offer
made by a Kansas City bank.
But for the moment anyway,
Bob found -reading news,
sports, and playing records" to
be great fun. And although
frenzied at times, the experience was quite intensive and
profitable. Looking back on it,
Bob feels, "There's no substitute for it."
• • •
BUT'THEN that same experience is nowhere to be had today.
All the small stations with their
overworked announcers doing
just about everything are long
gone, and with them the whole
learning process. As a result,
Bob notes, television is hard
pressed, to find seasoned announcers and hosts. "It's a lost
art." But certainly not in Barker's case. In fact, he may be
one of its last practitioners —
and certainly among the best.
Talking about the "lost art,"
Bob mentioned that every announcer has his own theories
and approaches to it alL For
him there's a basic premise,
running counter to popular belief, that "people are not funny." As a result, Bob Barker
feels it's Ms job to play the
straight man and help guests
appear natural and put them at
ease. "I make a living helping
people be funny."
Bob's been playing straight
man on "Truth Or Consequences" for the past 14 years
now, having been personally selected for the job by the show's

che popularity to the fact that
'we don't have any messages."
It's just a fun show involving
people, "a family show for all
ages."
And not to be confined to
game shows alone, Bob has also
been hosting the "Miss USA"
and "Miss Universe" contests
for the last five years. This
July 24, he will again be emceeing the "Miss Universe" proceedings from Miami, all of
which will be broadcast over
CBS-TV.
• • •
NEEDLESS to say, the "Miss
Universe" assignment plus his
regular "Truth Or Consequences" duties will keep Bob
Barker especially busy these
months. It's a contrast to early
days spent wavering between a
radio career and a job in banking. The latter was an alternative—but a secure one—to the
tribulations of a radio career.
And for that reason Bob always
held onto and often reread the
bank's letter offering him a position.
Asked if he still had the letter, Bob said yes, he must have
it somewhere. But he hasn't
read it in years. There isn't the
need to, things are going well.
"And I really enjoy my work,"
says Bob, which seems to indicate he will be staying in the
business now for sure.
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Harm Calls For Abolition
Of Strip Mining In State
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.—Nature
artist Ray Harm called for total
abolition of strip mining, during
an open forum Tuesday afternoon
at the Union College Enviromnental Education Center in
the Cumberland Gap National
Park near here.
"You've been duped by the coal
industry," Harm said, "because
there really is no such thing as
reclamation. It's all a fake." He
said that no matter how many
trees are planted on stripping
shelves, there will still be acid
and silt running off.
Harm urged the audience of
more than 150 persons to get
more involved in protecting the
countryside from strip mining.
"It's your land . . . how can you
sit here and not be fighting to
keep our mountains alive," he
said.
The well-known wildlife artist
said the abolition of strip mining
would bring an "economic
revolution" to Appalachia. "The
bulldozer is putting hundreds of
men out of work; and if we stop
the surface mining, the coal will
still be taken out."
A popular conservationist,
Harm is currently artist in
residece at University of Kentucky and is staff artist for the
Kentucky Ornithological Society.
His talk, which was open to the
public, followed a seminar on
environmental education for the
faculty and staff of Union
College, Lincoln Memorial
University and Cumberland
College.
Featured on the program for
the environmental education
seminar were Robert Blair of
Corbin, vice president of the
Kentucky Conservation Council;
Brazeil provides an example of
almost complete duplication of
the American hot dog tradition.
An entrepreneur in that country
faithfully reproduces the exact
recipe of the ingredients, the bun,
the hot dog stand—and the relish
and mustard

originator, Ralph Edwards. And
during Barker's tenure, the program has confirmed to be a consistent favorite. Bob attributes

Wall Street
Chattel-

If farmers in the seven TenNEW YORK (UPI)—"Mea* Valley states followed
sured by seasonal, technical
"
heir products to market these
and statistical factors, the
days, some would almost go
market is in a selectively
4itotmcl-the-wori1'. These farmers
attractive buying zone for
their
now sell about $1 billion of
Aptoducts to other countries, many issues," Reynolds & Co.
believes. The company says it
,according to Dr. Gerald G.
has not changed its opinion that
lliams, Director of TVA's
the
"closing highs for this year
Division
of
Agricultural
have yet to be witnessed." The
Development.
projected target date, the
Categories of energy consumption in the U.S.
Williams said farmers In the company believes, "is someValley states are more dependent time in November or Decem"ENERGY: FUEL FOR OUR LIFESTYLE" is the name of ihc
on export sales than their neigh- ber."
Owens-Corning exhibit in New York where this chart
is on display. Biggest use of energy is for industrial purbors across the U. S. "Valley
As
far
as
the prospects for an
poses, 40 per cent of national total.
state farmers earn $1 out of every
$6.50 from exports, compared intermediate advance are conwith $1 out of every $7.50 for the cerned, "little has changed
country as a whole," he said. technically," according to TPO
Major export products include Inc. The company believes
tobacco, soybeans, cotton, feed most issues are consolidating
above their "critical" support
grains, and poultry.
levels. A move above the 900Tobacco accounts for almost 4: 910 level on the Dow Jones
percent of all exports from the industrial average may stimuValley states. These states ex- late a massive market influx
port over 80 percent of all which, T'PO believes, could,
tobacco, with North Carolina "resolve the technical stalealone exporting $294 million mate that has bogged the list
worth of tobacco. Other tobacco down over the past few weeks."
exporters are Virginia, Kentucky, Georgia, and Tennessee. The mood on Wall Street
Georgia is the niunber one remains "glum, beaten, and
exporter of poultry products with skeptical," Hoppin, Watson &
$7.5 million. Alabama ranks Co. says because investors are
third, followed by North Carolina mindful of how the administraand Mississippi. Virginia ranks tion stayed with its "game
tenth. The Valley states account plan" until there was "irretriefor more than 45 percent of all vable" damage. "A managed
poultry exports.
economy run by 'sorcerer's
apprentices' is indeed gruesome
contemplate—better
one
Three Valley states rank in the to
top ten in cotton and cottonseed should go fishing," the compaoil products with one-fourth of ny says. The firm believes,
total products. Mississippi ranks however, there is apossible
second with $46 million in cotton stock-market break in the near
alone. Alabama and Tennessee future but adds it is "not a
rank seventh and eighth serious enough proposition to
anticipate by on-balance investiespmtively.
The largest single U. S. export ment selling."
commodity is soybeans. Two
Valley
`-Tennessee
states- The Federal Reserve Board
'Mississippi and Tennessee—rank probably would have to resort
in the top ten in soybean and to "sledgehammer tactics" if it
soybean oil and meal exports. wanted to retard the rate of
Williams said the proportion of money growth, Abraham & Co.
farm sales going into the export says. The company believes,
,market varies from state to state. however, that such tactics are
I.',••As we continue to expand "taboo" until after the pres'agricultural production, idential elections. "The investhowever, the export trade for ment markets thus are unlikely
kfarm products in all the Ten- to starve for buying power
A FOUR-ROUND ARAB ROCKET barrage left this directnessee Valley states will continue anytime soon," Abraham be- hit damage in an Israeli hospital six miles east of Tel
lieves.
to increase "
Aviv The barrage killed two persons, wounded 24.
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KUTAHYA
SEPT. 1972

ISPARTA
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Peter H. Cohan, executive
director of the Cooperative
Science Education Center at Oak
Ridge; and Dr. Branley Branson,
professor of biology at Eastern
Kentucky University.
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SEPT. 1972
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USAK
SEPT. 1971

KONYA
SEPT. 1971

REFINED TO
HEROIN
IN ITALY AND
FRANCE

by Clark
Kinnaird
KNIFE
INCISION
IN THE good old days, soI called, there was one home
appliance that seldom if ever
broke down. No fuses were
blown; nothing burned out.
It was the one - armpower
machine that produced a popular item served Sundays,
holidays, or whenever there
was "company." Not a churn,
as this 41 illustration may
sliggest, but cream freezer,

Collect
Of Par
Revenu

u. S. S. R.

I
•

SMUGGLER 5
ROUTE

MEDITERRANEAN
LEBANON

MILKY JUICE FROM OUTER SKIN is COLLECTED
ON POPPY LEAVES
AND DRIED IN
ONE POUND
LUMPS.

SEED SOWN IN SEPTEMBER IS
HARVESTED IN MAY, JUNE AND JULY.

OPIUM
POPPY
PLANTS

POPPY CAPSULE
AVERAGE SIZE
2 INCH DIAN.

OPIUM SHUTOFF—Here are Turkey's seven opium provinces and the 1971 and
1972 designations when growing the heroin-base drug will be banned by Ankara.
The U.S. has agreed to compensate about 75,000 peasants for abandonment of the '
centuries - old opium poppy_ cultivation. Turkey has supplied half of the world's
raw opium and much of it became 60 per cent of the heroin smuggled into the U.S.

Clean Air Chief
Is Named To Board
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
technical Director of the KenThough most models trea- tucky Air Pollution Control
sured by collectors (who can Commission, Frank P. Partee,
continue to put some to good was elected to the
board of
use) were operated vertically,
directors of the State and
a horizontal variety was sold
in the 1870's "for families, Territorial Air Pollution Control
hotels, saloons . . . Saves ice, Program Administrators
saves time, saves labor, and (STAPPA) at its recent annual
produces the finest quality of meeting in Atlantic City, N.J.
cream known to the art."
According to Partee, STAPPA
When or where such maserves as a voice to the federal
chines originated is uncertain.
A record in George Washing- government from the state level
ton's journal of the purchase enabling federal officials to
of "a cream machine for ice," become better aware of state and
,in May 1784, could have re- territorial problems.
ferred to an import from EurOne person from each state air
ode,
on control
ma

serve on STAPPA. Partee will
serve on the board of directors
for one year.
in
Territories
included
STAPPA include the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam and American Samoa.

Frankwiches
Cook one-third cup
chopped green onion and
one tablespoon chopped hot
cherry peppers in two tablespoons butter or margarine until onion is tender. Add one can condensed tomato soup, onefourth cup water, one tablespoon brown sugar, and
one teaspoon prepared

truit sundae
Sundaes are a popular!
dessert and here is a recipe '
for a wonderful -topping.
Place a tablespoon of cornstarch and a few grains of
salt in a saucepan and add 3
the sirup from a large can f.
of fruit cocktail. Cook until
it thickens and add the
fruit, a splash of peppermint extract and some butter. Cool and spoon on
huge dishes of chocolate
ice cream.
horseradish,
Simmer 15 minutes; slice
a pound of frankfurters
lengthwise. Place on broiler
pan. Broil, brushing with
sauce until done. Serve on
toasted buns. Serves four
to five.

Dean Tire Sale
* SALE ENDS AUGUST 3rd -A-
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PRICES

NOTE TO CONSUMER:
Compare Federal Tax . . . Federal Excise Tax is based on
weight and amount of rubber
used in the tire.

Dean Power Premium

4 Full Ply Nylon
This tire is rated Premium by Barnett Garfield Publication
PRICES (with old tire)
7.00x13
White Walls
$16.64 + $1.95
7.35x14 & 15
White Walls
$16.93 + $2.01
7.75x14 & 15
White Walls$18.95 + $2.14
8.25x14 & 15 -......--White Walls
8.55x14 & 15
White Walls
$221532
1:15
95 + $0
$
$2119
8.85-9.00x15
White Walls
$23.86 + $2.89
(Excise Tax 4 to 6 Cents Higher on 15" Tires)

Above Prices Includes...
* State Sales Tax * Installation * Balancing

Cain Gulf Service
Main & 6th Streets
Phone 753-5862
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FRANKFORT—Revenue collected on Kentucky's Parkways
System during June 1971 increased by $52,879 over the same
period in 1970, according to
Commissioner B. E. King of the
Kentucky Department of Highways.
For the first time, a road other
than the Kentucky Turnpike led
in monthly gains, as the Pennyrile Parkway posted a 13.8
percent increase during the
reporting period. "The Pennyrile
Partway was up by $18,572," said
Frank Harscher, III, King's
Executive
Director of Toll
Facilities, "which was greater
both on volume and a percentage
basis. We are convinced that the
j Pennyrile is being adopted as a
major route from the Southeast
to the Mid-West," Harscher
maintained. "It is a natural
ateway to Indiana, and Illinois
and from there to Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri;
And it leads travelers to Tennessee, Alabama, Florida, and
Mississippi. Now, The Pennyrile
, Parkway is being discovered,"
jMarscher added.
%. The Purchase Parkway scored
an increase of 13.7 percent and
showed vigorous activity for the
second straight month. "Heavy
seasonal traffic accounts for
moiA-4- Illits fain,"--fiarscher
said.
Harscher pointed out that
revenue on the Western Kentucky
Parkway, and the Mountain
41Parkway declined; while only a
very nominal increase was shown
on the Blue Grass Parkway.
"People evidentally put off trips
during June and waited for the
long July 4th holiday week-end
and later-in-the-summer
vacations," Harscher said. "Our
preliminary July figures show a
better increase, and tend to indicate that this was the case."
Gross revenue collected by
Kentucky's Parkway System
during June 1971 and the difference over June 1970 by facility
is as follows: Shawneetown
Bridge $34,402.40, up by $703.17;
Kentucky Turnpike $621,579.21,
up by $10,281.03; Mountain Parkway $180,399.10, down by $424.15;
Wagtail KentUrify "Parkway
$395,442.09, down by $441.23;
Blue Grass Parkway $178,600.05,
,up by $77.79; Purchase Parkway
1$40,342.11 up by $4,848.40; PenInyrile Parkway $153,556.33 up by
818,572.16; Sebree
Bridge
$2,608.38, down by $1,855.01;
Audubon Parkway $21,137.59,
4 was opened on December 18,
t 1971.

DRINK
Grape

46-oz.3/$
can

FOLGER'S

PUREX

COFFEE
2-1b. tin

RICHTEX

RAINBO HAMBURGER

BLEACH
„oz
DILL
BEANS
1"'. 491
16 oz can 2/39g CHIPS
3/$1 GERBER'S STRAINED
BABY FOOD
/12ozi jar 9;
H4AAs

$ 1 54

Shortening

(with coupon)

391

3-lb. can
With $5 purchase
or more, excluding tab. 81
DAIRY PRODU

59'

(with coupon)

AJAX

Old Fashion Large

ALL-PURPOSE

Bologna

CLEANER

In-The-Piece
Flavorite Brand

Sliced ,Bacon

I

1

'Registration
Set At Area
Vocational
Registration for regular day
and night classes at the Paducah
Tilghman Area Vocational School
will be held on Tuesday,August 3,
at the school between the hours of
8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The
school is located at 2400 Adams
Street in Paducah.
Courses will be offered in auto
mechanics, auto body repair,
and
repair
appliance
refrigeration, carpentry, civil
technology,
highway
and
cosmetology, drafting, electricity, electronics, machine
shop,small engines, and welding.
Courses are open to out-ofschool youth, veterans, and
adults in the area, as well as
juniors and seniors in high
school. Everyone except the high
school students and the adult
Health Occupation students will
be registering on Tuesday,
August 3.
The high school students will
formally register when the
classes begin at their respective
high schools. The cost of
vocational courses for high
school students is basically borne
through the minimum foundation
program. A nominal tuition and
registration fee is required of outof-school youth, veterans, and
adults.
Further information may be
obtained by calling 443-4534 and
asking for Mike Staples, the
guidance counselor.
In Russia, an American baker
intoduced the hot dog between
the bun as a "Goriachie Sobaki."
The average 5-inch hot dog has
about 150 calories. There are 10
hot dogs in the average pound
package

PARKER'S MKT.
SAVE 25'WHEN you BUT

A

2-LB. CAN OF

FOLGER'S COFFEE

FRESH MISSOURI

GARDEN DELIGHT

2 lbs

FRENCH FRIES 29
FRESH GREEN
With This

COUPON

59'

PRICE. WITHOUT COUPON IS 79'
..im IT 1 COUPON PER BOTTLE
Redeemable only at Parker's Mkt.
8-4-71
Expires

TV DINNERS

Large Pods

39

POT PIES 8oz

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY . . YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP

39* lb.
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Conservation Efforts Aided,
By Intensive Plant Research
By Nevyle Shackelford

,plant explorer could find a wide
,selection of ancient crop
QUICKSAND,Ky.—Here at the varieties in village bazaars and
Soil Conservation Service's Plant open markets near the villages.
Meterials Center, operated in Today, however, little is to be
cooperation with the University found this way, and plant exof
Kentucky College of ploration means many long, hard
Agriculture, a search continues hours
in the field with
which dates back to the earliest frustrations that only an ardays of recorded history-a cheologist can readily comsearch for food, medicine, and prehend."
ornamented plants.
Cieecii discovered one of the
However, since Queen Hat- most promising new conshepsut of Egypt-supposedly the servation plants-a shore juniperfirst plant hunter-sent out an -while prowling a remote
expedition to Punt which brought seashore in Japan. It will soon be
back living myrrh trees and other released to commercial growers
arromatics nearly 3,500 years for propagation and eventually
ago, the search has broadened will beautify as well as protect
somewhat. Now, especially here sandy soil from erosion.
at Quicksand, there is a push for The primary purpose of the
plants to stabilize eroded areas- Quicksand Plant Materials
plants, grasses and shrubs that Center is not so much to explore
will thrive in and protect and for new plants as it is to
beautify waste areas created by assemble, evaluate, select, and
strip mining, highway con- increase
already
those
struction, and urban develop- discovered and thought to have
ment projects.
potential for use in soil and water
conservation. Once proven, the
Research conducted by the plants are turned over to farOVER HILL, OVER DALE ... — The 38-inch diameter
National Geographic Society mers, commercial producers,
wheels of the Apollo 15 lunar roving vehicle are woven
reveals that since 1896, the and others involved in this great
of zinc-coated piano wire with a spun aluminum hub
U.S Department of Agriculture conservation movement to
and titanium bump stop. The wheel weighs 12 pounds
has sponsored more than 150 protect and restore the land, to
on Earth (two lunar pounds). They can cross crevasses
expeditions all over the world conserve and promote clean
28 inches wide, climb and descend slopes as steep as 20
hunting plants for the above water, and to improve the endegrees, and negotiate step-like obstacles one font high
mentioned purposes. As a result, vironment in ge general.
a juniper from Japan stabilizes And so, after 3,54:10 years, a
sand dunes in vital coastal areas. work supposedly started by an
Ryegrass from Australia fights ancient Egyptian queen with a
erosion in California, and small desire to improve the lot of her
From The
shrubs from Europe and Korea subjects still goes on-a part of it
blossom on former strip mine here at Quicksand.
The USPHS-TVA Composting
in Kentucky and
lands
Plant at Johnson City, Tenelsewhere. Other
notable
nessee, has completed its fourBy United Press International year period of
discoveries of the USDA exWATER-Y BILL
experimental
plorers include the famous
operation to evaluate composting
Japanese cherry trees, zoysia
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. LONDON—Elizabeth Taylor, as a method of disposing of
lawn grass, and scores of (UPI)—A
suburban
fire commenting on how it feels to be municipal solid wastes.
rhododendrons and azaleas.
department was willing to pay for a grandmother:
Since 1967 the plant has comCurrently USDA experts are borrowing 1,400 gallons of city "It's just fantastic. It's like a posted about 80 percent of the
testing more than 200 species of water it used to quench a raging hot toddy. I'm very proud. In fact city's refuse into a sanitary
we're all very proud. And I don't product used as a soil conplants for a slow-burning variety grass fire-but not in cash.
feel any older."
that will protect dry lands from
ditioner. Results of the project
After receiving a bill for $32
forest fires, heal burned
indicate that for most cities
from the Traverse City Public
BERKELEY, Calif.—Dr. Don
watersheds, and reduce fire
Works Department, East Bay
a
public
health
official,
hazards around new housing
Murray,
Township Fire Chief Jim Olson
—Phillip
developments.
on the influx of sleeping sickness- CASPER, Wyo.
got into a tank wagon filled with
Dr. John Creech, who heads
-carrying mosquitoes which are Dye, father of a nine-year old
900 gallons of water and inretarded boy, who ran away into
USDA's New Crop Research
immune to pesticides:
Branch, points out that collecting dignantly drove up to city hall. "We're sitting on a powder keg. a rugged mountain area has
techniques have changed in the "As soon as I know where they Mosquitoes are thicker than they eluded searchers for 10 days:
last few years.
want it, I'll dump it and go get have been for a number of "I can't imagine why he is out
there, unless he likes freedom."
"Not long ago," he said, "a another load," Olson said.
years."
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Marshall
Youth Dies
In Accident

Teenagers
Are Invited
To Pageant

SURFACE CORE
DRIVE TURES

BENTON, Ky., July 27—A Cartruck collision near here tonight
claimed the life of a Gilbertsville youth and left another in
fair condition at Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah.
Bruce Hensley, 14, Gilbertsville Rt. 1, was dead on arrival
at Benton Muncipal Hospital following the 7:30 P.M. accident
on U.S. BS at the BriensburgTatumville Road intersection.
Listed in fair condition with
injuries to the head and neck
by officials at the Paducah Hospital was Gregory Vied, 15, of
Benton Rt. 7.
According to the report filed
by State Trooper Joe Oakley,
the accident occurred when the
car, driven by 16-year-old Rickey Thomas Vied with his brother Gregory and the Hensley
youth as passengers, went out
onto the highway off the Brienburg-Tatumville Road.
The car was struck broadside
py an eastbound 2 - ton truck
*driven by Bobby Joe Garrett
with Ken Paysinger as a passenger. Both men are from Franklin.
Hensley's body was taken to
the Linn Funeral Home here
where arrangements are incomplete.

Young ladies of this area are
invited to enter the Miss Kentucky Teen-ager Pageant, a
preliminary to the Miss
American Teen-ager Pageant.
The invitation was issued this
week by Mrs. Sybil Shaffer,
Executive Director of the Miss
BATTERY
Kentucky
Pageant,
who
PACK
discovered the current Miss
American Teen-ager, 14 year old
Kimberly Graham, of Morrow,
Georgia.
Contestants will be judged on
beauty of face, figure, poise and
personality, scholarship, community service and leadership.
BOOT TREADLE
There is no swim suit coin.
petition.
Contestants must be single, and
between 13 and 17 years of age as
of September 4, 1971.
Any teen-ager interested in
entering
this Kentucky Teen-ager
SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED—The rock 'n' soil
Pageant may write for further
collecting Apollo 15 Moon mission, most ambitious yet,
information to Mrs. Sybil
includes use of new tools illustrated above. ,The new
Shaffer, 215 Piedmont Avenue,
rake collects marble-size rocks; electric drill will dig to
N.E., Suite 501, Atlanta, Georgia
a depth of 10 feet; scoop will collect more dust and is
easier to use than the old "dust pan." The contingetniz
r.,4 30312.
The Miss Kentucky winner of
sampler is the first tool the astronauts will use w
the Teen-ager Pageant will
they step down onto the lunar surface. It collects small
receive a college scholarship,
rocks and Moon dust. If all goes well, the astronauts
will bring home a record 250 pounds of samples.
other prizes and an all-expense
paid trip to the Miss American
Teen-ager Pageant at Palisades
Park, New Jersey in September.
The Kentucky Teen-ager
Pageant will be held September
4, 1971 at The Phoenix Hotel
composting would be more ex- keeptrig the plant going as s
Convention Hall, Lexington, Ky.
pensive than other solid waste municipal waste recycling
The National winner becomes
disposal methods such as land- operation_ Other municipalities
the national youth ambassador
fills or incinerators, unless there are also interested in continued
for UNICEF and national
are nearby specialty markets operation of the plant.
crusader for the Amerlcan
where the compost would have TVA has stockpiled compost
Cancer Society.
particular value.
for three years of continuing
The plant was built and experiments
on
possible
IN LB PAYMENT
operated by TVA for the US. specialty markets, including
BUCKINGHAM, England
Public Health Service as one of a tests to see whether the compost
(UPI)—Town Councilman John
series of projects over the can be used to increase
Benham paid his local taxes
country to test various possible production of tomatoes, flowers,
Tuesday with a check written on
methods of solid waste disposal. shrubbery, tobacco, and other
a concrete paving slab. It was
This program is now under the high-value crops.
Benham's way of protesting
Environmental Protection Previous tests of the compost
against poor pavements in the
Agency.
an field crops, strip mine banks,
town. After consulting with his
Federal support of the highway cuts, and grasses have
bank manager, he wrote out the
processing plant is ending now shown it to have value, but NEW INNARDS — This is
check for 35.26 pounds $84.62 on
that production has continued generally the cost of shopping Adrian Herbert, 51, the
the 100-pound stone. Officials at
long enough to provide adequate and applying the material ap- man who received transthe town hall drove it back to the
test data, but Johnson City itself pears to rule out widespread use planted lungs and heart in
bank-where it was promptly
is investigating the possibility of for these purposes.
Cape Town, South Africa. cashed.

Of Solid Waste Too Expensive
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Store Hours:
9 - 9 Mon.-Sat
1 - 6 Sunday
Phone: 753-8304

LET'E

NON-S I'NG
att-perspirant deodorant
ANTLResni
.
"Mao.dill•10.4

7•••
•=

ON THE
SELF HEATING
SHAVING CREAM

THE
HOT ONE
SHAVING 64-oz.
CREAM

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

68
z68;

Reg. or Mint
5 1 25

Value

• Use even after
5-0z.
shaving
Size
• Most effective Regular
protection $
1.35 Value
available

Jergens
Lotion io-oz.

1.19 Value

EXTRA HOLD
FORMULATION
FROM GILLETTE
the dry look
DRY CONTROL FOR
STUBBORN HAIR

Regular
4-oz.
s 1.00 Value

SUAVE
HAIR SPRAY
SHAMPOO
or RINSE

Instant

NESTEA

NOW
ONLY

79e cOvuitphon

Say-rite

SAVE
200
on 3 oz.
size

Only

Instant

7-0z. Size

Regular
'1.49 Value

100% TEA
OFFER EXPIRES

Aug. 1, 1971

Limit
1 Per
Family
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WANT
ADS

cNVA

Bring A*
Results. ttt
Whether Y6Ü
Want to BUY,...
SELL... TRADE
or RENT—
SAVING You TIME
and MONEY!
EVERYTIME!

that doesn't
take time
out for coffee
breaks
or
t\P
1
/
1
4
those long
‘
4
, lunch hours-tThen "hire"
WANT ADS!
There just isn't any substitute for Want Ads.
That is why you can
find them in newspapers
throughout the world,
speaking in many languages, helping people to
communicate with people, providing an unduplicated public service.

JUST CALL 753-1916
THE
LEDGER & TIMES

ASK ABOUT OUR LOW, LOW RATES!

re41...11
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-Daniel
Boone
National
Forest,
A Bey Scout trail covers 21 has only two miles of hiking
which sprawls across 462,500
miles along the top of the ridge. trails.
acres in eastrentral Kentucky
The trail starts at the camping
NEW YORK I UPL Be'
They lead to the Boundary has 48 miles or well-defined
the
winds
going on vacation and
fore
Oak,
Cumberland
Gap
a
ri
;
l
National :
the
l:enne
fortifications
cle'•
are
pa :
Inn
a massive tree marking the trails.
in major state and national parks passages and represents a
or
home
your
leaving
,
property,
the
Llncoln
corner
of
.6,....
, Table Rock,
Eighty-two miles et trans Jur apartment vacant, try to arflat
in Kentucky lead to scenes of challenge to hikers in itself. Historical Park covers 20, 184 and
with m
than half lying rock
..c) - •
- —5.— on
Rocks. a the sPring from which the farnilY hikers have been laid out in 15 range to have a neighbor
formation;
---- central a
great beauty or to sites where Although the cave is fi
miles of
thecepark, in Kentucky. Forty
Some
in
ch
ec
water and the rnernertal Kentucky state parks.
k
the premises every
with flini drew it3
significant historical events took Point 0i interest
vast area
trails fan out in all directions where Cherokee and Shawnee
place.
ahused
the crude lug parks offer daily hikes conducted few days. Aside from wawhi
hc
cabita
aboveground trails wind f-ur eight tra
rl is
:
b"
bi ing
miles throughdense forest near the point where Kentucky, braves once made their arrows
to points of particular interest, taring plants and feeding
There are three national parks
and Virginia't.
and
nd other wild T
,..,..
es with a naturalist explaining the fish, they can note any
furest hik
aud state „,........,_
in Kentucky,offering 71,300 acres
t ail,,......
settlement, a
' Nahf
teeming
the well-marked trails Hensley
thedeer'
rive and other . e
game, towith
with interesting frail hikes.
' at ‘
'
- untuvruu"geological formationns and irregularities. This person
:
village of 2.1 log cabins;
Rum
and
ia 1:1
4 can ''' "
_ National Forest, Clear Creek wildflowers and shrubs.
should have instructions on
in the Gap are some that lead to
mammoth Cave National park SeelliC spots.
what to do if a problem
_
along scenic Green River in Not wily do the trails offer an the remains of fortifications seven different colors. sand aa Furnace' the SkYdge- Red
River Area, Rockcastle, Natural A.fulu ul juhanueshurg. South arises—fuses to check, or a
. or- constructed by Civil War troops
sootheentrai Kentucky covers ideal setting for amateur.
Africa, now cans hot dogs for plumber, electrician or a
, 170 species
.. of birds who regarded the Gap as a choice
—t
The 116-acre.Abraham Linco.ln Arch, Yamacraw and Kentennia shipment to all corners of the pohceina,r,0 call,
51,000 acres. The cave has more nithologY. ha
Forest.
State
park
the
in
found
prize.
13trthplace National Historic Site
than 150 miles of explored are
Dark Continent.

State's Trails Are Appealing To Hikers
FRANKFORT, KY.—Hiking
akPerta claiming nothing can
match a quiet walk through one
of Kentucky's many trails during
fact, the
inoffer
summertime.
the
sPasons here
hikers
distinct
their own brand of beauty
whether it be in spring, summer,
fall or winter.
Well-defined trails or remote
country roads
— are in abundance
for the hiking enthusiast. Trails

Vacation check
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54

HELP WA:

FULL TIME per
ployment for lady
store. Experience h
necessary. Send
resume to P.O. Box
Kentucky.

WANTED—WATTFU
Hazel Cafe. Phone 4f.

MAN OR WOM)
Ftawleigh Householc
families. Can make
hour—part or full
giving phone no.:
Rawleigh Co., Free
or call 815-232-4161 b
4:30.

WANTED: WOMA
dept. Must be neat,
able to furnish goo
Experienced prefei
train if willing to lee
work. Afternoon in
calls. Apply Coll
Smorgasbord.

All Clearance Merchandise
presently in the center aisle
already Reduced up to 50%

FOR ENGLISH tut4
7266.

will be run all day long at
Special Prices! Listen for PA
announcement all weekend.

DELUXE OUTDOOR

PROTEIN 21

DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

For either regular, dry
or oily hair.

SHAMPOO

Our Reg.
SPECIAL!
73'

HOMEWORKERS
Part-time,full-time'
mailing our circular
rush self-address4
kmvelope and 35c
terprises, P.O. 1
Mayfield,Kentucky

SPECIAL!
1 PM TO 2 PM

SPECIAL!
11 AM TO NOON

Fits any
outdoor faucet
Our Reg. '6.88

Spray-On
Starch

24's Regular or Super

NOON TO 1 PM

NATIONAL SAFE'
has immediate opei
men in this area
safety consultant.
experience necessai
car and phone. Call'

Single Size 10x10

Hibachi
Grill

(Limit: 2)

$300

Our Reg.
54.44

ENDS
SHAMPOO
TANGLES

Charcoal

WITirtige
CREME RINSE
WITH

TEXTURIZER

2/$ 1

Touch Of Sweden

Hand Lotion
Our Reg. 84' 57,

Laundry
Detergent
Our Reg. 12.6
$ 1 97

Our Reg.
11.47

Limit
2

Our Reg.
74

SPECIAL!
3 PM TO 4 PM

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

2/$

1 lb. 12 oz. Box
Our Reg. 44' 3/$

PATIO SET

1 00

Breakfast Orange, Low
Calorie Orange, Grape or
Grapefruit. Better stock
up now.

Composition Books
4,
11!V

Our Reg. '8.66

6)

10W-30
Our Reg. 58'

STEREO TAPES

King Size

Wagon
Grill

LIMIT 2

LOST:BLONDE, fez
She answers to
Princess. Last seen
Grove Community.
formation call 435-54

Rolls On Wheels

SPECIAL!
5 PM TO 6 PM

NOTEBOOK
PAPER
2/s 1 oo

AUCTION SALE
collectors itemsbric-a-brac & etc.
Due to ill health,'I
Place" will begin
auctions, beginning J
near Henry,Tenn. or
south toward Mempt
rained out last Sat
rains this Saturday
will start the sale
otherwise at 10:00 a.1
all day the sale will
Saturday at 10;00
forget the time and
Mr.and Mrs. Ftobe
owners. Sales b
Hastings Realty
Paris, Tenn., Phone
Hulie V. Hastings,
ITC
LOST & FOI

$500
Fits 2 or
3 Ring Binder

SPECIAL
7 PM TO 8 PM

AUCTION SALE
July 31st 10:00 a.m
Clarence "Tom" M
two miles west of S
Hwy. 121. Will si
house of furniture,
dishes, glass, chir
tiques. Some
refrigerator, up ri
automatic
was
conditioner. Crome
China cabinet, coo
Rockers, /
1
2 bed, I
bed, hundreds of I
back to turn of •
Wicker furniture.

Watch next weeks
auction in Ahno,Ky.

3-In-1
101
/
2x8,
52 Sheets

SPECIAL!
4 PM TO 5 PM

AUCTION

It would be imposs
the good items. For
call Otto Chesters
vice 435-4042 or Re
489-2352.

DRINKS

SANDWICH CREME COOKIES

2 lawn chairs and lounge.
(Limit: 1 set)

digiip

WAGNER'S

00
TASTY

3-Piece

\$300

(Limit: 2)
Our Reg.
'1.33

IUTCHEN AND 1
help wanted. Appi
before 1:00 p.m.
p.m. at the Grecian
Highway 641.

$344
One Gallon

Picnic Jug

Rustproof and
Unbreakable
Our Reg.'2.44

$

1 88

LOST: WHITE cat
spots, lost in vicini1
Reward offered. Call
7640.
LOST: WOMAN'S N
near West Main
Pat
aths
cer! raP
please Pa
Reward offered.

AUTOS FOR
00044
Cj

1964 COMET good
Phone 753-5043.
1965 V.W. SEDAN w
Inquire at 732 Vine
p.m.

971
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FSEINIMM-IVICATP
HELP WANTED
FULL TIME permanent employment for lady in local drug
store. Experience helptil but not
necessary. Send complete
resume to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray,
Kentucky.
J28C

.6

sd
xi

r
iv

317
lrvan

FOR SALE
ADAMS 312 Road Grader. Good
condition. Phone 753-9807. J30C
1966 BARLEY DAVIDSON 74,
well dressed. Phone 753-8043 or
753-8426.
J29C

SERVICES OFFERElf

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT

UNWANTED HAIR
DESTROYED FOREVER!
Why settle for temporary
relief? Permanent results are
guaranteed with the new
INSTANTRON. Enjoy
"Feather-Touch" comfort.
Call for consultation without
obligation.

Low-cost housing
without austerity

NICE CLEAN Three room furnished apartment with new bath,
air conditioned. Couple or two
boys. Days call 753-6676, nights
753-4716.
J28C By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS

Living Room
Kitchen
Den
Bath
2 Bedrooms
Outside Storage
Large Lot
All Carpet
DOES NOT HAVE...
Swimming Pool
Marble Steps
A Car Port
Or An Inflated Price
Call Gene Landoll
753-8175 or after
5:00 call 753-4707

14111.6

NICE LAKE front apartment for
rent for up to four persons.
Everything furnished including
row boat, linens, etc.-T.V. & air
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
436-5320.
J31C

Judy Powell

1

t
'at

service, an important consider-<n
ation in the growing need for 't
home security; built-in storage
to help overcome the space
limitations necessity in project housing, and factory-engineered windows which, with
their readily removable sash,
make them easy and safe to
wash.
Although equipment, of
necessity, probably will be economy models, Bladh said,
"there can be no compromise
in quality, because all must
carry factory guarantees and
earn Underwriters Laboratory .
and FHA approval. The cost
savings must come through design simplification, materials
development and manufacturing efficiencies."
Often, Bladh suggested, extra thought in planning will
provide a substantial increase
an amenities at little or no exIn multiple
tra expense.
dwelling buildings this holds
true in the public rooms as
well as in individual apart-

NEW YORK (UPI)-Low'
costhousing should not, and
need not, mean austerity living,
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
according to one maker of resSetter Puppies. Phone 753idential products.
Al4C
1862.
MAN OR WOMAN to sell
"Yesterday's luxuries have
Rawleigh Household Products to
become today's necessities in
families. Can make $3 and up an
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
the home, and many convenihour-part or full time. Write
In Kentucky. No increase in
PLENTY TRAILER space; ences can be made available
giving phone no.: Ray Harris,
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
beautiful, quiet living. Highway in subsidized housing, provided
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Minois
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division that architect, builder and supor call 815-232-4161 between 8 and
from Hopkinsvrille, Junction Ky.
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, plier work together to keep
Brook Haven Mayfield
606
247-6698
Phone
4:30.
J28C
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Murray,Kentucky.
August2C costs down," says E. Herbert
p.m.
Aug30C FURNITURE REFINISHING.
Bladh, group vice president of
NOTICE
LARGE ROOMS with recreation the Scovill Company's building
All work guaranteed. Free pickWANTED: WOMAN for salad
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M: up and delivery. Free estimate. DOES YOUR figure need im- area. Country Estate. Phone 436- products operation.
dept. Must be neat, efficient and
Avery Lumber Co:, Puryear, Antique or natural finish. Jerry proving? Call Shapemakers of 2173.
Bladh referred specifically
July29C
able to furnish good references.
to Department of Housing and
Tenn.
TFC McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
Experienced preferred but will
guaranteed.
A25C 10' WIDE TWO bedroom trailer, Urban Development sections
train if willing to learn. Full time
FREEZERS-NEW Zs cu. tt.
235 and 236 which provide
PROFESSIONAL, EXwork. Afternoon shift, No phone
private with air-conditioner and
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
government assistance to lowerPERIENCED
painter,
will
work
calls. Apply Colonial House
automatic washer $70.00 per income
upright $244.66 delivered,
families seeking home
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
Smorgasbord.
A2C
month, also one 8' wide two ownership, and to owners
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753of
NOTICE
has own equipment. Call 419bedroom,
$50.00
per
month.
Call
rental housing projects for low1966.
TFC
3287.
FOR ENGLISH tutor. Phone 753J30C
J30C income families. Most of an
If you do not receive your 489-2595.
7266.
J29C
SPOTS BEFORE your eyes? (on
Pepe! by six p.m. cal 753estimated 42 per cent increase
SEPTIC
TANK
cleaning,
back
the carpet that is) Clean with
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30 UNFURNISHED HOUSE, two in subsidized housing startsNATIONAL SAFETY Associate
Blue Lustre and rent a new hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753p.m.
bedroom,one block from college, from 450,000 units in 1970 to
5933.
J29C
has immediate opening for three
shampooer for $1.00 from
$65 per month. Phone 753-4131 or upward of 635,000 units this
year-can be expected to be
men in this area as part-time PARTIALLY WOODED lot, Western Auto, Home of "The
753-9382 after 5:00 p.m.
J29C
rits
adh stressed the social
within the framework of these meSt
safety consultant. We train, no 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest. Wishing Well."
J28C WILL DO sewing in my home. ELECTROLUX SALES & SerPhone
desirability
of including what
436-5424.
TFC
vice,
Box
213,
Murray,
Ky.,
C.M.
government programs, Bladh
experience necessary, must have Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT;
might appear to some to be
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farsaid.
car and phone. Call 753-1442. J31C p.m.
TFC, USED GAS range, used T.V. WILL
plenty of storage space; shady
He explained that certain' -needless and extravagant trimBUSHHOG vacant lots mington, Kentucky.
A5C back
Phone 436-5899.
J28C
yard; two bedrooms; equipment once
inside
available only mings for government-assisted
city.
limits.
Reasonable
HOMEWORKERS
WANTED. BEAUTIFUL BRICK home, 2
paneled throughout; wall to wall in higl-cost dwellings,
organs
PIANOS
and
BALDWIN
such as housing.
rates.
Phone 753-3798
AlOC
part-time,full-time work at home bedrooms, large living room. MUST SELL AKC toy or
carpeting.
"Americans of all walks of
Call
753-8096
or
753to
applies
ventilators
Rent
for
sale.
inside
for rent or
bath!nailing our circulars. For details Ben, kitchen, dining room, full miniature poodle yuppies, full
3312.
J29C rooms, now is required by life have become aware of the
Piano
Lonardo
purchase.
LEGAL
NOTICE
rush self-addressed, stamped size basement, closed in back grown males and females. $35.00
code. Other necessities-tome- improvements that now are
Company, across from Post
knivelope and 35c to US En- porch, on corner lot. 311 S. 11th. and up.Phone anytime 489TRAILER FOR rent. See lately include range hoods as available," he said. "Therefore
J30C
Tenn.
Paris,
J28C Pursuant to the provisions of office,
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, Phone 753-4548 after 4:00 p.m.
Brandon Dill at Dill's TRAILER the only practical means for utter austerity would do noth2655.
Chapter 337 of the Kentucky
ing but decrease the marketCourt
after 4:00 p.m. Located at
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC J29C
Revised Statutes, I, or my JANE'S CERAMIC Shop is Murray Drive-In
Theatre En- ventilating kitchens, many of ability of housing units that
436from
Phone
August
3
BEANS.
lessons
GREEN
starting
authorized agent, will on August
KITCHEN AND Dining room SMALL FARM; good locatior,,,
which no longer have windows, still must be sold or rented for
J29C 10, 1971, commencing on or about 6:30 to 9:30 each Tuesday and trance. No phone calls
help wanted. Apply in person business or future investment, 2423.
intercom systems and bath- the programs to be successful.
please.
J29C
"Also, amenities for good
before 1:00 p.m. or after 5:00 One mile East Murray, apl REMOVE CARPET paths and 10:00 am. (Central Daylight Thursday night. Large variety of
room heaters, especially in rep.m. at the Grecian Steak House, proximately 10 acres pasture, spots: fluff beaten down nap with Time), in the conference room of greenware. For more in- 4-ROOM FURNISHED apart- gions of the country where living included in the home
A3C ment, private
package will encourage the
one First Highway District Of- formation phone 753-6533.
J30C Hog wire fencing, stables, water. Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer Highway 641.
entrance, bath, central heating systems aren't
long-range careful maintenance
j31 fice, U.S. No. 62 to Reidland,
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. 01.00 at Big K.
water and heat furnished, car- a necessity.
Other optional equipment of these housing units by ownPaducah, Kentucky, hold a
For appointment call 436AUCTION SALE
HAVE TWO story block building, peted, kitchen, two air con2173.
TFC OFFICE TRAILER 8'x52' See hearing to consider a revision of can have Free for removing from ditioners, couple preferred, in HUD-supported housing pro- ers or tenants that they must
jects, Bladh suggested, might" have to preserve their appeal
Allen O'Hara, Fine Arts Building the prevailing wage rates for
AUCTION SALE-Saturday,
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, N. 15th St. Easy to convert to laborers, workmen, mechanics, property. Phone 753-4032, from available August 1st. See at 709 reasonably include decorator and, as a result, their market
July 31st 10:00 a.m, at the late
J 30C Poplar or call 753-3948.
J29C and recessed
basement, large corner lot, house trailer. Must be sold within helpers, and apprentices engaged 8.30 to 4:30p.m
lighting fixtures, value."
Clarence "Tom" Morgan home, full
transferring. 1700 two weeks.
Owner
75x150.
door chime units and exhaust
J29P in construction under contracts
two miles west of Stella Ky., on
FURNISHED
$17,500.00 Phone
APARTMENTS fans.
FOR SALE
with the Kentucky Department of,
IDAHO EMERGENCY
Hwy. 121. Will sell complete Miller. Asking
TFC 14' Ft. Alumipim Boat &Trailer Highways in a locality consistingageV.TONE FACTORY fresh one and two bedrooms. Washers
Building economies, too,:
house of furniture, liWances, 753-4178.
BOISE, Idaho (UPI)-Gov.
should
and dryers- available. Zimreceive careful eensickr- Cecil
dishes, glass, chintr-lind an1
2 HP Johnson motor, very of the-f
wing counties of this"hearing aid batteries for all make
Andrus has declared a
PRICED TO MOVE by owner, with 5/
n Apartments, South 16th ation, he said. These can In- state
tiques. Some items
are brick home durably built for good shape,$295.00. Call 436State: Allen, Ballard, Butler, hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC
of emergency in five
clude the use of standard builtStreet.
Phone
753-6609.
-T30C
refrigerator, up right freezer,
Idaho counties because of a
A2C Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
future retirement, leaving town 5648.
in cabinetry in kitchen and
automatic
washer,
air- because of business.
Christian, Crittenden, Daviess, CREOSOTED POLES for pole
grasshopper infestation.
Desirable,
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky bath, and factory-finished winconditioner. Cron* dinet set,
He asked the U.S. secretary
UTILITY
BED
Graves,
for
pick-up
Fulton,
truck.
Edmonson,
construction,
utility
poles
barn
dow
and
door
quiet location, near university,
astemblies which
china cabinet, couch, chairs.
Short wheel base or will trade foe- Hancock, Henderson, Hickman, and boat docks. Murray Lumber Lake, 10 miles from Murray in make possible a marked de- of agriculture to concur and to
new high school and elementary.
Panorama
Shores.
Two
Rockers, IA bed, unusual iron
fleet side bed to fit Chevrolet Hopkins, Livingston, Logan, Co., Maple Street, Murray,
make his department's resour3large bedrooms and 2 full baths.
bedrooms, 16xI6 ft. living room, crease in on-the-site construct- ces available
bed, hundreds of books dating
pick-up. Call 753-7785 after 4:00 Lyon, McCracken, McLean, Kentucky.
ITC
to "alleviate this
ion
expense.
eating
seperate dining room, central
back to turn of the century. Convenient kitchen with
p.m.
serious problem." Andrus' proJ29C Marshall, Muhlenberg, Ohio,
Housewife gains
desired counters and
space,
and
electric
heat
and
airWicker furniture.
Simpson, Todd, Trigg, Union, NEW TAPPAN electric stove
The chief beneficiary of clamation Tuesday said the
shelves. Large living room and
BOY SCOUT uniforms, size 10-12, Warren, and Webster. This that was won at the fair. If in- conditioning, all new appliances, many such features,
Bladh sug- infestation had caused the loss
attractive
It would be impossible to list all patio opening onto
including washer. On private lot.
two summer and two winter locality has been determined by terested call 492-8212.
of 60 to 80 per cent of forage
J3OP
gested,
will
be
the
housewife,
the good items. For information private lawn. Abundant war- complete, also two twin bed the Commissioner of Highways
Phone 436-5571.
A3NC
and
cured hay necessary to
whereas
she is the chief sufferer
call Otto Chesters Auction Ser- drobe and storage space complete with headboard. Call by Official Order No. 78951. At
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low
from lack of planning which feed livestock this year.
Extra
large
throughout
house.
vice 435-4042 or Ralph Morgan
436-5507.
J29C this time, evidence relating to mileage, good condition. Com- UNFURNISHED APARTMENT has resulted in the past in ausgarage-possible income
489-2352.
fringe benefits provided through plete with helmets and back rest. at 206 South 9th Street. Phone 492- terity in lower cost dwellings.
Now You Know
apartment. Located 104 N. 18th. 14
FOOT POLARERAFT Jon irrevocable agreements between Phone 753-4115 after 6:00 p.m.
8727.
J30C • As examples he mentioned By United Press International
Watch next weeks paper for big Call 753-6527.
J31C
boat and 5 HP Johnson motor. employers and employees shall J31C
intercom systems which proThe density of the moon is
auction in Almo,Ky.
J29P
$150.00. Phone 753-2956.
J29NC be considered in establishing a
LAKE FRONT cabin on Ken- vide hear-who door answering bout 3 1-3 times that of water.
KENIANA SHORES-Beautiful
prevailing wage rate of con- 1966 ALL-STATE cycle, 250 cc. tucky lake. Rent by day
AUCTION SALE-antiques- Kentucky Lake lot facing T.V.A. AKC REGISTERED Chihuahua tribution for the same. All in- Worth more than the $125.00 weekend, or week, everything
collectors items-furniture- 375' contour - 115'x209'x96'x117'. black, 3 months, housebroken, terested persons desiring to asking price. Phone 436-5570.J30C furnished. Call 753-2250.
A3C
bric-a-brac & etc.
Full price $3995 including water has had shots, dewormed. Phone present evidence or offer
Due to ill health,"The Southern "tap in". Low & easy monthly 753-4913 before 5:00p.m.
A2C testimony on this date are invited NEW TRUCK Load; carpet
sale; JOBI.FsS TO CLIMB
Place" will begin a series of payments. Phone 436-5320 for
to attend the hearing.
Cash & Carry. Heavy shag, WASHINGTON (UPI -AFLauctions, beginning July 31, 1971- Inspection.
J31C 1970 DATSUN station wagon, air
John W. Young, Com- commercial type, hi-density CIO Research Director Nathanear Henry,Tenn. on Highway 79
conditioned, with radio and rack. missioner
back, plush, indoor-outdoor; niel Goldfinger believes the
south toward Memphis. Sale was HOUSE AND furniture, see at 506 Phone 753-7117.
A2C
Kentucky Department of prices start $2.50 square yard, up nation's unemployment rate
Saturday.
If
it
last
out
rained
Labor
to $3.95 square yard, none higher. could jump to 6.5 per cent in
J30C
N.2nd.Phone 753-1979.
UTILITY TRAILER, ball type
rains this Saturday morning we
1TC Pick anything in house, while the coming months unless
Millions
Millions
it
hitch, 41/sx6/
1
2 ft., brake lights.
will start the sale at 1 p.m.
lasts. Also vinyl cushion floor at President Nixon adopts differ3
3
Call 753-8997.
otherwise at 10:00 a.m. If it rains
AUCTION SALE
J29C
WANT TO BUY
$1.99 per sq. yd. Low overhead; ent policies to fight unemploypayment
Average
monthly
next
the
be
all day the sale will
Volume
buying. Paschall ment.
to AFDC families
Saturday at 10;00 a.m. Don't AUCTION SALE Saturday July FIVE GAITED prospect,ranking AKC FEMALE Chihuahua, year Discount
9117
House,
Hazel, Ken- The jobless rate for June was
J29C
31, 10:00 a.m. on 641 41
/
2 miles horse, registered ASPHA mare, old or older. Phone 753-5807.
forget the time and place.
tucky, 492-9733.
J3ONC 5.6 per cent Goldfinger said
$100
South
of
Murray
across
Highway
hall
Robert
Freeland,
horse-half
Mrs.
pony
fillie,
Mr.and
gentle
Tuesday -it would be necessary
owners. Sales handled by from Hubert's Antique Shop in riding, pleasure horse. Phone 753- OLD USED pie safe. Phone 753to create. 2.5 million to 3 million
Jac 4815from 8:00 to 5:00 p.m
Hastings Realty & Auction, nice shady woods. Eats, drinks, 1348.
J29C CAMPER TOP for 8 ft. truck bed, jobs within the next year to
2
2
camper top is even with truck cab
Paris, Tenn., Phone 642-4543, Col. and restrooms. This is a com1970
1960
make even a small dent in the
top,
$150.00.
Call
436-2113.
J30C
bined
family
sale.
Lynn
and
Jack
auctioneer.
HONDA
SL90,
excellent con- WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
Hulie V. Hastings,
unemployment rate.
Parker, Bill Hurt and Roy dition, 900 actual miles,$275. Call pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
ITC
Leslie-owners. I need you as 753-7792.
J29P good condition. Phone 753-6030 14 CU. FT.freezer. Call 753Number of families with dependent
J30C
Mr. Parker says,"It can't be sold
after 5:00p.m.
TFNC 2586.
children on welfare rolls
In the United States, color
LOST &FOUND
In 1 day. Items: From 1 old home 1963 V.W. with sun-roof, excellent
preferences in hot dogs vary. The
Includes: plantation desk, trunk condition. Phone 75E-5545 after WANT TO BUY; logs and
G.V. AUTOMATIC washer, casing imparts most of the color
LOST:BLONDE, female terrier. and contents, nice rockers 5:30p.m.
J29C standing timber. Also have for
new, $100. call 753- to the hot dog. Smoking does the
PracticallY
She answers to the name of unusual pattern, child's rocker,
sale lumber and sawdust. 5823.
J30C rest.
Princess. Last seen in the Harris high chair, all over 100 years old.
WINTER and summer 'Murray Saw Mill and Lamm
GIRLS
inGrove Community. If any
Four lanterns, flat and charcoal
junior. Coats, Co. Phone 753-4147.
J30C Irons, iron stove, irons and dothes, size 7-9
formation call 4354470.
dresses, skirts, sweaters, and WANTED: REAR end for a
one
bucket, four oil lamps-one very
J29C ton truck. Phone
formals. Phone 753-2606.
753-6311. J30C
unusual, dinner bell-needs parts,
LOST: WHITE cat with black bottles, cans, platters, tools, and
spots, lost in vicinity of N. 7th. antique refrigerator runs good, UPRIGHT PIANO $35, also
1960
1162
1164
1970
1166
1961
CARD OF THANKS
Reward offered. Call 753an ox-farmer and dairyman will studio couch $10, 402 N. 7th, by
Data: Department of Health. Education and Welfare
63
J30C offer 10 milk cans and stanchions,
7640.
appointment only. Phone 753- To all our friends, neighbors,
horse-drawn tools, harness with 2928.
J29C and relatives who were so kind to
THE MOST TROLNILISOME PROBLEM in the welfare field LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold brass knobs, metal dog house,
us during the death of our
Is the Aid to Families With Dependent Children(
near West Main Street. Im- hand saw, anvil and blower, drill
daughter Jennifer. We would like
program. Since 1960, when there were 803,000 families
portant papers inside. If found and grinder, bush hog, and hole 20,000 BTU AIR CONDITIONER, to express our, thanks.
receiving AFDC assistance, the number more than
220
electric
3
-stack
heater,
one
4furniture,
digger,
stoves,
753-9427.
please call Pat at
A special thank-you to Donald
tripled-to 2,552,000-by the end of 1970. The number
TFNC refrigerators, washin stack 220 electric heater, all good
Reward offered.
Smith, pallbearers, David
of recipients likewise rose from 3 million to 9.6 million
machines,all sorts of ranges, two condition. Call 753-2827 after
and the average monthly payment per family rose from
J29C Brasher, the Filbeck-Cann
bags of soy beans, dehorners, 5:00.
$108 to $187 during the same time. Most of these famiFuneral Home, also Dr. Anions
AUTOS FOR SALE
other two men will furnish a load
•
lies are headed by women who are prevented from Wirand
Dr.
Lowry
who
tried
so
of unusual items: glassware, two
AVOCADO GIBSON refrigerator desperately to save her life.
ing jobs by the lack of child day care facilities. But there
1964 COMET good condition.
glass pitchers (added),
cut
J30C
$40.call 753-3795.
are other barriers tq employment for AFDC mothers.
J29C
Phone 753-5043.
Your kindness and thoughtcooking utensils, tractor and 14
They also need rehabilitation and. employment assistfulness
will
not
be
forgotten,
and
grain bed wagon may be sold.
ance. Public funds spent for effective child day care, reTRAVEL TRAILER fifteen foot, may God bless you all
habilitation and employment assistance will benefit not
1965 V.W. SEDAN with sun roof. Douglass Shoemaker, Associate self-contained. Priced to,sell. Can
Raymond and Karen Thof
Shoemaker
Auction
and
One of the igloo, where go.rort warfare agents are atorod.
only the mothers anctchildren of AFDC families, hut the
Inquire at 732 Vine St after 8:00
Fairlane Drive, weatt
901
at
seen
be
Storage arra la at right, tinder the mound of earth. Rewhole society as well.
p.m.
ASP Livestock Co., will be in charge. 753-6825.
J29C
ITC
and children
Phone 753-3375, Murray,Ky J29C
frigeration no ha and entranl, are at left,
WANTED-WAITRESS apply at
Hazel Cafe. Phone 492-9785. J29C

IA

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

It's your ECONOMY
HOW MC WELFARE ROLLS HAVE GROWN
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btholt
SEEK—Niae year old
A IDEADLy tAME OF HIDE AND
was found this morinset),
Dye
retarded and epileptic Kevin
near Casper,
ning in the deep wilderness (right) on a mountain
His mother,
week.
a
than
more
for
searchers
eluding
Wyo., after

Drop In Business
Activity In June

Mrs. Phillip Dye (left), talks with two of the renters Iron
Casper. An Alpine rescue team with traelthqe doge Weed the
thousands of searchers on foot, horseback and helicopter who
said the boy had been running from them like a frightened deer,

Newsprint Prices
To Increase Again

Apollo 15 ...

(Coatinued from Page 1)
under the decreasing
slowing
)—A
UPI
MONTREAL
of earth's tug of
Newsprint price increase of $8 a influence
gravity.
an1-was
Nov.
ton-effective
Price Its speed was dropping from
percent since a year ago, it is nounced Tuesday by
"You can't do business out of half
bringing 2,750 miles per hour at 12:34 a.m.
Ltd.,
tenstrong
Company,
a
is
there
indicated
when the astronauts were 100,666
an empty wagon."
buy "hand to mouth" delivered prices to $168 on the
miles from the moon, to 2,134
This old business adage ap- dency to
West.
the
on
current confusion is East Coast and $163
pears to be borne out by the data until the
miles per hour at 7:34 p.m. when
It was the second price incompiled from almost 60,000 dissipated.
they will be 53,464 miles away.
two
in
ent
announcem
that
fact
the
crease
this is
responding q to midyear to the Allied with
Apollo 15 will slow to 1,88'7
there is no great days. On Monday, Mac Millen
continuous lleM survey of the the data shows
per hour and then start to
miles
$8
price
business loans. In Bloedel,Ltd., boosted its
National Federation of In- rush to make
accelerate Thursday morning
Rocky
the
of
west
users
percentage
to
the
ton
a
act, in June
dependent Business.
under the pull of the moon's
a loan dropped Mountains.
Although a line from a famous reporting seeking
gravity.
producers
Other newsprint
from 32 percent to 31
song proclaims that "June is off slightly
One other problem WU found
the
studying
be
to
said
were
bustin' out all over," insofar as percent.
night when Scott and
Tuesday
the
reduction in
moves.
independent business is con- A slight
the hatch to the
opened
Irwin
MacMillan
rate that is
Both Price and
cerned the data shows that June average interest
lunar module and discovered
to
increase
the
have
attributed
to
seem
Bloedel
not
does
registered a drop in both business reported
during a two-hour inspection that
encouraged lending either. In the steadily rising cots of raw
activity and confidence.
the glass cover to an altimeter
services.
and
interest materials,supplies,
While the drop was not deep, June the average bank
somehow had shattered since
percent,
7.81
was
reported
rate
following several months of a
launch Monday morning from
percent the
lack-luster sidewise movement,'[ down from 7.97
Cape Kennedy.
from
it is quite perceptible. This lack previous month, and down
"We don't have any idea why it
it
when
year
the
of
high
the
of enthusiasm,or perhaps even of
broke," Irwin said. He estimated
in
percent
8.24
cautious optimism, affecting the reached
he and Scott picked up about 60
sector of the economy that Ac- February.
cent of the glass pieces with a
per
reduction in Mrs. Tom (Cupther)Hendricks
counts for 72 percent of the However, this
piece of tape and the spacecraft
to
seem
not*
does
rates
of St. Louis, Mo., formerly of
wholesale and retail function interest
Windier said
t firms Calloway County,died Tuesday vacuum cleaner and
may be the reason that the encourage the independen
should be no
glass
remaining
the
n of future morning at a hospital in St. Louis.
overall economy is not respon- to load up in anticipatio
problem.
She was 67 years of age.
ding in the manner in which it business.
The meter normally is sealed
comments
The deceased was the former under pressure in helium. With
was anticipated, or at least in the Based on volunteer
of many of the respondents there Cupther Armstrong, daughter of
manner that was hoped.
the glass broken. It was exposed
is
the late Sid and Mary Armstrong to a near vacuum and then
It is taken as significant that are indications that there
picture
future
the
of Calloway County.
June showed a drop in the concern over
cabin was
that the Survivors are two sons, Albert oxygen when the
neither of independentfirms who and disappointment
.
pressurized
yet Hendricks and Charles Henreport a higher dollar investment government has not as
Mission control communicator
In Inventory that the previous recognized the problems en- dricks of St. Louie, Mo.; one Karl G. Heinze told the
ensmaller
the
by
countered
year at the same time.
sister, Mrs. Quitman (Iva) astronauts engineers were
When this factor is correlated terprise in a time of high taxes, Paschall of Hazel Route One; six running tests to see if the change
with the fact that wholesale high costs, inflation, and eroding grandchildren; several nieces
in conditions would affect the
prices have increased at least one profit margins. The most com- and nephews in Murray and
meter.
to
act
to
mon criticism is failure
Calloway County.
interesting to hear
restore even in a limited way the Mrs. Armstrong was preceded "It would be
out," Scott said.
7 percent investment credit in death by her husband, Tom what they find
meter fails, Windier
the
if
Even
repealed.
was
which
Hendricks, and two brothers,
astronauts can read the
As it appears from the present Charlie Armstrong and Elects said, the
data off their comnecessary
view,, the economy will continue Armstrong of Murray.
their landing plans
to move in a dilatory manner The body is being returned to the puter and
changed.
be
not
would
takes
Congress
as
NEW
YORK (UP!)—The until such time
Home,i
Funeral
Roberts
Forty-nine minutes of the lunar
chances for a bond rally appear some action that promises to Mayfield, where funeral service
module inspection was televised
reasonably good, according to alleviate the adverse conditions will be held Friday at two p.m
back to earth. But the telecast
n
independe
and
small
the Argus Research Corp. that
Burial will be in the Maplewood was devoted to the work at hand
ng.
Because of the Treasury's business is encounteri
Cemetery, Mayfield, with the and
hijinks
without the
borrowing needs, the company
arrangements by the Roberts sometimes seen on earlier
says monetary policy should
Funeral Home where friends flights. It was not carried on
continue to expand. "Thus, with
may call on Thursday.
network television.
the economic recovery still at
The lunar module check
an early stage, we believe that
showed that all its systems were
investment policy should be NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
in good shape including the
oriented toward acquiring good opened lower in moderate
critical batteries, landing engine
values for long-term apprecia- turnover today.
system, fuel pressurization
tion," Argus advises.
Shortly after the opening,
system and the craft's control
declines led advances, 165 to 81, MAYFIELD, Ky,, July 27 — rockets. Communications betThe market appears to be among the 384 issues on the
An announcement was made to- ween Falcon and earth were
building a solid technical base tape. Th Dow Jones industrial
day by Don Sparks, superin- excellent.
around the 880-910 area on the average showed a loss of 0.22 at tendent of Mayfield schools, conDow Jones industrial average, 800.48.
cerning the schedule for the
the Alexander Hamilton Insti- Standard of California dipped 1971-72 school year.
tute believes. "A breakout of is to 57% in the oil group. Schools will begin operation
Continued from Page it
this area could send the Pennzoil lost % to 29%, with on Monday, Aug. 23 with an int of Public Safety
The
Departmen
indicator back to April's high of Atlantic Richfield down % to service day for all teachers and
has just released Uniform Crime
950, and then on to the 1000 56%, and Texaco % lower at staff members. Students will
Tuesday, Aug. 24 and Reports for Kentucky and the
level," the Institute says.
36%. Occidental held unchanged enroll on
report reveals some interesting
the first full day of school will
at 17%.
facts.
market's "lethargy" Southern Pacific gave up kis be on Wednesday, Aug. 25.
The
Schools will be dismissed at
reflects investor caution and to 39% in the rails, as did
It shows that more murders are
this "environment is unlikely to liesapeake & Ohio to 59. the close of classes on Tuesday,
holi- committed on Saturday than any
Christmas
the
for
21
Dec.
change very much in the period Burlington Northern was steady
days and will resume on Mon- other day -with Sunday the next
immediately ahead," Standard at 46.
day, Jan. 3. Spring vacatiar highest day'
& Poor's says. The company
Texas- Instruments dropped a will be observed during the
"further
foresees
seesawing" of full point to 105 in the
Most auto thefts occurred in
April 10.
prices and a possible testing of electronics. Memorex was off week of
October with July next in line.
the June low. While generally % to 26%, with Burroughs down
optimistic, S&P cautions "there % to 1154. and Honeywell alsc
Most breaking and entering
is no need for hasty action as
lower at 931,4. Motorola
occurred in January with
the market works its way surrendered 44 to 76, but
Federal State Market News December next in line.
through this testing phase."
Control Data edged up % to
Service July Si, 1971
53%. IBM held unchanged at
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Most rapes occurred in SepThe Tillman Survey, Inc., 292%.
10 tember with August next in line
firmly believes there will be In the chemicals, Du Pont Market Report Includes
another strong leg in the bull and Allied Chemical were Buying Stations
900 Most murders occurred in June
market. The company says the steady at 145 and 31%, Receipts: Act. 80 Est.
higher with July next.
market is being led by people respectively. Republic Steel lost Barrows and Gilts 15c
who look ahead and are not % to 233/4 in its group. Armco Sows steady
;20.00-20.50; Most crime occurred in August
wasting any time looking at dipped % to 16%, and Jones & US 14 200-230 lbs.
lbs.
$19.75-20.00; with July next.
190-240
2-4
US
last year's statistics. These Laughlin was unchanged at
US 3-4 240-260 lbs. 119.25-19.75;
forward-looking people, Tillman 13%.
lbs. 118.75-19.25; Marijuana accounted for 46.5 per
says, see "a massive new bull General Motors added I.. to US 3-4 260-280
cent of all drug law arrests.
Sows
disciplined
market and a more78%, as did Ford to 6454.
US 1-2 270-350 Ibis. $15.00-15.50;.
new boom."
Chrysler eased tit to 274i.
US 14 300-550 Ibis. $14.00-15.00; The crime index for Murray, per
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 113.0044.00; 1,000 inhabitants is 12.1 and the
it
Large backyard swimming CLEAN ALARM
aline index for Calloway County
down to $12.00.
few
pools should be divided by depth
per 1,000 is 9.7. As a comparison
TH,
Englan
WEYMOU
ul
watchful
a
keep
Parents
that
lines, just the same way
the crime index in Hopkinsville is
(UPI
to
I—Police
a
bank
rushed
near
or
in
municipal pools are. Depth lines Tuesday in answer to an alarm eye on children
42.6 and in Paducah 18.6.
all
More than half of
tend to keep swimmers where only to find it had been set off by a the water.
victims are
Never swim too soon after
they belong, according to their vacuum cleaner going over thf pool drowning
the age of ten. eating. An unexpected muscle
experience, instead of letting button in the bank manager'i youngsters under
can
child
An unattended small
cramp just might make it your
people swim out "over their office
quickly get ioto big trouble.
last meal.
heads"

SWANNS MARKET

Mrs. Hendricks
Dies Tuesday

Wall Street
Chatter

1)

John Carter

— A legal review to find out
• ••
what stetd legislation is needed to
1)
Page
from
(Csamined
meet federal occupational safety
century. His invention and
standards;
and health
development of the Phillips
— The enforcement of stanPetroleum process for the
and
training
including
dards
manufacture of polyethylene is
and
inspection
education,
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The state rtentucky.
said to have revolutionized
often
this technical assistance;
of
'The advantage
industry, along
packaging
the
of Kentucky has been awarded a agreement is that it allows a
— The collection and analysis
11,10,000 federal grant to plan a
with opening the way for scores
and
federal
data.
state
of
n
of statistical
oc- combinatio
state
comprehensive
of other uses for the plastic
to improve the health
The state plan is expected by
cupational safety and health resources
material.
and safety of the work en- June 30 of next year. It must then
the
American
Awarded
Program.
S.
U.
McElwain
the
Dr.
by
,"
be approved
McElwain, vironment
P.
William
Society Award for
Chemical
to
Department of Labor as equal
M.D.,commoner of Health, noted.
Creative Invention in 1969, Hogan
The third phase will be actual or better than the federal stanand John W. Young, comholds 29 US. patents for his
comthe
of
ation
dards.
missioner of Labor, announced implement
al discoveries. He has
technologic
prehensive state plan.
Phillips firm since
the
with
that the grant had been received
been
Kentucky, primary
In
from the U. S. Department of
1945 when he began as a research
FLY
TO
ES
CONCORD
al
occupation
for
ty
Labor. Total project cost for responsibili
LONDON (UPI)—The British chemist.
the Division of
developing the plan is $170,232, health lies with
Aircraft Corp. (BAC) predicted Phillips and its major licensees
the
in
nt
Environme
al
Occupation
and abroad
with the state contributing
Oc- Tuesday that within eight years in the United States
Department.
Health
half the world
about
$50,732.
produced
supersoConcorde
150
least
at
safety is the
high-density
The grant represents the cupational
of
ty of the Division of nic jet transports (SST I will be output
second phase of the state's efforts responsibili
in service all over the world. polyethylene-1.3 billion poundthe
in
Safety
n
Occupatio
to establish an occupational
s--in 1969.
Department of Labor.
The Concorde and the Soviet A record 3,311 students are
safety and health program.
the
of
design
the
in
Included
11,144 are the only SSTs in enrolled at Murray State for the
As part of the initial phase, a
be the following:
production. The US. Congress summer term, including an alldual Kentucky-U.S. Department plan will
the
plus
— A set of standards
voted against providing funds
of Labor agreement was signed
high of 1,314 graduate
personnel, equipment and for a supersonic transport to time
June 1. Under the agreement,
students. Fall semester class
coma
for
needed
financing
have been built by the Boeing begin Sept. 2 following three dr
both state and federal agencies
occupational health Company.
will maintain jurisdiction over prehensive
or registration.
occupational health and safety in and safety program;

Kentucky Gets Money To
Plan Work Safety Program

Today's Stock
Market

Mayfield School
Schedules Told
For Coming Year

Original Orange
or
18-oz.
NEW GRAPE

16-oz. can

BAKED BEANS 2/49'

Emge's Veri-Thin Sliced

Pure Gold Sweet Cubed

SALAD DELITES 120z 49'

Bacon

Bama Blackberry

lb

59c

lb

29c

Sliced, Smoked

JELLY

18-oz.

Read's

49
' Jowl

No. 303 can

ir004

POTATO SALAD 3P1°°
Geisha

Reelfoot Sliced All-Meat

Bologna

ib

554

lb

59c

Lean, 100% Pure

PINEAPPLE

Ground Beef

N° 2 car)29C

59`
No. 303 can 2/49c

COCKTAIL
Green Giant

PEAS

Field's

*.

Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice

Braunschweiger 49,:4
CP

FROZEN

FOODS
Duncan Hines

Cake Mix
43' box
1 -lb

Sunshine

KRISPY CRACKERS 39'
Nabisco Fig Newtons or

* FROSTY ACRES *
- MIX or MATCH 'EM Mixed Vegetables
Green Peas Squash - Corn
Turnip Greens with Diced
Turnips

5 for '1'4
KRAFT'S

WAFFLE WAFERS Pkg39t
Bush's Cut or Shellie

GREEN BEANS
No 303 can

Flavor-Kist Boston
CREME Sandwich

COOKIES

Swanns Mkt
SAVE 30'wnti( YOU
of
6-oz.

3/$1°'
3/$100

SPECIAL PRICE
MTN TIM COUPON

FRENCH
DRESSING
8-oz.

29'
Pkgs $1 00
1.0 for A

BUY A

INSTANTRums
COFFEE CRYSTALS

No. 24 can

Stokely's

LIMAS

994

lb.

Chuck Roastib 654
Reelfoot All-Meat
Wieners 120L 45,

No. 303 can 5/$100

Seen & Heard . . .

Purchase Area
Hog Market

' Steak
99
Center Cut

Morton House

FRANKFOR
Kenneth C. Imlegislative offi
nominee for lieu

Round

Deenvood Cream Style

CORN

WEDNES
JULY 28

* MEATS *

THE DRINK OF SPACEMEN!
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3-07
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tribute effecti
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LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky.—With fall young men they must register
classes beginning In some within five days after reaching
colleges and universities in late their 18th birthday. Selective
August, many young men born in Service registration can be acthe year 1952 have inquired when complished at any local board.
they will get their "lottery" The address given at the time of
number. It is quite un- registration determines the local
derstandable
why
them board. If a young man registers
registrants are concerned abate away from home he should chect
their future. Obviously noose ean the Registration Card carefull)
make plans with the uncertahdy to determine that the address hi
el involuntary military service has given will be under the boars
of his choice. The local board o
for two years.
To allay some of the ap- jurisdiction cannot be changes
prehension the Selective Service after it has been established.
MOREHEAD AT MURRAY: While Murray State University President Harry M. Sparks looks on,
FRANKFORT—Democratic nominee for the 5th House District of Calloway and Trigg counties, System has set Thursday, Aug. 5
C. G. Morehead, Kentucky's nationally-recognized "artist of property," works on a painting of
U.S.
ASSETS HIT LOW
Kenneth C. lines of Almo, attended last week's meeting here of Party nominees for statewide and as the date for the lottery to
"Oakhurst," the home of the university's presidents since the founding of the institution in lfra. The
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Amerlegislative offices. With Imes are Julian Carroll, left, Speaker of the House et Representatives and determine the order in which
11 x It inch ell painting will be unveiled In 1972 as part of ceremonies marking the university's 50th
ica's
total
reserve
nominee for lieutenant governor. and Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, nominee for governor.
assets—gold,
young men born in 1952 will be
year, and 5,11111 lithograph prints will be sold at $20.00 each with the profits being used for scholarconvertible
foreign currency
inducted into the armed forces in
ships. An Owensboro native, Morehead had been in the realty business for nearly 20 years before he
1972. The lottery was original': and drawing rights with the began his painting seven years ago, and since then eight of his paintings have been sold out in
Deptoitrnent--intotrol Re•;21,:c
ch.hcr tax.thh
:4;, er
scheduled for July 1 but was International Monetary Fund— limited-edition prints and are now collectors' items.
1—Documbnr :>1, 13 LLS.Tritosury
anuary
postponed after House-Senate fell to $13.5 billion in June, the
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
1 Or th
conferees deadlocked lowest in almost 33 years.
overlegislation to extend the The treasury said the decline
NASTASE LEADS
was primarily due to higher PROPOSES SATCHMO STAMP
"draft" act two years.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Romania
WASHINGTON (UP!)—Rep. ,Artogr
At the time this column is being interest rates in Europe, which
file Nastase continues to lead
A) Estimate your 19/1 tax
written the stalemate is over a have caused an outflow of U.S. Benjamin S. Rosenthal, D-N.Y.,
This column of questions and answers on federal liability and the amount of Senate amendment (Mansfield). dollars. The United States, in today asked the U.S.
the standings in the Pepsi
Postal
Tennis Grand Prix with 119
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. tax that will be withheld Basically, this amendment an effort to protect the value of Service to put out an internaon your current withpoints.
the dollar, has been spending tional air mail stamp honoring
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public based
provides
that
will
U.
S.
be
it
holding. This can be done
Zeljko Franulovic of Yugoslaits
reserves
to
buy
back
dollars
the
late
from
Louis
out
Vietnam
Armstrong.
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions from tables the IRS has given policy to pull
was the only player to close
via
from
Europe.
"What made Armstrong an
your employer. If you should
within nine months after enactmost frequently asked by taxpayers.
the gap on the leader signififind more withholding is ment of the bill, provided
American classic outside jazz
weekend.
over the
cantly
needed, you should claim few- American prisoners of war are
circles," Rosenthal said, was
Q) More than a month ago I
Franulovic,
when the costa are incurred
numerup
in the
er exemptions and, if neces- released. When the stalemate
more than his musical genius.
requested that tax be withheld
For more information obtain sary, have additional dollar
Tanglewood championship at
It
was
also
his
on my pension, but I've nowill
broken
ability
difficult
be
to
to
is
mix
a copy of IRS Publication 463, amounts withheld. You can do
Winston-Salem, N.C., earned 12
ticed no change in the amount
serious and often soulful music
predict, as there are indications
Travel, Entertainment and this by filing a new exemption
The term divorce has been with
points
for a sixth-place total of
of my pension check. Doesn't
humor and downhome
Gift Expenses. It's available certificate (Form W 4) with that Congress may not reach a abolished in Florida, and is now
64. Others in the top five are
my old firm have to start withfree from your local IRS of- your employer.
wisdom."
compromise until the fall.
called a dissolution of marholding immediately?
Stan Smith of Pasadena, Calif.
fice.
The authority to induct
riage
(107) Australian John NewBaby's
Bath
However,
all
30.
June
on
A) The payer of your penUnder the new law, one
Sarah Miles stars in the title role combe (219), Czech Jan Kodes
in an emergency the kitchQ) Can I still deduct my
Q) Is it true that I can
activities of the System, such
lion does not have to bespouse will not be required to en sink can double as a bathstock market losses dollar-for- claim a credit on the tax I pay
of "Ryan's Daughter" as a (79) and Australian Ken Rosewgin withholding' until thret
classification
registration,
level the sort of strong accusa- tub for an infant. For sanidollar from my capital gains? on the gas and oil I use for
dream-ridden girl living in a all (70).
months after
filed youi
pre-inducation examinations
tions against the other that sug- tary reasons, the sink should
remote,tiny Irish village, but she
Form W -4P, Annuitant's Re
A) Yes, these losses can my boat?
gest he or she was solely to be thoroughly scrubbed and
continuing. Failure of the
New York State provides
_aspires to greater things. Now In
quest for Federal Income Tir
still be used to offset capital
Senate conferees to break the Name for the failure of the then flushed with hot suds
about 20 per cent of the
Cinema
at
II.
Withholding.
Salem
week
fts
2nd
gains. However, if you have
A) Yes. When you file your
before and after baby's bath.
nation's salt.
Although withholding is op
a net long-term capital loss, return next year, you may deadlock has forced delay in marriage
tlerna1-on yotrr part, the payei
11 of the loss can he used claim a credit of 2.0 per gal- calling up 16,000 men
-to
must eonrpty with your re
to offset only 500 of ordinary lon for gasoline and a credit
by the Department of Defense for
quest to withhold tax.
income. A net short-term cap- of Se per gallon for lubricatthe Army in July and August.
ital loss can still be used to ing oil. Be sure to keep adeMen who were deferred when
reduce ordinary income on a quate records to substantiate
Q) I do a lot of traveling or
he old law was in effect but were
ley new job. What kind of
dollar-for-dollar basis. Net your credits. When you file
otherwise eligible, could still be
capital loss deductions are your return use Form 4136 to
records should I keep'
Inducted
provided a decision to
generally limited to $1,000.
claim
the credit. IRS PublicaA) Your records shoulc
tion 378, Federal Gas Tax this effect was made by the
show amounts, dates, destinaQ) I saw a notice on the Credit or Refund for Non- President. The Secretary of
tions and business purpose. A
bulletin board at work that highway and Transit Users, Defense has said he is "not in
diary or similar record, supsome people may not have may be helpful. Send a post- favor
of using such an unfair
ported by items such as canenough tax withheld this year. card to your local IRS office to
celed checks and paid bills, is
method to select the people for
How do I find out if I'm one of obtain a copy.
acceptable if entries are made
the July and August call."
hem?
A delay of three or four months
Kentucky Conference on Aging In renewing the induction
held in June," he added.
authority may give some In
Kentucky will be represented dication whether the all
by approximately 30 of the 1700 volunteer force
can be achieved
state delegates attending the when one of the factors which has
November conference. The motivated many young men to
representatives include senior enlist—the draft—has expired.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Two
Kentuckians have recently been alerting the elderly to benefits citizens, lay people and youth "You and the Draft" pledges to
appointed to play special roles in and programs available to them, selected from participants in the keep all Kentucky registrants
preparation for the November and to means of furthering their state conference.
and other interested persons well
National policy proposals af- informed so they can plan for the
White House Conference on academic experiences.
As
fecting
director
the
of
elderly
UK's aging
will be based future with some assurance that
Aging announced by President
council, Dr. Kaufmann is on proposals submitted by each their plans will
Nixon.
not be disrupted
The national conference has responsible for the five-year-old state to the White House Con- by the "draft."
Donovan
ference
Program
at
the
been called by the President to
Once again we remind all
develop national policy proposals university. Through the program
concerning such need areas as the state's elderly are enhousing, income, transportation couraged to resume college
and medical care for the nation's courses tuition-free. The courses
may be taken for audit or credit,
WSM -TV
WI.AC-TV
elderly.
WSIX-Tv
Channel 4
possibly
leading to a degree.
Channel 5
Chsamial 8
Thomas E. Fielder, a 21-year"Kentucky
is
the
only
WEDNESDAY
state
to
sytesidoiy
PROGRAMS
old senior at the University of
g
*15, . Sown Flows. Wthr
two
representatives
I DYMOND 1411101WlIF
:ill Mari From Shiloh hien at Law Snorts
Kentucky, has been named have
EMMY* F
selected
to play leading roles in
▪
:41 Man From Saar mon
as
national chairman of the Youth
• :so Mon From Saar Wanted: Deal
r
Arne= raMM
Participation Subcommittee of the November White House
Movie.
e
M
"UMW of
the Conference Planning Board. Conference on Aging," said Don
IS Four-In-Om:
, rxre•
w
S. F. War. Airport Hewitt P1vs-O
As chairman of the youth Valentine, the director of the
10 11;
subcommittee
Fielder,
a state Commission on Aging.
4"" """' • wer"..tr.
3
:NZ'
Paducah native, serves also as "The state is taking a
"go.
Sustsr
:
r44111;=.: Sows
12 Tryir:m".
W4VM
prominent
lead
in
the
conference,
one of nine youth representatives
Pick
12 1
DickEZZ:
on the conference's 95-member based on the quality of the
THURSDAY
MORNING PROGRAMS
planning board.
The goal of the youth sub5 11
Country Journot
committee is to help create an
C53 Mimi
6
;I:
"Zang:
Rsol mcCovs
awareness among youth of
ace, :•dev't44::;11111:
sow
7
I
Bozo
problems facing the aged. The
8 g Tsiv;;Scam Toder?solalit;:crier:: Bozo
HOLLYWOOD — Another
group will also suggest means for
Romper Room
landmark is disappearing with
DInala's Place
Mike Douil.e
Hazot
youth to participate and con- the demolition
1r
:34 COnciihtrOtiOn
of 20th Century
Boyer ty MI1011141
tribute effectively to the Fox's Western Studio.
I fo :00 Salo of Century
Family Affair
Dick Von Dyke
II %I ,30 Hollywood Squares Love of LI,'
Tnol Girl
November conference.
The company has negotiated
I ,00 J•ooardy
Where Hort Is
Bewitched
•so who • whit; toms Smirch for Tomorrow Love, American Style
More than 100 youth delegates a long lease of the 80,000THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
from across the nation, including square-foot site to a departHow do you know yea can't sell it
NNoon
Sena. Convention, NewsAll My Chlildron
two representatives from each ment store for a rent reported
12
As World Turns
Lot's Mike s Deal
if you haven't tried a Ledger and
state, will be participating in the to be nearly $5 million.
Days of Our
"
1-1141.4 Thingirjantreal Dame
1
30 Doctors
Llyrata2n•
Times classified ad? Just call
White House Conference. Their
1%stJtarm
ill•hortal Hospital
752-1910.
Zr,:hnterp=
2
11
Nish'
One Lite to
ages range from 17-24.
VOLUNTEERS MAN AMBASE
3 oo30 Somerset
Gomm. Pyle, USMC
Password
Dr. Earl Kaufmann,director of MANILA (UPI) —
Here Como Grassiest's COIN
Lucy
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4
a* Hors Como lirldosfilayr:
Daniel Boons
the Council on Aging at the manned cash registers and
Wild Writ
0
'Koran an Old
Denim Boone
University of Kentucky, has also airmen mopped
c :00 West: Action plows MacDonold's Fenn AOC Evening News
floors today to
!311 NBC Nlettny 5O50:55 Swamis News
Nowat WIN.) Sports
been appointed to a key planning keep Clark
Air Force Base
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policy proposals submitted from
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Florida divorces
now dissolutions

Kentuckians Contribute
Plans, Aging Conference
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Hollywood studio
being demolished
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Socialists
I advance
in Canada

Expert nags Venice
about famed horses

THE MORAL ANGLE

Homosexuality termed
a perverse relation

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

VENICE, Italy (UPI) Generations of Italians and foreigners
lave admired the four colossal bronze horses atop St. Mark's
Jasilica, honoring them as unique examples of pre-Christian
'.3reek art.
Now a leading Italian expert claims the horses are neither
reek-made nor pre-Christian.
It is like saying the Colosseum of Rome was built in the
Middle Ages or the leaning tower of Pisa by a careless lath
century architect.
But Filippo Magi, an archeology professor at the University of
Perugia and director of the Vatican's archeological service, ineats the horses are not what Venetians say they are.
Magi argued at a Rome archeologists conference that the
horses - the symbols of Venice herself - do not date from the
third century B.C., as commonly believed, but are perhaps six
centuries younger.
Besides, Magi said, evidence indicates the horses were not cast
or designed by Greeks, but more likely by Romans.
The deciding clue, he said, were in the horses' eyes.
A close study, Magi said,showed an unmistakable mark around'
the pupils, a trademark "crescent" used by late Roman artists
to give eyes more "inner light."
The same sort of eye marks exist in a marble bust of the
Emperor Constantine, who ruled Rome until 337 AD., and in a
few other surviving statues of the same period.
The horses were brought to Venice from Constantinople (now.
Istanbul) in 1204 by the ruling doge (or duke) Enrico Plandole,
as part of the booty from the fourth Christian crusade:,
Archeologists, art historians and other experts long have cora,
eidered the four horses the works of the Athenian mastic
sculptor Primacies, who died in 330 B.C.
Moreover, experts consider the horses the only existing
examples of an ancient quadriga - the placing of four horses
together, sometimes by yoking them or standing them side by
side.
The ones on the facade ledge over the main entrance ot
St. Mark's basilica are standing two by two with one front hoot
raised in a prance stance.

deOTTAWA — The winds of
justices thought the case was Jigging or pulling a barge,
ingenuity
creative
By FATHER LESTER
nand
little
political change are blowing
taken in such irresponsible
dull man's inCopley News Service
briskly across Canada with the
haste that the issues them- and thereby can
.ellect. In that sense they can
Socialist New Democratic
selves were not even dear.
Dear Father Lester:
iemean a person. Usually such
Party scoring an important
Any guidelines of your cam work should be phased out and
Recently homosexuals in my
victory in the province of
city staged a rally and then a on the case?
given to machines or beasts of
Saskatchewan.
B. N. nurden.
parade as part of a week-long
This is the second province
celebration to instill pride and Dear B. N.:
However, even such jobs, bewhere electors returned an
dignity in homosexuals everyNDP government — the
Morally,freedom of the press ;ides allowing people the rewhere.
western province of Manitoba
is not an absolute right. The ipect that comes from earning
Am I supposed to help them press, for instance, despite a 3ne's own living, have good ashas also installed a Socialist
gain pride and dignity? Just to painfully curious public, has no pects. For example, they leave
regime.
see them hugging and necking right to print the contents of a the worker free to think as he
Heartened by these trieach other and swishing down doctor's confidential chart or a pleases and free from the
umphs, the New Democrats
FIRST le-YEAR-OLD VOTER in Ohio, Cheryl Bakos,
the street is enough to turn my confidential report of finances anxieties and responsibilities of
are looking to a possible win
signs register in Cambridge to cast her ballot in favor of
stomach.
in Ontario later this year, or
filed with the Internal Revenue the usual business executive.
a 7-mill school operating levy. Polling place official is
Pete R. Service. It has no license to inat least if they cannot beat
Other jobs are menial beMrs. Helen Steele.
the Conservative government
vade rightful privacy which cause they are on the low rungs
Dear Pete:
headed by Premier William
No matter how it is sweet- comprises a considerable area of the service ladder. The servDavis, that they could replace
talked, homosexuality is per- for private individuals, al- ice of professional men, on the
the Liberals as the official
verse. Man and woman were though less for public figures other hand, is toward the top.
opposition.
obviously made for each other. and still less for government it- Working on the low rungs is
looking
beyond
And,
To match man with man and self. No more than Big Brother humiliating to ambitious
provincial horizons,the NDP is
woman with woman is to per- State has the press a right to be people, but it can be satisfying
talking about greatly inan all-seeing eye. Its freedom is to people who place more imvert nature.
creasing its numbers in the
"You must not lie with a man meant for the community and
portance in living happily and
federal Parliament at the next
as with a woman. This is a individual's well-being, not for contentedly in the present
general election likely in 1972.
hateful thing" (Leviticus their debasement and destruc- rather than for a materially
Political change in recent
18:22). And St. Paul, no small tion from a lack of privacy.
ambitious future which may
months in Canada has not inmoralist himself, says in his
never be realized.
Government certainly has
volved just the NDP. In the
letter to the Romans 1:18-32 the right to restrict the public
province of Nova Scotia, the
that when men refuse to see it flow of information, especially
Father Lester welcomes
liberals threw oil the ConIs rational to acknowledge God, in sensitive military and diplo- questions of a moral nature Controversy
servatives and now form the
God leaves them to their own matic areas, whose revelation
pertaining to today's life from
Magi's claims sparked a lot of argument and publicity, sonsonow
government in that Atlantic
irrational ideas and abandons could gravely damage the cornmembers of mg ealigissad. thing the horses need badly right now because of their condition.
neighboring
And
in
province.
them to degrading passions — munity and perhaps even denomination. Questloas may be But Magi is not dogmatic about his conchisions.
New Brunswick it was a turntheir women tarn from natural stroy freedom itself. This right
addressed to Father Lester in
"Naturally," he said, "others may have doubts about their
about where the longintercourse to unnatural prac- to restrict implies the power to
care of Copley News Service, age and origin. They have their views, I have mine."
established Liberals were
tices, their menfolk give up prevent publication of the
P.O. Boal.90, San Diego, Calif.
In any case, Venetians may not see the horses outd
defeated by the Tories.
"natural intercourse to be con- secret knowledge.
92112.
The Liberals and the Conmuch lortg,er.
sumed with passion for each
I leave to constitutional lawOfficials of the national Office of Antiquities and Fine Arta.
servatives are the old-line
other, men doing shameless yers
whether the Supreme
decided
in February to remove the horses to give experts a chance
parties in Canada and while
men.
...''
things with
Court was within its compethey don't like to lose to one
to study a mysterious "bronze cancer" eating them awe*:
If the homosexual is able to tency in
determining the fitness
another, they can accept this
Nothing has been done so far, but experts said the five-foot-silk
build up a false pride in his of the
secret classification put
kind of defeat. But the prospect .
inch tall -horses would go into the St. Mark's Museum fill'
status, he is assuaging his con- on the
Women's lib has scored a scientific tests and study.
information by the
of the New Democrats taking
science and assuring his executive
dubious advance in crime in
branch of the govover is a kind of nightmare.
The horses' bronze-gilded surfaces show small cracks and
stability as a "queer." By no ernment.
recent years. The FBI reports holes which experts say are caused by erosion which, in turn, is
I personally suspect
There is serious concern that in
means should he be aided in
that in the last 10 years arrests
• time the NDP could replace
"justifying" his immorality. the court overstepped its of males for major crimes rose caused by combination of salt from the Venetian lagoon and
the pollution of Venice's atmosphere by suburban industry.
bounds.
either the Liberals or Con61.3 per cent and arrests of
VAN
•
If experts decide the horses must remain indoors permanently,
servatives
in
Canadian
Dear Father Lester:
women rose 156.2 per cent.
copies may be cast and placed over the basilica door. Venetians
political life, probably farcing a
Newspapers
were
jubilant
Dear Father Lester:
•
.`a
.•
The greatest increases for hope so anyway.
merger of these parties.
about winning the Pentagon
I think menial jobs such as
women were larceny, shoplift"Venice without the horses is not Venice," said bartender
The result in the Saskat- •-•- a '.4.
papers gag war with the gov- busboy, garbage
collector, ing, embezzlement and drug ‘larcello Sbordoni. "That's like taking away the gondolas.'A
%
chewan election was a stunning 0411W
ernment.
scrubwoman
violations.
and maid are de•
success for the NDP which is a
4E7
.
But there seemed to be far meaning to a person and thererelatively moderate Socialist
LUNAR SURFACE STAY
from unanimous agreement fore that kind of work should
movement. The NDP were up Alltc
FARM FACTS
NOBEL PRIZE
WASHINGTON — ApolE 1$:
• the U.S. Supreme Court only be automated.
against liberal Premier Ross
ever5s48-_Americans astronauts plan to spend a total.
Nobel glitizes are awarded in .
Ofte-af
Your
free*.
viewpoint'
ROYAL:'JOURNEY'
Justice
about
the
right
of
Seneeror
I:ambito
e
Thatcher, a man who stood up Nagako
chemisflieVe are 3f 67W0IIK
he %ha r'Surface. live
ride a bus through the lion's den at Tama Zoo in
dorn ali the press — whether it
Sarah H. livelM a far
for
private
enterprise,
populawith
a
farms
About
110
hours
29million
of orbital sci- try. medicine, literature and
Dear
Sarah:
Tokyo, The pair plan to tour Europe in the fall.
had any limitations and if so
capitalism and who warmly
peace.
ence are planned.
tion of 10.3 million people.
Some menial jobs, like ditch
what they were — and some
welcomed U. S. investment.
Thatcher was bombed by the
New Democrats who took more
than 40 seats in the 60-aest
Legislature. It appears now
GLAD
•• I
; m
j
that Thatcher's political career
is over.
His supporters said Thatcher
C.t..eko
lost a lot of ground became of
the agricultural policies of
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Minister
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Restful Sleep
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rate is soaring
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Sale mf

DR1FFIELD, England —
Archaeologists working at a
suarry near Driffield -made
one of the greatest Iron Age
discoveries of this century "
They found the complete and
undamaged remains of a
chariot burial — the grave of a
chieftain buried with all his
possessions including his
chariot — dating back to about
200 B.C.
MATADOR tULLECTS
El Cardobes, the Spanish
matador, collected 1100.000 for
a 404ilifiltt "Bull Fight of the
Century.- in Spain. It was
shown on dosed-circuit television throughout the world.
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Natural Strength

Reg. 59'

DEODORANT

$048

D-CON

Size

Reg. 89'
Sale

SPRAY

'18.99 Sale

INSECT
KILLER

TOOTHPASTE

K2r

HAIRSETTERyour

Reg. '1.59

Ancient artifacts
found in Yorkshire

28;

Sale

Sale I

QT
NEW!
LOTION KINDNESS

Sal.

Reg. 49'

FIRST AID

I

Reg. '3.75

SANDWICH BAGS

Sale

88;

MIRACLE
HOLDING

FAST PAIN RELIEF
Bottle 'of 100 Tablets

69

Reg. '1.17
Sale

vos
HAIR
SPRAY

new

hairspray
discovery

Reg. '1.98

Giant 17-oz.
Hard-to-Hold, Unscented,
Regular, Grey & Super
Hard-tp.Hold

HAIR,PRAY
aural

Reg. '2.35

29

Sale
JERGEN'S

LOTION
Giant 20oz. Size
Plastic Bottle
with Dispenser

Reg.
'2.00

O
LOT I 0

$ 1 19 $118
I Sale

•

N1OULAO

Sale
A.

Northside
Shopping
Center

Coo

eal
IGA

ICE
MR

JIM ADAMS 1 GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *
Fresh, lean

Boneless

U.S. Choice

Rump Róäst 99;

PORK

lb.

STEAK

CUT—UP

Matchless

dlw

Bacon
Wieners

Delicious for Bar-B-Q

Armour Star

lb.

Li

NMI

12-oz.

ib.49; FRYERS
49;

All-Meat

lb

Choice

25;

I.G.A. Frozen

Cleanser 2/ T Round Steak Lemon
ade
10'
B
89c
l
b
ea ags
Towels
29
Reg. Size

6°' jar

L&M

Pkg. of 100

Big Roll

FRUIT

Kentucky Beauty

I.G.A.

Orange Grd ot

46 oz CAN

Tomatoes

FRUIT

Nu 303
IGA

t

No. 303 Can

COCK
TAIL
/'
4
19;

ICE 'GA
MILK
(0c) 1

/
1
2 Gal.

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO S.5" FORCED PURCHASES
JUST LOW PRICES I

rt/Hile Gold

Showboat

SUGAR 48.;

!BRE

28-oz. Bottle

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

Pork & Beans
No. 300 Can

COCA-4
COLA /

14 oz Bottle

IG A

CATSUP

9;
PINEAPPLE FAB
4Th
3/$1°°
I.G.A.

Detergent

20-oz. Loaf

Sliced or Crushed

PRICES
ARE

LOWER

EVERYDAY

15.;

Ripe, Yellow

U.S. No. 1 Red

Fresh, New

Giant Size

69;

Fresh

Bananas Potatoes Cabbage Peppers
lb

9;

10-lb. bag

59;

lb.

5It

5c

tiore OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that Ncounts!

WEDNESDAY—JULY 26, 1871
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MOTORWAYS

Few changes expected
in 1972 auto models
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

• TRAINING PERIOD — Assistant Labor Secretary W.
J. Usery Jr. shows the
strain of trying to get the
unions and railroad managements together as he
talks to reporters after a
session in Washington.

1940s-Look Failure
Inspires Designer
Despite the failure of his
spring 40s collection, Yves
St. Laurent may have paved
the way for others. British
designer Ossie Clark, already well-known for his
Quorum label clothes, scored
a hit with his first collection
for a French ready-to-wear
Mime. It was just as 40s as
EL. nrent's was last seams.
Ossie used padded shoulders, plunging necklines,
yards of knife-pleated skirts,
ankle-strapped shoes on high
heels. His audience said it
was pure camp but they
loved it, whereas they had
hated St. Laurent, whereas
Ossie belongs to the far-out
London boutique world, so
the same thing was all right
from him.
At least, Ossie found a way
to kill off both shorts and
miniskirts. Neither played
any part in the 40s except for
sports.
• • •

U.S. tree farmers
111' mostly in South
r Almost two-thirds of America's tree farmers are in the
South. Of the 33,000 certified
tree farmers in the United
States more than 19,000 of them
own forest land in the 13 southern states.
Nationwide, more than 72
million acres are enrolled in
the Tree Farm program. Of the
acreage, 45 million acres of
Tree Farm forest land are
located in the South.

Step into the
Wonderful

FLORIDA
WORLD
of the

Voyager ,;
13(,4;:',
DAYTONA BEACH

\

,

Bring your lighthearted spirit .. . we
supply everything else to romp ta
rest by the sparkling sea!
•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
• 2 Olympic pools
1100 ft of private beach
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game roam shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
*Across from shopping center
bowling, theatre
• Near lai Ala, Dog Racing,
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea f,sh.rtg
WM,for free brochure, rotes.
Credit cards honored
American Express, Diners Club,
at Assoricard. Master Chars,

If you're in the market for a
new car and you're holding off
until the 1972s are introduced
this fall, you might save some
Woe — and possibly some cash
— by picking up a 1971 model
instead.
The fact is that there will be
precious few changes coming
out of Detroit next year, except
of couple, for higher sticker
prices.
Facing increased pressure
from Washington in the safety
and emission control fields and
economic problems from
within the industry itself,
Detroit has had to pare down its
stable of offerings and put off
much of the face-lifting which
has been almost a yearly
tradition.
The U. S. automakers will be
stressing safety with the new
models as Detroit enters its
first phase of increased
temper protection. There will
also be improved safety belts
that activate warning buzzers
unless buckled when the
ignition switch is turned. And
Ford Motor Co. will incorporate a dashboard that will
protect occupants in collisions
of up to 20 miles an hour in its
Thunderbird and Mark series.
After spending a lot of money
on the 1971s, American Motors
has no great changes in the
works for 1972. There will be a
different tape stripe treatment
for the little Gremlin and
Hornet. The Javelin is expected
to get a new grille. There will
be new exterior colors to
choose from, but that's about
the extent of it.
There will also be fewer
models. AM is trimming off a
few low-volume, bottom-of-theline models in hopes of buoying
up profits next year.
AM is not alone in its model
trimming. In all there will be
some 60 fewer models to choose

was in no position financially to
tool up for drastic model
changes, so 1972 will see one of
the most austere years —
model wise — in GM history.
There will be slight tail lamp
and grille reworlcings, but that
will be about it.
Due to increased criticimn of
the "supercar" mystique, GM
is dropping the sporty Oldsmobile 449 and Pontiac GTO,
the car that started it all back
in the early 1960s. There will
be, however, 442 and GTO
options available on the
standard Olds F-85 and Pontiac
LeMans series.
As for the Chevy Camaro and
Pontiac Firebird, there are
virtually no changes, and
rumors persist that these
models will be dropped at the
end of the 1972 model run. In
their place will probably appear hot versions of the Chevy
Vega and Nova and Pontiac
Ventura II.
*
*
*
Q. I can't seem to get a
straight answer about oil
changes. My car manual says I
only have to change it every
6,000 miles. My neighborhood
gas station says every 2,000
miles. My past experience has
been to change the oil every

smaller and closer together
than on your present tires and
unless you're riding in loose
sand, traction should be good.
They are an improvement for
street riding too, but I still
wouldn't ride in the rain unless
you have to. I won't ride a cycle
in the rain, no matter what kind
of tires it has.
If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News
Service, P. 0. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112.

ZOlk
Deployed, the OW is loaded.

WE DI

U.

People Big
Problem For
Foresters

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Forestr,
educators visiting Kentucky
recently identified "people
APPROXIMATELY 15 HOURS after they land on the
through the most rugged terrain men ever will explore
problems" as the biggest
Moon, the two Apollo 15 astronauts will lower their
on the lunar surface. The series of paintings illustratchallenge the forestry preserLunar Roving Vehicle for the first of three trips
mg it were done by a Grumman Aerospace Corp. artist.
vation in the next decade.
Deans of forestry from 24
southern colleges and univerformers and restless inmates;
ports began in 1953.
sities visited the commonwealth
and provided telephones for tl*
Sales for the first five months
3,000 miles and filter every to investigate new forestry
use of prisoners at two jails..
of
the
year
were
other oil change. Can you shed problems arising
23,871, which
from con,
was
34
per cent more than In
any light on the subject? R. M.,
In the first 10 days inmates
Meting needs in conservation
LONDON — A record 6,148 the same period in 1970 and alFlorida.
The New York Correction made over 15,000 calls, whiqbe
recreation, mining and nature Volkswagens were sold in Britmost equaled the total for the
A. Unless you use your car in
Department has yeilded to are limited to four minutes.
ain during May. It was the
whole of 1969.
extremely rugged conditions resource development.
pressure from prison re- coming calls are forbidden.
tour
sponsored
The
was
by
highest
monthly
total
the
imsince
(continued bitter cold is heat,
said storms, etc.) your 3,000- U. S. Forestry Service.
The educators expressed most
mile change will probably be
concern over the millions oi
entirely satisfactory.
While ideally it would be best picnickers, hikers, and touristi
to change the oil every 1,000 who pour into national foresti
miles or so, extending the oil and parks each weekend.
life to 3,000 or even 6,000 miles
won't cause any damage under
Dr. John Gray, dean of forestry
normal conditions. You can bet at the University of Florida,
that if the manufacturer noted that Ocala National Forest
ught 6,000 miles between near Orlando, now has some
changes could possibly hurt the 900,000 visitors each year. He
engine he certainly wouldn't said the rate soon may reach
recommend it in his manual. some 644 million annually with
from compared to the inthe opening of Disney World.
dustry's 1969 peak of 363
"Some areas of the Daniel
Q. I use my motorr:yde both
models.
Chrysler Corp. has in on the trail and lin-tive street. Boone National Forest here in
corporated mostly minor My problem is that while the Kentucky are facing similar
changes throughout its lineup. kind of tires I have (icnobbies) problems," Dr. Gray said. "We
Models like the Plymouth on the bike are great for are concerned that these forests
Valiant, Duster, Dodge Demon traction in the dirt, they're next literally will be trampled into the
and Dart will be virtually to useless on the street, par- ground by such a tremendous
identical to the ctrrent line. ticularly when it's wet. Is there influx of people."
The Dodge Coronet sports a any combination tire that
Other deans on the tour agreed
—ay in
NO
"T•ti
..,
new grille and minor trim would work both places? J.N., overcrowding of forests also is
DEFROSTING
Oregon.
changes.
developing in their respective
A. For most applications, 1 states.
There is a new outer skin for
AI
t- EVER dap
the Dodge Polara series and Ithink you'll find an alternative
The annual tour was begun in
the Plymouth Fury and full- jto the big studded knobbies the late 1950's by the federal
size Chrysler are all new. you're now using. Try the so- Forestry Service to improve
Chrysler will dump its "300" called "trials universal" communication and
cooperation
series and Plymouth will no tread put out by a variety of between the service
and the
longer offer its Sport Fury nanufacturers. The knobs are nation's
forestry schools.
model. Other cars to be
This is the tour's first visit to
dropped from the roster inWar,
Kentucky.
Super
Charger
500,
clude the
#
Dr.
Thomas
Hansbrough,
dean
NO
Bee and Plymouth GTX.
of
forestry
at
the
University
of
DEFROSTING
In the engineering arena,
Kentucky, noted the people
Chrysler is discontinuing its
EVER
problem is perhaps the most
WIMP
workhorse 363-cubic-inch V-8,
complex ever to face adbeing replaced by a 400 c.i.
ministrators.
version built on the same block.
"Frees don't give us that
Also being dropped is the 426
muck trouble," he said, "Trees
Hemi. It will be available as a
11
1Mk...
11.1
"
don't talk back to you and they
41.•
...111111
..
separate purchase item, but
1
don't move around. People get
not as a factory-installed unit.
Into more trouble and impose
And Chrysler is dropping its
six-cylinder engines from the
more difficult management
••••• station wagon lineup.
decisions on forestry personnel."
Ford Motor Co. will be the
Hansbrough
noted that
most prolific of the automakers
forestry education must meet
with new models for 1972. The
this need by focusing training on
mid-size Ford Torino and
people-related problems.
Mercury Montego will have
"In education we must train
new frames and bodies and will
our professional foresters to be
be built on two wheelbases: a
more cognizant of the people
114-inch frame for coupes, a sai
aspects of forest management,"
118-inch frame for four-door
he said.
102 LB. FROZEN FOOD CAPACITY!
sedans and wagons.
While noting the importance of
'twin elicit -t
t tiers and meat kecpci
Standard features on the
new problems, Dr. Loyd BlackConvenirisi door shelves with &lir)
iraermediates will be recessed
well, dean of forestry at
,,rage and egg hin. sh-220
With Opferating Trod.
door handles, front disc brakes,
Louisiana State University,
side guard door beams and a
stressed that more traditional
collapsible "S" frame in front.
II needs also must be met.
The base V-11 for Ford is now
"We still must produce enough
the 302, with the 351 and 400timber
for
the
nation's
cubic -inch powerplants
7
.
1
•
tremendous demands," he said.
available as options. For high"We must provide adequate
performance addicts, a new 361
\
wildlife habitats,a base for clean
V-8 with tuned exhausts is
air and water and adequate
available, replacing the high•111•Yett. forage
for our domestic
performance 429 which now
etc'
comes with only a fourTo meet all those demanads the
barreled street engine.
deans and strict regulation of
The Thunderbird will no
people flow into the forests will
longer be available as a four
be necessary,
including
-41
.1r
door and the coupe version will
restricting some areas.
.4110°'
have — now get this — a
• Big size lets you run
"People and forests can live
LOWER price to make it more
together," Dr. Blackwell said.
fewer loads!
competitive with the likes of
"They not only can—they must.
SAVES
TIME AND DETERGENT. Full
other "personal" cars such as
This will require anadjustment
I liii i ap.14. it) 2 sash cycles and
the Pontiac Grand Prix.
Transmissio
-Year
n
5
2 Sr .11 ' I iiiperat tires give perfect
_ammAN40;.
'“, on both parts—especially the
And another surprise move is AFT7-7
public."
net
for (All vihing you wash.
the restyling of the Lincoln
RIZK FRISK The Atlantic
Continental Mark III. For 1972,
Free replacement and installation of any
it will be called the Mark IV surf at Miami Beach gives
ANCIENT REMEDIES
part *Inch prows defecteve *dhoti the
and will be based on an in- you a view of the qualififirst year of
Delert,ve tyanynt,von
Sucking
a piece of coal or
Lebanon's
cations
of
GeorBel-Air Shopping Center
component
parl w,ll be replaced free
us/—
Duo rAtv
termediate chassis instead of a
chalk once was regarded as the
enthon love year ,,,stallatton extra dor
CO•fOIT
Rizk
gina
Uni"Miss
to
be
shortened Mercury frame as. in
9-8
Mon.-Sat.
dm
theoulth
second
totth year.
best thing for indigestion aril
verse".
is
She
nearly
5BAN.Aut RICARO
years past.
753-8.391
Closed Sundays
spiders' webs were used to stop
Because of last year's strike feet-8. weighs 121, and has
bleeding.
35-24-35 ben tistics.
and subsequent shutdown, GM

VW sets sales
record in Britain

MASth

New York installs
phones for prisoners

BEACH MOTEL
Si MI

•

V01#11,, 9400 Motel OC•••frefit Segall
24/4 II itlant.c Ant OW
_ •
Dattena teach Fiend&

INVENTORY REDUCiON!

PHILCO.

14ctuft.

TWO-DOOR
Refrigerator
-Freezer

-stir

,SAVE
NOW
Reg. 324.95

$279"

SAVE 18-lb.Capacity
$30" Automatic
WASHER

Ad ,ti
C ty

Slate

1

SWISS

Yell

us
APPLE

[
nizi
(8L-Io1

Golder

BANA

LYN

Reg. 209.95

*ars

WARRANTY
cS.

OTAStti

Flame

art'
BOLI

l!arance

°gager)
r

Who

Ptit

Doz
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COUPON
LIMIT: One Per Family
GIANT SIZE

I

DN

FOLGER'S

OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COUPON

•

COUPON

LIMIT: One Per Family
NESTLE CHOCOLATE

QUICK

on pur. of
25-1b. bag
OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-71

OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

LIMIT: One Per Family
GIANT SIZE

SAVE
10c

BIZ

on pur. of
2-1b. can
OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Good Onl At Store 's

Good Only At Storey's

PON no. 21206
Limit: 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit: One Per Family
PERSONAL SIZE

CH1POS

59'

IVORY
SOAP

th91°

OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-71

OFOEH EXPIRES 731-fl
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

10'

on pur. of
S•oz. boa
OFFER EXPIRES 741-71

Good Onl At Store 's

12

am

BARS 77

ttO7i3
e1Y7
;
3 Pl
Ai
)073:dEROI1

BEL-AIR SHOPPRIG CENTER
U.S.D.A. CHOICE Beef - ROUND

U.S.D.A. GOV'T INSPECTED

HOT & READY-TO-EAT

STEAK

89,,t 11-11-11 FRYERS

49cb

Center Cut

PRK.CHOPS 791
a

By-The- iece

lb.

BOLOGNA

COUPON
Limit: 1 Per Family
SAVE

25' DREAM
WHIP

59' COFFEE '
era', 89' FLOUR

CHEER

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

COUPON No. 27758
Limit: 1 Per Family
SAVE
GOLD MEDAL

COUPON
LIMIT: One Per Family

•AY—JULY 28, 1971

491

Re CHOPS

lb.

lb 89SPI
1
nieleRIBS

59,

Or ,

00 ,

am

BAR-B-Q SANDWICHES

4/s

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF, BONELESS

i/4 LOIN - 9-11 CHOPS
Boneless "Center Cut"

PORK CHOPS HAM SLICES 89; RUMP ROAST

59c lb.

SWISS STEAK

PORK SAUSAGE

lb

3/s1 CHUCK ROAST

Armour's
° All-Meat

lb

99!

Boneless

CounhY Stile

79'

lb.

Sliced

U.S.D.A. Choice

CUBE STEAK

WIENERS BACON4

or
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS 899
Yellow & White Cream Style
Fully Cooked

CORN

59' PORK ROAST

6

PK.CUTLETS 59.
Fine For Bar-B-Q

US

No. 303 can

5P1

SHORT RIBS

lb

49' RIB EYE STEAK

lb

Coupon at Top of Page)
King Size

oz bot

Wishbone

A1 DOWNY
8
1100 IS.DRESSING3

CREAM PIES
*quid

18-oz. bats.

3/s1

59;
BREAD
25;

104

IVORY

22-oz

2"z $

(Limit: 4)
Tenn. Red Haven

49' NESTEA

3-oz jar

89' PEACHES

Hunt's

Grade A Large

NO. 1 RED

Santa Rosa

39

$149

Instant

EGGS PEA HES
DOZ.

BAR-B-Q SAUCE

64 oz

Morton

Golden Ripe

LYNN GROVE

ra

HYDE PARK

5'

BANANAS

78;

(Limit: 1)

"
lb $1

Giant Size
CHEER (With

BISCUITS
(Limit: 5)

3-1b. can

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

BALLARD

8-oz. can

CRISCO

39

lb

Fresh 8 Lean

17-oz. $
cans

APPLE SAUCE

lb

$ 1.19

PURE VEGETABLE

Fresh Picnic Style

SLICED PICNICS

lb

PLUMS

00
29-oz$
cans
•(Limit: 6)

California

lb.

KE

39' ORANGES

Doz

4Bots.28.0z. $1

49
'
00

POTATOES
10-lb. bag49
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Peking's 7 million see
Mao's policy in action

eat

By BENEDICTO S. DAVID
Copley News Service

Mom won't give
her permission
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is every time I ask my
mother for permission to do something or go somewhere she
says, "I can't give you permission until we find out how your
father feels about it."
The problem is my father is hardly ever home, and when
be is I have to wait until he is in a good mood to even bring
up the question, and by that time it's too late.
Dail you think my mother should be able to give me
permission to do things without my father's okay? Most of
the time when I ask my father he says, "Whatever your
mother says is all right with me."
SIGN ME. . . . NO PERMISSION
DEAR NO: How old are you? Permission for what? To
ride your bike in the street or to hum then Europe with a pal
for two months? You will have to fill me in on a few details before I can give you a sensible answer.
DEAR ABBY: I was married less than a year to a fine
young man who had a very Slavic sounding name. He died
tragically. Now my mother wants me to take whatever legal
steps are necessary so that I may use my maiden name
again. [My maiden name is very phonetic and very, very
Anglo-Saxon.
I can't seem to bring myself to do this, and I don't know
why. Certainly not out of regard for my inlaws for they
treated me shamefully after the accident that killed my
husband, Unpitying had he not married me he would be alive
today. [Or worse.]
Sometimes I think I would take back my maiden name if
my mother hadn't put so much pressure on me. I would hate
to think getting a promotion or impressing an eligible man
favorably would depend upon my name. I would appreciate
MISS WASP [NIX]
your opinion.
DEAR Ml S WARP (NIX]: Granted. a "very, very
Angle-Saxon" sounding same can be an asset and a name
that's typically Slavic can be a handicap when dealing with
bigots. But do what your heart tells you to do. You sound to
me like a young wetaan with good sense.
DEAR ABBY: A stamp collector's wife should appreciate a good thing.
The husband who is a real pain is the rail fan. Everything be goes in for costs money, from model railroads to
travel abroad to ride on some kind of steam or diesel he's
never experieoced before. He will take the slower train for
the longer ride. He plays recordings of train whistles and
counts the wheels on locomotives. If he goes in for electric
railroads he may drive a thousand miles to ride a trolley
somewhere, and his dream is to ride up front with the
engineer.
The stamp nut may go to auctions or meetings but be
doesn't get his family up at the crack of dawn to ride a
railroad train to nowhere with stops to photograph switches,
signals and rolling stock. Count your blessings!
CLEVELAND
DEAR CLEVELAND. Comm years. Railroad trains are
becoming as extinct as the whooping crane.
CONFIDENTIAL TO STAN: Your wife has takes op
recently. And you're the bird she's watching.
-watching
bird
What's your problem? Yen% feel better if yea get It off
your cheat. Write to ABBY. Rox OFTW, Los Angeles. CaL
WM. For a personal repay disclose stamped, addressed
eivelope.
Hate to write testers? fiend St to Abby, lea MU, Lea
Angeles, Cal. WM. or Abby's booklet, ••liew S. Write Utters for AU Cseelidn ..

Cold water good
as burn treatment
Gold water must be applied
immediately to burns and
scalds to relieve pain and accelerate the healing process.
This must be done immediately
after the aL.cident and until
there is no pain
The cold water treatment is
ineffective if it is employed
more than 60 minutes after the
accident.

Malaysia expands
maritime fleet
Malaysia will spend more
than $250 million on its second
maritime fleet expansion to include a number of coastal vessels. log carriers, palm-oil
tankers and product carriers.
These will supplement eight
cargo liners, two wood-chip
carriers, a bulk-carrier and an
ore-oil carrier.
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Air Condition

4#1

NOW
During our Super Special
on
Fedders Air-Conditioners
Room Air-Conditioners
as low as

11111/11/11111

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone 753 2571

'111
111
101
1141
)1 1
101

101
10
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1100010“
4.01
.MMAMMAti

7547

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

PEKING, People's Republic
af China — The 7 million citizens of this capital city are just
like their comrades in either
Canton or Shanghai.
The difference perhaps lies in
the fact that many of them are
employed in the formal departments of goverment and are,
therefore, a little more aware
of government policies and
subtle changes in the hierarchy.
It is in Peking that Chairman
Mao Tse-tung shows up at the
rostrum of Tien An Men square
in the heart of the city.
It is to Peking that visiting
dignitaries come to confer with
Chinese officials.
It is in Peking that the progress of the 740 million Chinese
on the mainland is evaluated,
considered, directed and redirected.
And, it is in Peking that the
representatives of the people of
China gather in their People's
Congress to set up the policies
by which the lives of one-fourth
of the world's population are
guided.
Here, more than in any place
in China, the influence of
Chairman Mao is projected.
His "Thought" is emblazoned across government
buildings and stands in characters 30 feet tall in the center of
Tien An Men square, a huge
meeting ground of the people of
China.
White statues of Chairman
Mao preside over factory
grounds and his pins are on
every hi-east ... man, woman
and child.
Peking today is similar to
other Chinese cities in that it is
capable of providing for itself
in terms of food, fuel, power
and industrial goods.
At the Nan Yuan Commune
outside the city limits, we saw
gardens filled with vegetables,
and rice fields almost ready for
harvest.
Al the Peking No. 1 Machine
Tool Plant within the city,
lathes and grinders are being
made from basic steel materials.
The factor provides its workers, male and female, with living quarters, medical treatment, money and the two kinds
of coupons needed for buying
grain, cotton material and
clothing, bicycles, shoes, transistor radios and watches.
Significantly, the chairman
of the revolutionary committee
which runs the factory was an
officer of the People's liberation Army ( PLA), Yiu Fa-ting.
The arrangement was set up
during the cultural revolution
when the PLA stepped in to
stabilize the situation and install Chairman Mao as the undisputed theoretician of the
Communist Party of China. It
was at that time that the president of the country's government, Liu Shao-chi, was deposed and disgraced.
China today has no president.
The new constitution of China
in all probability will provide
Chairman Mao with the legal
title of chief of state. He is that
already, and much more.
According to Yiu Fa-ting,
whose rank never was disclosed and who wore the same
dark green uniform of the PLA
man, the structure of the
revolutionary committees that
took over every government
entity and enterprise was more
or less the same.
The PLA would have about 30
per cent of the membership,
the cadres,45 per cent, and the
workers, 24 per cent.
Incidentally, it is impossible
to tell the ranks of the PLA men
because they wear no insignia.
"We really have no ranks to
speak of. Everyone knows
everyone else and therefore
knows who gives the orders and
who should be followed," one of
our guides told us later.
The factory is on a two or
three-shift basis, depending on
the section After 15 years, the
worker is entitled to retire at
Its option at 70 per cent of his
wages.
There are no strikes, no wage
disputes, no lockouts. They are
not permitted.
Some of the workers were
brought here from other parts
of China because their particular skills were needed at
that particular factory.
In such cases, when the family of the worker cannot go with
him because the wife is working elsewhere, the worker is
Oven a 15-day vacation every
year, exclusive of travel time.
He is of course provided with a

free ticket to and from his
home.
During the tour of that factory, we were taken to the
medical clinic and to a kindergarten where the children of
some of the workers were
cared for during work hours.
The kids were being taught to
assemble Chinese characters
with modeling clay, to sing and
follow simple rules of behavior.
There, the children were fed at
lunch and allowed to sleep after
lunch.
After the tours, we tried to
look for the Roman Catholic
church we went to in 1958. We
couldn't find it. Either we lost
our bearings or the place had
been torn down.
Pagodas in the countryside
were "abandoned" and the
"images that the people put up
were taken down by the people
during the cultural revolution,"
a guide said.
It is also in Peking that the
only air-conditioned subway in
China is located.
No picture taking was allowed within the subway. *
Our guides told us that the

subway was already in use but
vie didn't see anyone using it
except for the special guests of
the government. But even as a
showpiece, it was impressive
for its cleanliness, its marbled
lobbies and tiled platforms.

Campaign spending
law changes sought
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

non of Nevada.
Each would make reporting
provisions more explicit but
differ in the amount of allowable contributions and how
money should be spent through
television or other forms of advertising media.
Under current law, candidates and treasurers of
political committees must file
itemized account of contributors and expenditures with
th. House and Senate. Committees which raise the money are
obligated to list names and addresses of contributors giving
$100 or more six times a year.
The candidates themselves do
so twice each year.
Personal expenses need not
be itemized but a total must be
listed for public review.
Both parties acknowledge
that the official filings often do
not reflect the true level of •
campaign spending. There are
widespread opportunities for
abuse, however, as the House
Standards of Official Conduct,'
cratic Senators John Pastore of
Committee concluded after
Rhode Island and Howard Canhearings last year.

have indicated they will support spending reform and ma)or bills carry Sen. Mike Mansfield, D-Mont., the majority
leader, and Seri. Hugh Scott, RPa., minority leader, as cosponsors. President Nixon also
wants some form of change.
Timing, however, is becoming increasingly important and
most observers feel a law must
be enacted by December if it is
to become effective for next
year's election. It is considered
doubtful that Congress would
want to enact a spending bill
after January in the second
session of the 92nd Congress
when the presidential campaign will be the dominant
overriding consideration.
Mr. Nixon has indirectly indicated his support for a bill
sponsored by Republicans
Scott and Sen. Charles Mathias
of Maryland. The strongest
counterpart bill is being carried by Mansfield and Demo-

WASHINGTON — Congress
is fast approaching a deadline
period where it must decide if
Embassy Row in Peking is a there are to be significant
soldiers
There
are
place.
quiet
changes in the campaign
on guard at every chancery spending law before the 1972
gate for the security of the for- presidential election.
eign diplomats.
There is widespread and bipartisan support in the House
For some strange reason we and Senate for changes in the
got the impression that it was a federal Corrupt Practices Act,
world within a world — perhaps a 46-year-old statute intended
because of the presence of a to provide surveillance over
1970 Ford,
who contributes money to
political campaigns. In 1966
In Peking such a car is over- and 1967, the Senate passed rewhelming because there are so form bills but neither gained
few cars around and certainly House approval.
no air-conditioned ones other
Heavy pressure for broader
than the British-owned Ford. reform has built since the 1968
presidential campaign when
The tension that was present the costs of seeking elective ofamong the people in 1958 is no fice hit an all-time high.
longer obvious. The young men
The atizens Research Founand women grew up under the dation of Princeton, N.J., a
them,
present system. AM for
reputable study group which
there is no other system, no has specialized in campaign fiother world.
nancing, estimates that as
much as 6400 million will be
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EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

Harvesting Burley Soon After Topping Not Good

Emphasis on research
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service

formation Center.
It is one of the nation's best
applications of computer
technology to problems of
information retrieval and
dissemination. A
major
drawback to this system is its
requirement that what goes
into the computer be filtered
through academic screening
committees.
One of educational research
and development's major
problems has been the length of
time between germination of
ideas and classroom use.
Estimates of 50 years are
considered conservative.
Yet biologists and physicists,
working closely with school
curriculum specialists in the
1950s, were able to develop
outstanding science courses
now used successfully by more
than half the country's science
teachers within seven years
and 67 million after they began.
It is this type of operation,
apparently, that is envisioned
for the NIE, mostly in the
social sciences.
Commissioner Marland says,
"We can no longer accept a
situation in which we can
deliver a new mouthwash to 200
million Americans in a matter
of weeks while a new system of
education to freshen the quality
of our minds moves with
glacial imperceptibility."
He concludes, "In a nation
that has attached scientific
inquiry with great profit to
nearly all of its major interests
— medicine, industry, cornmerce, communications — it is
time that education, perhaps
..the overriding concern of
Americans as we rank our

Anyone who has groped for a
light switch in a strange, dark
room will have an idea of what
the nation's instructors are
trying to do by teaching without
knowing how or why children
learn.
Only research and its
development into classroom
application can provide this
kind of badly needed information. Reliable, valid and
useful scientific research is one
of many things lacking in
education today.
This lack makes it extremely
difficult for teachers to help
their pupils and advise parents
how to help their children.
While the efforts of physical
scientists working sometimes
in lonely laboratories have
trought the world to its current
medical
and
scientific,
technological efficiency, this
type of fragmented, isolated
research has not worked for
education. The reasons for this
failure are unclear.
This current year, the
government is spending $96
million on educational research
and development, about threetenths of one per cent of the
nation's total federal school
outlay. The aerospace industry
devotes about 25 per cent of its
money to research and
development; the electronics
industry, about 18 per cent; the
defense industrial eximplex, 10
per cent, and health and
medicine, 4.6 per cent.
A National Institute of
Education (NIE), partially
removed from the U. S. Office
of Education, has been
propzised to coordinate and
operate
the
nation's
educational research and
development efforts. The institute was recommended to
Congress by President Nixon
and has received broad
bipartisan support.
It has become extremely
popular with professional LEXINGTON,
Ky.—
schoolmen, some congressmen Kentucky's 4-H Ambassadors
and firms engaged in research Will meet at Lake Cumberland 4and
and
development
B Center, Aug. 2-5, to learn about
producing school hardware
Their roles as 4-H representatives
The major bill to establish in their home counties and to
the ME was introduced in the discuss topics of special interest
House by Rep. John Brademas, to youth.
D-Ind. The House select subEach Kentucky county, plus
committee on Education, of each urban area with an
which he is chairman, is organized 4-H program, has been
conducting hearings on the given the opportunity to select a
legislation.
boy and girl to serve as official
In an article in the June representatives of 4-H there
Kappan, the magazine of the during the coming year.
education fraternity, Phi Delta
The Ambassadors Conference
Kappa, U. S. Commissioner of
Education Sidney P. Marland will include training to prepare
Jr. explains, "The ME would these young people for their roles
Become
responsible
for as 4-H Ambassadors, with work
programs in basic research, sessions on ways to tell the 4-H
ongoing developmental ac- story effectively. The program,
tivities, the research and planned around the theme
Opportunity
and
development centers and "Youth
regional education Responsibility," also will feature
speakers and discussions of
laboratories."
Pure or theoretical research topics that are of special concern
— prompted by man's to modern teens.
inquiring mind — as well as
Since the Conference is being
applied research would be held at the state's newest 4-H
fostered along with what camping facility, Lake CumMarland says will be one of the berland 4-H Center, near Jabez,
NIE's principal reasons for Ky., the usual camp activities
existeaCC. "$34itematitili1 the also will be part of the Conart and science of teaching.. ." ference.
Most educational research
Chosen from among the top
today is conducted on college older 4-H'ers in their
counties,
campuses and by professors
working in school systems. these young people will represent
Entire education departments 4-H meetings of other youth and
and sometimes other collegiate adult groups and will report on
enterprises are financed the 4-H program to donors,
through federal and private governmental groups, and news
media. They also will have
foundation grants.
Many professors have special roles at 4-H activities,
became more adept at grants- events and ceremonies and will
manship than in imparting help explain 4-H to prospective
to
knowledge
students. participants, leaders and donors
Colleges that rely heavily on In their counties.
such grants to finance their
schools of education may feel a
budget pinch if the professors
and-or the funds are detoured
to a NIE.
Little thought has been Oven
The Small Business Adwithin the USOE to developing
a more sophisticated electronic ministration's part-time office in
data processing system to Paducah, Kentucky, located on
identify, gather, organize, the first floor of the City Hall, will
analyze and disseminate the be open on Thursday, August 5,
results of educational research from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Phone
and information about ongoing number is 442-3110.
projects. '
A SCORE representative will
Instead, the Congress and be available to give counseling
create
still
schoolmen would
and advice to businessmen or
another bureaucratic structure prospective businessmen
to do this at an initial cost of desiring his services. Also, he
$150 million to $200 million will provide general information
beginning in fisral 1973.
on SBA's financial assistance
One select subcommittee programs.
source contends that the ME
will bring research and
The record total length and
development closer to the
classroom teacher. This in- weight of a hot dog is held by the
formed source admits that a German Butchers Guild. In the
minority of teachers use the late 1600's, the Guild produced a
USOE's existing computer data hot dog that was reputedly more
bank. called ERIC for than half a mile in length and
Educational Resources In- weighed 885 pounds.

4-H Members
Will Attend
Conference

SBA Representative
In Paducah Aug. 5

they top their tobacco in early
flower stage and then delay
harvest as long as weather
the crops cut 10 days after top- conditions remain favorable and
ping. This is an average yield loss of lower leaves is not serious
gain of about 25 pounds per acre
for each day the tobacco stays in
The largest hot dog ever made
the field after topping. In some of in the United States is believed to
the test locations, yield dif- have been produced by a packer
ferences were considerably in Michigan. It was 17 feet long, 5
greater than this.
inches in diameter, and weighed
The UK researchers point out 80 pounds. The bun also set a
that results of this study indicate record. A tractor and trailer were
burley growers can realize beat required to haul the giant sandyields and returns per acre if wich to the scene of its unveiling.

LEXINGTON,
Ky.—
Harvesting burley tobacco soon
after it is topped can be a costly
practice, warns University of
Kentucky agronomists.
In field trials conducted by UK
College of Agriculture staff
values, should come to members, yields as well as
adulthood."
returns per acre were greater
Hopefully, this adult life will when crops were harvested 20
not be shortened by the and 30 days after topping than
stranglehold of bureaucracy

when the tooacco was cut aria
other half was topped when
housed 10 days after it was
flowers were 50 percent full. The
to.
stage of maturity when topped
Crops used in the study, made
affected yields only slightly—less
by UK agronomists A. M.
Wallace, J. H. Smiley, W. 0. than 100 pounds per acre at each
Atkinson, and J. L. Sims, were location.
However, when the tobacco
located in Nelson, Scott and
was cut 20 days after topping, the
Casey counties.
average yield for the three
At each location, half the
tobacco was topped when flowers locations was 244 pounds per acre
greater than for that portion of
were in the button stage. The
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lack of initiative and

Bayer
Timed Release
Aspirin

$1.50 Value

Breck Set
Hair Setting
lotion

72's $1.89 Value

8 oz

Rolaids
Family Pack
75's
$1.19 Value

Shimmy
Shins
Hair Remover

One-A-Day
Multiple
Vitamins

4oz $1 75 Value

$3.39 Value

A nice fellow who doe
is M. C. Garrot
university.

The carpenter's strike
hardship on the ent
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Ray P. I
Business

Ray P. Munda)
business man of Murr
away this morning a
o'clock at the Murra
County Hospital. He w
of age and his death 1
extended illness.
Munday was own
Murray Machine
Company located on
Street until the firm n
new headquarters on
Road. He sold his p

$1.25

Leah Workmar
Camp Tapawir

-Double Hibachi
Grill
$14.95 Value,

Panel Magic
Cleans & Beautifies
Wood Paneling
Spray On—Wipe Off
$1.98 Value

Sergeants
Dog Collar
$1.98 Value

$1.48

Preparation
Ointment
Si 1',

Miss Leah Workmai
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Is serving as counsel(
Tapewingo, Sweden,
the third summer.
She was invited by I
of the camp to serve a
in the direction of the
games for the over or
girls at the exclusive
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elected as one of two s
the girls divided into
There are eighty col
the camp and she v
over them for this ho
She will return to he
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University this fall. 5
career in social work.
man is active in tt
Crusade program.

The Weaf
Mexsana
Heat Powder
634 oz. $1.25 Value

Mostly cloudy ti
tonight with scattere
and thundershowers
the east half. Friday
cloudiness with widely
thundershowers main
east portion. Highs te
Friday in upper 70s
80s. Lows tonight uppo
lower 60a

